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ABSTRACT
Three bioactive glasses (45S5, 55S4.3, and 60S3.8) have been investigated
using atomic-scale molecular dynamics simulations in attempt to explain differences
in observed macroscopic bioactivity. Bulk and surface structures and bulk dynamics
have been characterized. Ion exchange and hydrolysis reactions, the first two stages
in Hench’s model describing the reactions of bioactive glass surfaces in vivo, have
been investigated in detail.
The 45S5 composition shows a much greater network fragmentation: it is
suggested that this fragmentation can play a role in at least the first two stages of
Hench’s model for HCA formation on the surfaces of bioactive glasses. In terms of
dynamic behavior, long-range diffusion was only observed for sodium. Calcium
showed only jumps between adjacent sites, while phosphorus showed only local
vibrations.
Surface simulations show the distinct accumulation of sodium at the
immediate surface for each composition. Surface channels are also shown to exist
and are most evident for 45S5 glass.
Results for a single ion exchange showed that the ion-exchange reaction is
preferred (more exothermic) for Na+ ions near Si, rather than P. A range of reaction
energies were found, due to a
of local environments, as expected for a glass
surface. The average reaction energies are not significantly different among the three
glass compositions.
The results for bond hydrolysis on as-created surfaces show no significant
differences among the three compositions for simulations involving Si-O-Si or Si-OP. All average values are greater than zero, indicating endothermic reactions that are
not favorable by themselves. However, it is shown that the hydrolysis reactions
became more favorable (in fact, exothermic for 45S5 and 55S4.3) when simulated on
surfaces that had already been ion-exchanged. This is significant because it gives
evidence supporting Hench’s proposed reaction sequence. Perhaps even more
significantly, the reaction energies for hydrolysis following ion exchange directly
relate to the glass composition; the 45S5 composition is most favorable and 60S3.8 is
least favorable. This correlates directly with the observed macroscopic in vivo
bioactivity of these glasses.

xvii

1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION
1.1

BIOACTIVITY

The term ‘bioactive’ came into use in the late 1960’s and early 1970’s to
describe a class of glasses, developed by Hench et al., that produced a surface layer
which bonded to bone.1 However, subsequent experimental studies have shown that
bioactivity is not restricted to glasses, but may be exhibited in metals, ceramics,
polymers, and glass-ceramics.2-6 The more modern definition of a bioactive material
given by Hench is ‘‘a material that elicits a specific response at the interface of the
material, which results in the formation of a bond between the tissues and the
material.’’7

Principally, for the qualifier “bioactive” to apply, there must be a

bonding between the material and living tissue; this is what makes this class of
materials important in terms of skeletal system repair.
Bioactive glasses have found use in a number of clinical settings. Oral bone
grafts for periodontal defects and middle ear prostheses are two examples of their use
as bulk materials.7 Bioactive glass coatings have been used in cochlear implants,
helping to reduce hearing loss.7

These glasses have been used as bone filler

following tumor removal.8 They have been investigated recently as a component of
composites such as glass-ceramics for orthopaedic use.9 Currently, much research is
focused on their use as scaffolds for tissue engineering.10-13 This allows the transport
of proteins such as growth factors directly to needed sites in order to improve tissue
regeneration. These scaffolds can incorporate marrow cells from a patient to further
aid in bone regrowth.14,15 Bioactive glasses are completely biochemically compatible
with the body.14 They are nontoxic, and as they resorb, they are replaced by living
tissue.8
Conventional treatment of periodontal and craniofacial bone defects has
included autogenous bone grafts (requiring surgery at another site on the patient) and
decalcified freeze-dried bone (homografts) that are poor in inducing bone growth.16,17
Bioactive glasses have been used in place of these techniques with some success. In
addition, part of their effectiveness lies with an antibacterial effect on some bacteria,
which is in part due to the alkaline nature of the surface reactions which take place on
implantation (Table 1.I).17 There is also evidence that the reaction products of the
1

glass reacting with body fluid can have positive effects on bone cell differentiation
and can stimulate cellular metabolism in general.18-21 In some surgical procedures, an
allograft (donor tissue) is used to aid bone regrowth. Bioactive glasses that can be
used in place of allografts are preferred, as their use avoids issues such as
noncompatibility and transmissable disease. Another key feature of bioactive glasses
is that they elicit no foreign body response.17 Furthermore, they encourage bone
growth (osteogenesis), forming a bonding layer between living and non-living
materials.22 This results in a faster bone regrowth than without the glass.
The development of a crystalline calcium-phosphate layer on the surface of a
material is one indicator of its bioactivity. The relative bioactivity of a material can
be measured by the rate at which this hydroxycarbonate apatite (HCA) layer is
formed.8 This is a phase structurally and chemically equivalent to the mineral phase
in bone and is formed via a series of reactions at the glass surface (Table 1.I).8,23
This thesis focuses on bioactive glasses, in particular Bioglass® (45S5), a
composition of high bioactivity, and two glasses of lower bioactivity in the same
glass system. The first two reactions in Table 1.I are investigated in detail in this
thesis.
Table 1.I.

Hench’s Bioactive Glass Surface Reaction Sequence23

1. Rapid ion exchange of Na+ with H+ or H3O+ from solution.
2. Breaking of network bonds (Si-O-Si or Si-O-P) and formation of Si-OH; loss of
soluble SiO2.
3. Condensation and repolymerization of SiO2-rich layer depleted in Na+ and Ca2+.
4. Migration of Ca2+ and PO43- groups to surface through SiO2-rich layer; formation of
amorphous CaO-P2O5 layer; growth of layer by incorporation of Ca and P from
solution.
5. Crystallization of amorphous CaO-P2O5 layer by incorporation of OH-, CO32-, or Ffrom solution to form HCA layer.
6. Adsorption of biological species in growing HCA layer.
The rates of these reactions, and thus the overall sequence, are highly
dependent on glass composition, as well as pH and surface area to volume ratio when
implanted.23 For example, the highly bioactive 45S5 composition will go through the
first four stages in a matter of minutes and within an hour the HCA layer has begun to
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develop, while no HCA layer will develop on a 60S3.8 glass after one week. This
layer, when crystallized, will end up being about 30 m thick and rest atop 100120 m of a silica-rich layer.23-25 Solid adherence to neighboring soft tissue begins to
take place in 1-3 days and this will only occur for glasses with a relatively fast fifth
reaction stage.
Again, this rate of HCA creation has an enormous effect on the bioactivity of
a glass and is composition-dependent. Increasing SiO2 content from 45 to 53 wt%
substantially reduces the rate of formation of surface silanol groups (Si-OH), slowing
down the rate of formation of HCA, even for glasses with sufficient CaO and P2O5
content.25 Composition details for the three glasses investigated in this study are
given in Table 1.II.
Table 1.II.

Glass Composition Details

wt%

mol%

Ca/P

density
(g/cm3)

SiO2

Na2O

CaO

P2O5

SiO2

Na2O

CaO

P2O5

45S5

45.0

24.5

24.5

6.0

46.1

24.4

26.9

2.6

5.2

2.66

55S4.3

55.0

19.5

19.5

6.0

55.1

20.1

22.2

2.6

4.3

2.55

60S3.8

60.0

17.0

17.0

6.0

60.1

17.7

19.6

2.6

3.8

2.61

A bioactivity index (IB) has been defined in terms of the time (in days) for
50% of an interface to be bonded (IB=100/t0.5bb).22 Previous results have shown that
the thickness of the interaction layer between the bioactive glass and bone is
proportional to IB.8 Values of IB for 45S5 and 55S4.3 are 12.5 and 3.7 days-1,
respectively.26
It has been shown that the calcium-phosphate HCA layer can form in vivo on
phosphate-free glasses similar in composition to Bioglass®.27 A silica gel layer still
forms, but phosphorus is taken from the surrounding fluid and penetrates into the gel
layer.

In these glasses, calcium only accumulates after phosphorus has been

incorporated into the silica-rich region. This is evidence of a different mechanism for
HCA formation, but suggests that hydroxylation of the surface via silanol groups is
still crucial.27
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Hydroxyapatite (HAp) formation is also observed for a simple Na2O-SiO2
glass in simulated body fluid (SBF).28 In this case, calcium and phosphorus (as PO43ions) are precipitated on the silica gel layer, presumably due to surface charge effects
after ion exchange of sodium from the glass. Surface apatite formation and bonding
to bone is also observed for CaO-SiO2 glasses where phosphorus from SBF is
incorporated into the surface layer.29
These bioactive glasses can be broadly classified into three categories: 1)
bonds to soft tissue and bone, 2) bonds to bone, but not soft tissue and 3) bonds to
neither soft tissue nor bone. It is widely accepted that small differences in glass
composition can have remarkable effects on the properties of these glasses.24,25,30,31
In this study, three compositions of bioactive glass are examined: the composition
denoted 45S5 (Bioglass®) which bonds to soft tissue and bone, 55S4.3 which bonds
to bone but not soft tissue, and 60S3.8 which bonds to neither soft tissue nor bone.30,32
The first number in the composition notation refers to the molar percentage of SiO2
found in the glass, “S” to the network former Si, and the second number to the molar
ratio of calcium to phosphorus (Ca/P).8
These compositions belong to the Na2O-CaO-SiO2-P2O5 system of glasses,
though a number of other systems have observed bioactivity.

A constant

contribution of P2O5 exists across the compositions. Each composition has a constant
contribution of Na2O and CaO by weight. Three key compositional features that have
been shown to be crucial to high bioactivity in this system of glasses are: 1) <53
mol% SiO2, 2) relatively high modifier content, and 3) Ca:P greater than 5.33
1.2

GLASS

Unlike in crystals, which have strict, long-range order, in glasses, structural
order decreases with distance from a reference atom. The three-dimensional atomicscale structure of glass cannot be resolved using microscopic techniques, and modern
spectroscopic treatments can only help in confirming preexisting structural models.
Zachariasen’s continuous random network (CRN) model of silica provided the basis
for our understanding of glass structure for much of the 20th century.34 This model
describes the structure of pure silica as corner-sharing silicon oxygen tetrahedra that
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form a three-dimensional network; each silicon atom is bonded to four oxygen atoms,
and oxygen atom is bonded to two silicon atoms. Additional modifier atoms (e.g., Na
or Ca) act to break up the structure by turning bridging oxygen atoms (bonded to two
Si) into non-bridging oxygen atoms (bonded to only one Si), as explained by Warren
and Biscoe.35
Further understanding of glass structure was gained from Greaves’ EXAFS
studies, which provided evidence for the segregation of Na and NBO from silica-rich
regions.36 This introduced the concept of structural inhomogeneity in the mediumand long-range order in glasses and is called the modified random network (MRN)
model.

However, a proper picture of the medium-range structure, even in the

relatively simple sodium-silicate glasses, based purely from spectroscopic techniques
remains dubious. The bioactive glasses in this study consist of Si and P as network
formers and Na and Ca as network modifiers.

These additions make proper

characterization of the bioactive glass structure even more difficult without the use of
atomic-scale modeling, as the number of different possible atomic environments and
interactions is greatly increased. Understanding the underlying atomic structure in
these glasses will surely provide some insight into the observed property differences.
1.3

COMPUTER SIMULATION

Due to the availability of increased computing power, computer simulation
has taken a more significant role in materials research, particularly as it relates to
atomic-scale modeling. It takes on an even greater importance in the study of glass,
which has long-range disorder that cannot be completely described using
conventional spectroscopic or diffraction techniques.

To answer many pressing

questions about glass structure, exact atomic positions are needed and no
experimental technique can yield this information. At best, some techniques can give
average, one-dimensional structural information, such as distribution functions, but
resolving this information for multicomponent glasses is currently troublesome as a
number of independent contributions may exist for a single peak.37,38 A number of
atomic-scale computer simulation techniques exist. Atomic-scale computer modeling
of glass yields structures which can be observed over time.39
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If the calculated

average properties from the modeled glass match the experimentally derived
properties, then it can be assumed that the modeled atomic structure is representative
of the experimental glass.
While quantum mechanical treatments of atomic structure (e.g., density
functional theory (DFT) calculations) can yield electronic structure information
which can be used for understanding reaction mechanisms, the number of atoms in
these simulations are restricted to on the order of 100 atoms. This restriction has the
effect of ignoring some long-range interactions (e.g., potential energy effects), which
can be particularly vital for constructing models of glass structure. And while it is
possible to derive some chemical reaction information40,41 from DFT calculations, the
general results are energy-minimized 0 K simulations, which thus give only a final
“snapshot” picture of a glass structure.
On the other hand, the molecular dynamics (MD) simulation technique, which
in its fundamental form ignores electronic structure, but relies on a Newtonian
treatment of atomic motion over time, can treat up to over one million atoms and thus
incorporates the long-range structural information critical to understanding glass
structure.39,42 It has the additional benefit of uncovering time-dependent behavior of
atoms or ions.
A number of MD studies have been reported for silicate glasses over the last
30 years.43-48

Most of these types of studies have focused on gaining a better

understanding of the local and middle-range structures in glasses, while some have
investigated bulk diffusive behavior. Recently, surface MD simulations, in which
surface structures and defect concentrations are examined, have come into greater
use. However, these have been done almost exclusively for pure silica, while very
few studies have attempted to model chemical reactions at glass surfaces.49,50
Few multicomponent (more than two components) glass simulations exist.46,51
This is partly due to the lack of compatible potential energy functions for a number of
species, but also due the computational problems associated with modelling boratecontaining systems, as they demand three-body terms to properly represent local
structures.52 Further, to gain a proper understanding (statistically) of multicomponent
glasses, which almost invariably have components of small concentrations (<10%),
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larger simulations are needed, as compared to single and two-component glasses.
Thus, greater computational resources are required, which is compounded by the
possibility of an increased number of interaction potential energies that must be
calculated.
This thesis focuses on the structure, dynamics, and reaction energies with
water for a series of bioactive silicate glasses in attempt to better understand
bioactivity differences among the glasses. The overall objective of this work is to
attempt to uncover explanations for bioactivity differences among three bioactive
glasses using the atomic-scale MD simulation technique.
This thesis is arranged in the following way. Chapter 2 describes details of
the MD simulations, including the potential models used and the analysis techniques
employed in this study. Chapter 3 presents results of the bulk MD simulations,
including structural and dynamical analyses.

Chapter 4 details the surface

simulations, including structural and dynamical analyses. Chapter 5 presents results
of ion-exchange surface reactions.

Chapter 6 presents results of the hydrolysis

surface reactions. Chapter 7 examines work done at PNNL in preparation for density
functional theory (DFT) calculations for surface reactions. Chapter 8 presents the
conclusions of this study and makes recommendations for further work with the
models created in this study and the creation of new models.
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2 SIMULATION
MODELS
2.1

TECHNIQUES

AND

POTENTIAL

INTRODUCTION

A number of computer simulation techniques exist which can give
information about atomic-scale structure.

Electronic structure (e.g., density

functional theory) calculations are quantum mechanical in nature.53-56 The results of
these calculations are based on approximations to the solution of the many-body
Schrodinger’s equation (which defines energy for a quantum system).

These

calculations yield ground-state properties and structures and precise energies that can
be used to calculate reaction energies.

However, they are computationally

demanding, such that DFT calculations are limited to on the order of 100 atoms as
they consider all of the electrons in a system.

Thus, a drawback to electronic

structure techniques is a lack of treatment of long-range potential energy effects.57
Monte Carlo molecular modeling (e.g., the Metropolis Monte Carlo
technique58), on the other hand, is a classical simulation technique which treats atoms
as point charges for which short-range interaction potential energy functions exist,
and thus a greater number (i.e., thousands) of entities can be simulated.59

The

technique involves iterations of moving atoms with the aid of a pseudo-random
number generator and calculating system energy. If the energy decreases due to
moving the atoms, the new configuration is kept. If the energy increases, then the
new configuration is kept based on a Boltzmann statistical distribution of energy; i.e.,
a lower energy configuration is more probably kept.60 Thus, as system configurations
are sampled somewhat randomly, the structure evolves abruptly over time. In its
simplest form, this technique yields a static structure with no time-dependent
information.
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation involves solving Newton’s classical
equations of motion, based on electrostatic and short-range potential energies, for a
collection of point charges.39,61-63

Thus, the structure evolves with a true time

variable, such that time-dependent properties can be evaluated. This contrasts with a
system treated by Monte Carlo modeling, for which no time-dependent information
exists.

Because the ions are considered as point charges, in conventional MD
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simulations, several hundred to over one million atoms can be simulated. System
energy is calculated for each configuration, such that it is possible to calculate
reaction energies by comparing configurations. For these reasons, MD was chosen as
the simulation technique for investigating the structure, dynamics, and surface
reaction energies for the three bioactive glasses treated in this thesis.
2.2

MOLECULAR DYNAMICS

MD simulations consist of a collection of N ions in a simulation cell, usually
with three-dimensional periodic boundary conditions. The ions are considered as
point charges, in line with the Born model of the atom.64 The interaction and motion
of ions in an MD simulation are determined from contributions of kinetic and
potential energy. Kinetic energy is calculated in the usual way, while short-range
potential energy functions and Coulombic interactions are used to calculate potential
energy. These are expressed as functions of separation distance between particular
ion types. Forces are then derived from the gradients of the potential energy with
respect to ionic displacement. These forces have magnitude and direction for each
ion-ion interaction. These forces are summed, yielding a resultant force on each ion.
From Newton’s 2nd law and the mass of the ion, an acceleration is calculated
which is then applied to the previous velocity and coordinates of a given ion to
change its motion. Each ion is moved and the process is begun anew. A single cycle
of this process is called a time step. A typical MD simulation has a discretized time
step on the order of a femtosecond (simulated time) and may consist of several
thousand to several million time steps, making entire simulations on the order of picoand nanoseconds in simulated time.

The femtosecond is chosen because it

corresponds to a time in which only hundreds of atomic vibrations may occur. This
helps to ensure that proper atomic motion is probed in these simulations.39
Temperature, volume, and energy can be controlled in an MD simulation via
different statistical mechanical ensembles. The canonical (NVT) ensemble has a
constant number of ions (N), volume (V), and temperature (T), and the system’s
energy is allowed to fluctuate. The NVE ensemble has a constant system energy and
temperature is allowed to change. Finally, the NPT ensemble has a constant system
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pressure while the system volume is permitted to change. Because the ions in the
system are allowed to move according to the forces dictated by the potential energy
equations, ion velocities will change, and thus the system temperature may change.
In a constant T ensemble, a thermostat is used to maintain the desired temperature.
Similarly, a barostat algorithm will be applied in use of the NPT ensemble. A
number of thermostats, based on different algorithms, are available. In this study, an
NVT ensemble with a Berendsen65 thermostat was used for bulk simulations while an
NPT ensemble with a Berendsen barostat was used in the surface simulations.39
Selecting a simulation cell size (and hence number of atoms, N) relies on the
interplay of a number of factors. First, one should sample a representative volume of
a given glass. The cell should be of sufficient size to reproduce medium to longrange structural features (~6-10 Å). It is also important to recognize that the presence
of a relatively small compositional component (~<10%) demands a relatively large
simulation, in order to best statistically represent the range of local environments for
the small component, as experienced in an experimental glass. Another factor is the
available computing power and time, as an increased cell size requires an increase in
necessary computing power and time.66 For an NVT simulation, the box size is then
chosen, for a given composition and number of atoms, to represent properly a desired
bulk density.66 While it would preferable from a statistical standpoint to have on the
order of Avogadro’s number (~1023), conventional simulations have N on the order of
thousands, and box sizes on the order of tens of Angstroms.
Because bulk simulation cells conventionally have three-dimensional periodic
boundary conditions, they are, in a sense, infinite solids; i.e., they have no surface.
Therefore, it may not be surprising that simulation cell-size effects can exist. 39,66
Another issue with three-dimensional periodic systems is calculating the long-range
Coulombic energy, which falls off slowly as r-1, and does not go completely to zero.
To reduce the computation time associated with calculating this energy while
retaining the proper overall energy, the Ewald sum is used. In basic terms, it replaces
a potentially infinite sum of Coulombic energies with two finite sums (one in real
space and one in reciprocal space).39
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Two additional limitations of this simulation technique is that many orders of
magnitude in spatial scale and many more in timescale must be bridged in translating
the results from simulation to reality.66 Though a bulk simulation with N ions and
three-dimensional periodic boundary conditions simulates an infinite solid, there is
still only N independent ions, so that in reality, only a relatively small portion of a
given composition is sampled. In the end, comparison with experimental data can
provide the means to determine whether MD is suitable for calculations in a given
system.67
2.3

BULK SIMULATION

Starting structures for MD simulations may be random or based on a
crystalline lattice.

For glass simulations, the starting structure is brought to an

elevated temperature for equilibration; in a typical simulation, this equilibration
temperature may range from 3,000-10,000 K. When performed over a sufficient
number of timesteps, this allows a proper mixing of the ions through the increased
kinetic energy associated with the higher temperature, and thus erases any memory of
the starting structure (which may not have been arbitrary). Temperature in an MD
simulation cell is measured by the velocities of the constituent ions; to increase
temperature, the ion velocities are scaled. Initial velocities are usually given by a
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution based on the input temperature.

“Kinetic

temperature” T for a three-dimensional system of N particles can be defined as

Τ=

2
1
E kinetic =
3kN
3kN

N

r

∑m v
i =1

2
i i

(2.1)

where k is Boltzmann’s constant.66
The structure is then cooled from this elevated temperature toward room
temperature. Effective cooling rates in MD simulations are on the order of 10101013 K/s.68 These are nominal cooling rates, which are not directly comparable to
experimental quenching rates as, in a bulk MD simulation, there are no surfaces
through which to dissipate energy: the kinetic energy of the system is decreased by
scaling atomic velocities. The system goes through mechanical heating and cooling
processes, rather than dissipative processes, as in experimental studies. This has been
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discussed elsewhere in terms of temperature change across an interface.69 Nonlinear
continuous cooling rates and step cooling procedures are also sometimes used. After
reaching room temperature, the simulation is again run at a constant temperature
(300 K). At this point, the structure can be analyzed by a number of methods. In this
study, the MD simulation program DL_POLY was used exclusively.70
In this study, the bulk simulations were performed using a 2 fs time step. A
Verlet leap-frog algorithm was used to numerically integrate the motion
equations.39,66 A random initial configuration was constructed with a simple distance
constraint ensuring that ions did not approach extremely close to one another. The
bulk creation temperature schedule is outlined in Figure 2.1. An equilibration of
40,000 time steps (80 ps) at 6,000 K was used.

A linear cooling rate of 0.1

K/timestep (1010 K/s) was used in cooling from 6,000 K to 300 K (285,000 time
steps). A 50 ps equilibration was performed at 300 K. Unless otherwise noted,
structural analysis was done on the final 20,000 timesteps. This consisted of 401
configurations, as coordinate data were saved only every 50 time steps.

The

Berendsen thermostat relaxation parameter was set to the maximum suggested value
of 2.0 ps; this allows a slower relaxation with respect to temperature-scaling, i.e., less
abrupt velocity-scaling. Van der Waals forces had a short-range cutoff of 7.6 Å,
while Coulombic interactions were cut off at 12.0 Å in real space, with an Ewald sum
precision of 10-5. Simulation cell lengths in this study were mostly on the order of 33
Å and each cell consisted of approximately 3,000 ions, though some larger cells were
constructed for comparison.
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Figure 2.1. Linear cooling schedule for MD simulation of bulk glasses.
2.4

SURFACE SIMULATION

Two distinct MD surface creation techniques are described in published
literature. By straining a bulk MD simulation box in one dimension, the structure
eventually separates from itself and two surfaces are formed.46,71 A second strategy
for surface creation involves inserting a vacuum gap in one dimension of a bulk MD
simulation, sufficient in size to prohibit interaction across the gap.72,73 Ions on one
side of the gap are then immobilized, allowing for relaxation of ions on the other side
of the gap. This results in one surface which is usually of a lower roughness than the
surfaces created in the first technique.46 This second technique was used exclusively
in this study, with a procedure based on Garofalini72,73, but specifically following that
of Du (Figure 2.2).50
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Figure 2.2. MD surface creation schedule.
The surface simulation control parameters (thermostat, barostat, etc.) were
identical to the bulk parameters explained above. Starting from the bulk simulation,
20 Å of vacuum was inserted in the z-direction, in effect (though not explicitly)
removing periodicity in this dimension.

Essentially, a series of infinite slabs is

simulated. The “bottom” (lowest in the z-direction) 25% of the ions was “frozen”
(i.e., not allowed any translational motion). The simulation was then equilibrated at
1500 K for 80,000 time steps (160 ps).

This step attempted to represent the

spontaneous heating that surfaces experience during cracking. The surface simulation
was then equilibrated at 300 K for an additional 80,000 time steps. An additional
25% of the ions were frozen, helping to eliminate any strain developed in the
previous immobilization interface. Then a final equilibration at 300 K was done with
coordinate data taken every 50 time steps over the final 20,000 time steps. This
process resulted in free surfaces on the order of 13-14 Å deep.

The final

configuration was considered the starting point for the subsequent hydroxylation
studies. It should be noted that high nominal temperatures are used to speed-up
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processes which would take sizable “real time” to simulate at lower temperatures, but
these are nevertheless the same processes.74
2.5

ANALYSIS

While quantum mechanical, Monte Carlo, and static lattice techniques may
yield a stable final glass structure, MD simulations have the additional benefit of a
time-resolved structure as individual atomic coordinates are saved for later analysis.
This allows for calculation of dynamic effects during the simulation. Also, averaging
over a number of static structures increases statistical reliability in the static analyses.
These analyses have the ability to both reproduce experimental data as well as
introduce new atomic-level understanding through data that are unobtainable through
conventional experimental techniques.
The static analyses performed for the glasses in this study include the
calculation of pair distribution functions, bond-angle distributions, Qn-distributions
(describing the connectivity of network-forming tetrahedra), and coordination number
analysis. For clarity, pair distribution functions will be described in further detail in
the Section 2.5.1 below.
The dynamic component of the bulk analysis consists of mean-squared
displacement data and self-diffusion coefficient calculation. These will be addressed
in further detail later in Section 2.5.2 below.
2.5.1 Distribution Functions
Distribution functions are useful in describing amorphous structures, though
they only give one-dimensional information.39,75

A number of definitions of

distribution functions have been given in the literature, some of which conflict with
one another, so it is important to explicitly define what we have used in this thesis.
The average number density of ions of type j around an ion of type i at a
distance r is defined as the partial radial density function,

ij

(r) . The component

correlation function, t ij (r ) , is defined as
t ij (r) = 4
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ij

(r) .

(2.2)

The radial distribution function (RDF), defined as rt ij (r ) , can be used to
directly calculate the coordination number of ions of type j around ions of type i, as
the area under the first peak of the distribution function.
The total correlation function, T(r), is simply calculated as

T (r ) = ∑ ci t ij (r)

(2.3)

i

where ci is the number fraction of ion type i (Ni/Ntotal). Thus, T(r) is calculated by
summing up the pair contributions. T(r) can be directly compared to the Fourier
transform of experimental neutron and X-ray scattering data.
2.5.2 Mean-Squared Displacement and Diffusion Coefficients
Experimental analysis of bulk diffusion can be done via isotope tracer analysis
and change in concentration profiles over time.76

Molecular dynamics allows

analysis of individual atomic-scale ion motion over time and can allow for explicit
description of diffusion mechanisms.77,78
The mean-squared displacement, rτ2 , for an atomic species and diffusion
coefficient, D, can be calculated according to
rτ2 =

1
Ns

Ns

∑ [r (τ ) − r (t )]

2

i

i

(2.4)

0

i

and

1 d 2
D= 
rτ 
6  dτ 

(2.5)

where τ = t0 + ∆t and Ns is the number of that specie in the simulation.
Below the glass transition temperature, Tg, the network structure remains
essentially fixed as the network ions move only through local vibrations.

The

pathways for modifier ion migration are therefore set, but the temperature may be
sufficiently high to allow modifier ion migration.

By calculating diffusion

coefficients for a number of temperatures, an activation energy for self-diffusion,
Esd, can be calculated assuming an Arrhenius relationship of the form
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 − ∆E sd 
D = D0 exp

 kT 

(2.6)

where D0 is a diffusivity pre-exponential term, k is Boltzmann’s constant and T is
absolute temperature.
2.6

POTENTIAL MODELS

Perhaps the most crucial input parameters for MD simulations are the
potential energy parameters. Short-range potential energy functions are at the root of
atomic motion in an MD simulation as they prescribe the energy between ions for a
given separation.

Potential models were first developed for the study of gas

molecules and crystalline materials.39,64,79-83 In the last 30 years of glass simulation, a
number of these potential models has been applied to the structure of glass. In
general, they describe Pauli repulsion as ions approach close to one another.
The origin of potentials used in glass simulations is with those developed for
crystalline solids. In early crystalline simulations, a rigid-ion model, where ions were
treated as point charges that experience short-range potentials, was used with simple
pair potentials. Three-body terms were added to better reproduce experimentally
determined lattice dynamics.84-86 The shell (or polarizable ion) model was later
developed to properly reproduce the lattice dynamics of alkali halide crystals.82,83
Instead of treating each ion as a point charge, this model gives each ion a charged
core and shell, which interact with each other via a spring-like term that keeps the
core and shell for a given ion attached, and helps replicate the effects instantaneous
dipoles of the ions.87,88 The total ionic charge is divided between the core and shell,
and massless shells are usually used. The ions are then effectively polarized due to
the electric field from surrounding ions; hence, the local environment can have a
greater effect on the charge-distribution in they system, as compared to the less
flexible rigid-ion model. It has been shown recently that the shell model should be
included for the study of structural and dynamic properties of multicomponent silicate
glasses due to effects from the large polarizability of the oxygen ion.89
Partial charge models, which attempt to address the partial covalency of
certain bonds by using fractional instead of full-valence charge, have been developed
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based on quantum mechanical calculations.60 The use of partial charge models has
limited the need for three-body terms, which were used in models of amorphous
silicates to account for partial covalency of the Si-O bond90-92, apparently by
decreasing the electrostatic contribution to the overall potential energy. The recent
use of charge-transfer models, where the charges on particular ions are updated
during the simulation, also attempts to better describe the covalent bonding present in
some types of bonds.47,93
Early applications to glass simulations consisted of simple pair potentials
which describe the interaction between two ions and the parameters of which were
determined by fitting to empirical data.43,44,94 Perhaps the most-used potential form in
glass structure simulations is the BKS potential, a pair potential model.95 Later
studies added three-body terms which helped to better reproduce bond angle data and
decrease the presence of defects in the simulated glass.90,92

This increased the

necessary computing power for these simulations, but increased their reliability for
describing glass structure.
The potential parameters used in this work are based on those developed by
Teter.96 This is a partial-charge model in which the parameters were determined by
fitting to crystal structure data and properties. They have been found to reproduce
structural data in SiO2 and produce significantly fewer structural defects, such as
three- or five-coordinated Si, as compared to a number of previous models.50,97,98 The
short-range interactions of this model have the form of the Buckingham potential
V (r ) = A exp( − ρ / r ) − C / r 6

(2.7)

which has three parameters (A, , C) and both a Born-Mayer repulsion term and a
dispersion (dipole-dipole interaction) term.50

Potential parameters have been

developed simultaneously for a large number of cation-oxygen interactions, making
them useful for the study of multi-component glasses such as bioactive glasses.
However, Du discovered a number of over-coordinated Si and P ions when
these potentials were initially tested on glasses.99 A minor modification of the O-O
potential improved coordination as well as better agreement of Si-O and O-O bond
lengths with neutron data.99 The modified potential was used in this study.
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Another modification was made by Du, concerning the Buckingham potential
for small r. It was found that at high simulation temperatures, it was possible for ions
to approach so close to each other that they reached the near-infinite energy well.
This led to system instability, but was overcome by a power term of the form
V(r) = a / r n

(2.8)

where a and n are parameters determined to make both the energy and force curves
continuous at the interface between the Buckingham potential and the power term.50,99
The potentials as developed by Teter had no O-H interaction term, which is
necessary for study of the interaction of water with the glass. Du fit structure and
property data for a number of hydroxides to develop the hydroxyl group potential,
starting from a potential created by Saul et al.99,100 Saul’s model, with the Coulombsubtracted Morse form,
V(r) = D{ 1 − exp [ − (r − r0 )]} 2 − D −

e 2 qO q H
4 0 rij

(2.9)

where D, β , and r0 are parameters, was originally developed for a full-charge model
and was refined by Du to be compatible with Teter’s partial-charge model. The D
parameter is equivalent to the dissociation energy of an O-H bond, r0 is the optimal
O-H bond length of 0.9485 Angstroms, and the

parameter directs the shape of the

potential well.
An Si-O-H three-body term was also used in this study to properly reproduce
correct bond angles. Baram had developed a potential of the screened harmonic
form,
Eijk (θ ) =

1
Eo (θ jik − θ 0 ) 2 exp( −(rij / ρ1 + rik / ρ 2 ))
2

(2.10)

where i, j, and k represent the three ions (i is the center oxygen ion), rij and rik
represent the distance between the center ion and its two neighbors, θ jik is the angle
between ions j, i, and k.101 Du adjusted the θ 0 , ρ1 , and ρ 2 parameters to obtain the
proper bond angle in silicic acid.99 Without this term, surface hydroxyl groups were
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found to form angles around 180°.99

A P-O-H three-body term was not used.

Possible implications of this are discussed later in this work.
All of the parameters used in this study are presented in Table 2.I below.
Some of the parameters have been previously published.50,89 The Fortran-based MD
program DL_POLY version 2.3 was used exclusively.70 Two slight modifications
were made to the code: 1) coordinates were saved as REAL*4 numbers instead of
REAL*8 to conserve disk space.

A number of different computers were used,

including Windows-based machines, Windows- and Linux-based Alpha workstations,
and a TEZRO SGI four-processor workstation.
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Table 2.I.

Potential Parameters

Buckingham potential parameters
A (eV)

ρ (Å)

C (eV·Å 6)

13702.905

0.193817

54.681

Si -O

12443.824

0.193817

54.681

Na0.6-O-1.2

4383.7555

0.243838

30.700

Na0.6-O-0.856

4096.2726

0.243838

30.700

Ca1.2-O-1.2

7747.1834

0.252623

93.109

Ca1.2-O-0.856

7036.7000

0.252623

93.109

P -O

26655.472

0.181968

86.856

P3.0-O-0.856

26467.054

0.181968

86.856

H0.256-O-1.2

100.00000

0.250000

0.0000

H0.256-O-0.856

100.00000

0.250000

0.0000

O-1.2-O-1.2

2029.2195

0.343645

192.58

O-1.2-O-0.856

2029.2195

0.343645

192.58

2029.2195

0.343645

192.58

Si2.4-O-1.2
2.4

3.0

-0.856

O

-0.856

-1.2

-0.856

-O

Screened Harmonic potential parameters
Eo(eV)
o (°)
1 (Å)
2 (Å)
H0.256-O-0.856-Si2.4

12.0

108

2.0

3.6

Morse potential parameters (Coulomb-Subtracted)
H0.256-O-0.856

D (eV)

(Å-1)

r0 (Å)

7.0525

0.190

0.9485
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3 BULK SIMULATION OF BIOACTIVE GLASSES
3.1

INTRODUCTION

The bulk structure and dynamics of glasses are difficult to examine on an
atomic-scale using conventional scientific methods.

Because glasses have no

translational periodicity, diffraction methods give, at best, a one-dimensional average
of ion-ion interactions, and even for simple compositions, there is considerable art in
extracting this information.

Solid state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)102,

infrared (IR), and Raman103 studies give local structure information in glasses,
possibly extending to network connectivity104,105, but there can still be considerable
uncertainty involved in extracting quantitative results from these types of data due to
peak overlap.106-110 On the other hand, MD modeling can provide time-resolved
atomic coordinates, such that ion-ion distributions, bond-angle distributions, network
connectivity, and bulk diffusion can be thoroughly examined. Because the atomic
coordinates are known for each ion over time, these properties can be calculated
unambiguously.

For complex compositions, such as those of bioactive glasses,

undertaking molecular dynamics study is a significant way to study a number of
structural and dynamic glass properties at once.
In this study, three compositions in the Na2O·CaO·SiO2·P2O5 family of glasses
were examined (Table 3.I). It has been shown that each of these three glasses
interacts with the human body in remarkably different ways; 45S5 (i.e., Bioglass®)
bonds to both tissue and bone, while 55S4.3 only bonds to bone and 60S3.8 does not
bond with tissue or bone.30,32 These differences in bioactivity can be attributed to
different rates of proceeding through Hench’s reaction sequence as outlined in the
Chapter 1.8 This sequence involves an ion-exchange process (Na+àH+), followed by
dissolution of network bonds, and migration of Ca2+ and PO43- ions to the glass
surface.

This molecular dynamics study provides a unique method to uncover

structural and dynamic differences among these glasses that can be related to the
observed differences in bioactivity. Knowledge of the underlying structure of the
glass is the first step in leading to a greater understanding of development of the
crystalline HCA layer and can perhaps lead to better design of these glasses and some
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control of the bioactive reaction process.

To date, few four-component glass

simulations exist.52,111
Table 3.I.

Glass Composition Details

wt%

mol%

Ca/P

density

SiO2

Na2O

CaO

P2O5

SiO2

Na2O

CaO

P2O5

45S5

45.0

24.5

24.5

6.0

46.1

24.4

26.9

2.6

5.2

2.66

55S4.3

55.0

19.5

19.5

6.0

55.1

20.1

22.2

2.6

4.3

2.55

60S3.8

60.0

17.0

17.0

6.0

60.1

17.7

19.6

2.6

3.8

2.61

3.2

(g/cm3)

BULK SIMULATION DETAILS

The three bulk glasses were created according to the process outlined in
Chapter 2, with the number of each ion species and simulation box sizes given in
Table 3.II below. The final distribution of oxygen as NBO, BO, and “free oxygen”
(FO; oxygen not bonded to a network former) is also given. The simulations were
run under an NVT ensemble, so there was no change in the cell size during the
simulation.
Table 3.II.

Bulk Simulation Details

O

Si

P

Na

Ca

total

cell size (Å)

NBO

BO

FO

45S5

1565

461

52

488

269

2835

33.75

1060

496

9

55S4.3

1655

551

52

402

222

2882

34.25

886

763

6

60S3.8

1705

601

52

354

196

2908

34.00

794

911

0

Cubic simulation cells with periodic boundary conditions were created with
volumes corresponding to the experimental density values given in Table 3.I. The
densities were supplied by Greenspan.112

It should be noted that these differ

somewhat from other reported densities. Rajendran et al. present values of 2.831 and
2.652 g/cm3 for 45S5 and 55S4.3, respectively.113 Lin et al. report densities of 2.702
and 2.655 g/cm3 for 45S5 and 55S4.3, respectively.114 Differences are likely due to
different quench rates.115
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3.3

BULK ANALYSIS

Because of its non-periodic nature, glass does not have a unique atomic-scale
structure. A number of complementary analysis techniques can be used to describe
short and medium range order in glasses. In particular, ring size distributions, Qn
distributions, Qn connectivity, bond angle distributions, ion-ion correlations, meansquared displacement, diffusion coefficient, and the impact of NBO on structure are
easily derived from the results of MD simulations and, in some cases, can give unique
information unavailable from conventional experimental methods.
3.3.1 Bulk Structure
MD has been used to examine the structure of these glasses in terms of
network fragmentation, crosslink density, ring size distribution, Qn distribution, Qn
connectivity, bond-angle distribution, cation coordination number, oxygen speciation,
and atomic correlation functions in attempt to explain bioactivity differences among
the glasses.
3.3.1.1 Network Fragmentation
It has been shown that network connectivity can be used to tailor bioactivity
through control of alkali content.116 The network connectivity of this glass can be
investigated by visualization of the simulated bulk glass model. Figure 3.1-Figure 3.3
show snapshot pictures of the final configurations of each bulk glass along with a
snapshot of the remaining network pieces after the largest network fragment is
removed. (All of the structure snapshots in this thesis adhere to the following color
key: gold: Si, purple: P, red: BO, magenta: NBO, blue: Ca, pink: Na, turquoise: FO,
green: under-coordinated Si and P, white: H.)
Particularly telling is when the largest continuous network fragment is
removed (along with the modifiers).

The “leftover” network pieces give some

indication of the relative overall connectivity of the bulk network. A more disrupted
network structure has more independent fragments.

This should aid in ionic

transport, as there are more open surface channels for alkali diffusion. This would
allow a greater ion-exchange (Stage 1 in Hench’s reaction sequence: Chapter 5) rate,
for example, by increasing the amount of sodium available at the immediate surface.
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Further, by virtue of fewer overall network bonds, the network hydrolysis (Stage 2)
rate should also increase with an increased fragmentation.

Thus, an increased

bioactivity should be expected for a glass with a greater degree of inherent
fragmentation.
The network disruption arises because of the presence of NBO; each NBO is
essentially a “dead end” in the network structure. A network former tetrahedron must
have at least two BO to connect the network to the next network former; one that has
only one BO is the end of the network, and one that has no BO is not part of the
network at all, but the center of an independent tetrahedron. Compare this concept
with the continuous network structure of silica, for which theoretically no NBO exist.
If a similar bulk simulation were performed for silica, removal of the “largest”
network fragment would thus have no remaining fragments.
Considerable difference is noted between the “leftover” structure of 45S5 and
the other two glasses. The 45S5 composition has some relatively large chain-like
fragments remaining after removal of the largest network fragment and modifiers,
while the other two glasses mostly have independent PO4 and SiO4 groups. This
points to a more disrupted structure for the 45S5 glass and may aid in explaining its
high bioactivity relative to the other two glasses. While some chain-like pieces are
found, it should be noted that the “bulk” of the glass network is not chain-like in this
simulation.
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a

b

SiO4

26

PO4

Figure 3.1. 45S5 bulk structure: a) full structure and b) with modifier and largest network fragment removed.

a

b

SiO4

27

PO4

Figure 3.2. 55S4.3 bulk structure: a) full structure and b) with modifier and largest network fragment removed.

a

b

PO4
28

SiO4

Figure 3.3. 60S3.8 bulk structure: a) full structure and b) with modifier and largest network fragment removed.

A more disrupted structure should allow for easier transport of sodium to the
surface of the glass; this would quicken the ion-exchange step in the HCA creation
process. Experimental EXAFS data36,117 and MD simulations118 of sodium silicates
have shown the presence of alkali-rich channels, presumed to be high diffusivity
paths.

According

to MD simulation, alkali diffusion takes place via

“microchannels”119 of alkali in alkali silicate glasses.

An activated ion-hopping

mechanism exists, by which alkali ions move among distinct sites along these
channels which are defined by the NBO on their edges.77,78,120

Thus, a greater

fragmentation (i.e., more channels) should lead to an increased degree of sodium
diffusion, which could then allow for an increased ion-exchange rate. Also, the
channels can also allow for a greater degree of water infiltration into the glass
surface, which should increase the rates of both Stages 1 and 2, leading to a greater
bioactivity.
While the second stage, hydrolysis of network bonds, may not necessarily
have a lower energy barrier among the different compositions (discussed in Chapter
6), it is certainly hastened in a disrupted structure because there are simply fewer
network bonds to be broken. This breaking up of the network may also allow for
deeper penetration of water molecules, which would aid in the hydrolysis reactions of
Stage 2. The transport of calcium and phosphorus may also be augmented by the
disrupted structure. All of these factors may increase the overall reaction rate of
HCA creation, thus increasing the relative bioactivity of 45S5. Similar arguments
may be made in addressing the different bioactivities of 55S4.3 and 60S3.8, as 55S4.3
has a slightly more depolymerized structure, but the differences are less drastic in this
comparison, so additional factors likely need to be uncovered.
3.3.1.2 Oxygen Speciation
Raman spectroscopy is sensitive to local structure in silicate glasses, and can
be used to investigate vibrational modes in bioactive glasses, providing information
about NBO content.121 The presence of NBO was verified by the emergence of a
Raman band at 900-950 cm-1 due to the asymmetry of polyhedra containing NBO.
This asymmetry in the Si-O-Si environment arises from the presence of network
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modifiers.121 From a ratio of peak intensities, [NBO]/[BO] was calculated; results are
compared in Table 3.III below.121 FTIR and XPS data also confirm the presence of
NBO in bioactive glasses.122
In this study, the nature of a given oxygen ion was determined by a 2.25 Å
cutoff, which was set in accord with the Si-O and P-O T(r) (discussed below). In
some cases, no network formers existed for a given oxygen ion within the 2.25 Å
cutoff; this is referred to as an instance of “free oxygen.”
As expected, with decreasing silica content (and consequent increased
modifier content), these glasses show an increased NBO content. Table 3.III below
shows relative amounts of NBO, BO, and FO (free oxygen: oxygen bonded to no
network former ions in a 2.25 Å radius) in the bulk simulations. A higher fraction of
NBO indicates a more fragmented structure, as NBO are essentially “dead-ends” in
the network.

This decreased polymerization creates more chain-like network

fragments. This may allow for easier ion exchange (Stage 1 of Hench’s reaction
series) and dissolution of silica (Stage 2) when the glasses are put in solution. There
is a small presence of FO in the 45S5 and 55S4.3 simulations. This is taken to be a
sort of defect in the structure.
A theoretical [NBO]/[BO] was calculated, assuming that each Na and P
contributed one NBO and each Ca contributed two NBO to the bulk structure in each
glass. The results of these simulations agree well with the calculated values.
Table 3.III.

Distribution of Oxygen Species

#neighbors

45S5

55S4.3

60S3.8

0

0.6

0.4

0.0

1

67.7

53.5

46.8

2

31.7

46.1

53.2

[NBO]/[BO]

2.14

1.16

0.88

[NBO]/[BO] (3x)

2.16

1.17

0.87

[NBO]/[BO] (theory)

2.21

1.19

0.88

[NBO]/[BO] (exp. ±0.25)121

2.25

1.15

0.75
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Figure 3.4. Distribution of oxygen species.
3.3.1.3 Crosslink Density
Hill has proposed using the principle of crosslink density (CLD: borrowed
from the treatment of polymers) to explain bioactivity of these glasses.{Hill, 1996
#43} This concept of crosslink density also agrees with the observation that small
changes in composition may have a drastic effect on surface reactivity, and thus
bioactivity. Related to the concept of network connectivity (NC), the CLD is defined
as “the average number of additional crosslinking bonds above 2 for the elements
other than oxygen forming the glass network backbone.” In general, a lower CLD
leads to an increased surface reactivity and solubility.
At a CLD of zero (NC of two), the three-dimensional glass network becomes
linear polymeric chains. This study suggests that the 45S5 network, which has a
theoretical NC of 1.90 (CLD of -0.10), is able to dissolve into solution without any
further bond hydrolysis, as in Stage 2 of Hench’s reaction model.123 However, the
structure of 45S5 in the current model can not be sufficiently described as linear
polymeric chains (as discussed above), though the concept is still of use in relating
the atomic-scale connectivity with the macroscopic bioactivity.
Table 3.IV shows the good agreement between the theoretical CLD and that
calculated from the bulk simulations. The theoretical CLD is calculated based on the
assumptions that each Si and P ion is fully four-coordinated, each Na and P
contributes one NBO, and each Ca contributes two NBO. The number of BO is then
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averaged over the half the number of network formers (because each BO connects
two network formers) to give an average NC, and then subtracting two to calculate
the CLD. This calculation is similar to the one for oxygen speciation above.
Table 3.IV.
Glass

Crosslink Density

Theoretical Simulation

45S5

-0.10

-0.07

55S4.3

0.51

0.53

60S3.8

0.78

0.78

3.3.1.4 Ring Size Distribution
Ring size distribution is an important means to describing medium range
structure in glasses. In this work, only the primitive ring, defined as a ring that
cannot be divided into two smaller rings, is considered.124,125 A four-membered ring,
for example, consists of four network formers cations and four bridging oxygen ions
(Figure 3.5). Ring statistics have found use in the study of silicates and borates, for
which the presence of small rings (2-8 members) is documented.126-129 However, due
to disruption of the network structure in the presence of modifier cations, large rings
(>30 members) can be present in the modified random networks of modified silicates,
as they surround modifier-rich regions.45,99 Rings with more than six members are
generally not distinguishable using spectroscopic techniques, so molecular dynamics
provides a unique method of counting large rings.71,97,98,130,131
Previous MD models have shown that pure silica has a nearly symmetrical
ring size distribution in the range from 3 to 12-membered rings, with 5, 6, and 7membered rings in the greatest proportion.97,132-135 Previous studies have shown that
as modifier content is increased, the symmetrical shape gradually disappears and
large-membered rings are created at the expense of small-membered rings.97,99,124
This is due to the ability of the structure to reduce the strain inherent in smallmembered rings by incorporation of NBO due to the presence of modifier. This
reduces O-Si-O bond angles, for example. The presence of large-membered rings
also suggests evidence for Greaves’ MRN36,117, as there may be large-membered rings
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which surround high concentrations of modifier ions. For example, Du found 38membered rings for an MD-simulated sodium silicate glass of composition
50Na2O·50SiO2.99

2
Si

1
3
4

BO

NBO

Figure 3.5. Four-membered ring structure from 45S5.
It should be noted that by the definition of a ring, only network formers with
two or more BO (Q2, Q3, Q4) may participate in a ring, so the low connectivity of
these glasses provides even greater reason to expect relatively few rings, and that the
number of rings may decrease with decreasing silica content. However, based on the
low connectivity, larger rings are expected because the local connectivity has
decreased, making the presence of small rings less likely.
The ring-size distribution up to 49 members was calculated from the final
configuration and without discrimination between phosphorus and silicon as network
formers using an algorithm developed by Yuan and Cormack.124 As in previous
studies, a maximum cutoff of 3.40 Å between network formers was applied to define
linkages in the structure (i.e., instead of explicitly considering each Si-O or P-O bond
as a linkage), to speed calculation.97,99,124 A second, independent bulk simulation was
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created from a different random configuration for comparison. Also, a simulation of
three times the “normal” size was created. Plots of the number of rings per network
former (Si or P) are presented in the figures below. A value of unity indicates that, on
average, one network former is involved in a ring of a given size.
For 45S5, there are far fewer rings overall than for the other two composition
(Table 3.V), which is indicative of a more disrupted structure rather than an
extensively connected network structure, as more evident in the 55S4.3 and 60S3.8
simulations (Figure 3.6). However, the 45S5 composition also contains the largest
rings, which may be due to large alkali regions surrounded by a continuous network
ring.97 There are some differences between the configurations of the same size, but
the above comments hold true in general.
Overall, there are no 2-rings and very few 3-rings found in these simulations,
while these exist in pure silica.50,126,135 The 60S3.8 composition shows perhaps a
remnant of the silica ring distribution from 4-10 membered rings, but that is even less
clear for the lower silica content glasses. This lack of small rings is expected, based
on results for the 50Na2O·50SiO2 simulated glass97 noted above, because of the high
modifier content and depolymerized networks of bioactive glasses. And while there
are differences for configurations of the same size, the general shape of the
distribution for small rings is similar.
Table 3.V.
Glass

# Nodes Total # rings # Rings/node

45S5

513

741

1.44

55S4.3

603

5258

8.72

60S3.8

653

5001

7.66

45S5

+

Ring Statistics

+

513

635

1.24

55S4.3

+

603

4287

7.11

60S3.8

+

653

6170

9.45

45S5-3X

1539

2090

1.36

55S4.3-3X

1809

12934

7.15

60S3.8-3X

1959

15570

7.95

- second (independent) bulk simulation of the original size
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The 45S5 and 55S4.3 compositions show a concentrations of large rings (>30
members). The existence of these large rings for the lower silica content glasses may
be explained by the presence of relatively large alkali-rich regions that are surrounded
by a continuous part of the network. It is proposed that the rather high values for
large-membered rings (the high peaks in Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.8) may be due to the
presence of large rings that share many linkages. For example, the 22-membered ring
shown in Figure 3.10 for 55S4.3 has on its periphery a four-membered ring; this
affords two equal-length paths and so two 22-membered rings are counted.
Therefore, in interpreting Figure 3.6, it is not necessary to conclude, for example, that
there is a large number of 21-membered rings for 60S3.8, but perhaps only many
paths with a number of common linkages. Also, an odd-numbered peripheral ring
may contribute to increasing values in adjacent peaks in the ring-size distribution.
For example, if the four-membered ring in Figure 3.10 was instead a five-membered
ring, there may be a 22-membered path and a 23-membered path. This may explain
in part the large values of 32, 33, and 34-membered rings for 55S4.3 (Figure 3.6).
A previous study has shown that the simulation box size can have a significant
effect on ring size distribution in modified silicates.124

In that study, when the

simulation box size was increased 8-fold for a sodium-silicate glass, larger rings (2728-membered) appeared at the expense of some smaller (13-15-membered) rings that
were apparently restricted by the periodic boundary conditions of the smaller box.
One proposed explanation was that larger boxes have larger modifier-rich regions and
thus larger rings surrounding these regions.124
The simulation box size effect was tested in this study by creating bulk
simulations with three times the number of ions. Because of the differences in RSD
observed for simulations of the same size (Figure 3.9 and Table 3.V), it is not clear
that a simulation-size dependence exists for these glasses, at least between
simulations that differ in size by a factor of three. By comparing the number of rings
per node, we can only say that there is a difference between the 45S5 composition
and the other two compositions, but not that simulation size matters.
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Figure 3.6. Bulk simulation ring size distributions.

Figure 3.7. Bulk simulation ring size distributions for simulations three times regular
size.
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b

c

Figure 3.8. Bulk simulation ring size distributions for two different simulation sizes.
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b

c

Figure 3.9. Bulk simulation ring size distributions for two simulations of the same
size.
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Si

6-ring
BO

22-ring

5-ring

4-ring

18-ring

Figure 3.10.

Ring structure from 55S4.3 showing small and large-membered rings.

3.3.1.5 Qn-Species Distribution
One way of describing the local structure of network formers in these glasses
is by the Qn-species distribution (where n is equal to the number of bridging oxygen
(BO) ions) of the network formers (Q=Si or P). In general a higher n indicates a more
connected structure as there are more BO connecting the network former to other
network formers. The solid-state NMR technique can give information on local
structure which can be compared with simulated structures.136 However, there is still
considerable disagreement among many NMR studies as to the nature of Qndistributions.
For example, MAS-NMR of sodium silicates showed a transformation of Q4
to Q3 up to 33.3 mol% Na2O, and then a transformation from Q3 to Q2 up to 50 mol%
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Na2O. At 33.3 mol%, only Q3 are present, and at 50 mol%, only Q2 are present.137
This data fits what is known as an “ordered” (i.e., binary) model (Table 3.VI).115
Table 3.VI.

Qn Species by Compositional Region in an Ordered Model138
Qn unit formation

Composition region

2Q 4 + R 2 O → 2Q 3

up to 33 mol%

2Q 3 + R 2 O → 2Q 2

33.3 < R2O < 50.0 mol%

2Q 2 + R 2 O → 2Q1

50.0 < R2O < 60.0

2Q1 + R 2 O → 2Q 0

60.0 < R2O < 66.7

On the other hand, other NMR data139,140 agree qualitatively with MD
simulations46,97 of sodium silicate and soda-lime silicate glasses that show the
existence of three to five Qn species simultaneously. In fact, these MD simulations
even seem to follow more quantitatively a random model, which predicts a statistical
distribution of Q-units.97 However, a more recent MD study of sodium silicate glass
using a shell model89 is in even greater quantitative agreement with the NMR data of
Maekawa et al.139. It has been suggested that some of the differences in the Qndistributions can be attributed to different water contents among the glasses.97 Also,
there is some evidence that the Qn-distribution in modified silicate glasses is not
strictly dictated by composition alone and that higher quench rates (higher Tg) tend to
lead to an increase in proportions of higher Qn species.141
A number of studies have noted that adding a few mol% of P2O5 to a silicate
glass can increases the connectivity of the silicate network by a sort of phase
separation whereby modifier ions congregate with phosphorus as a means of chargebalancing PO4 units, reducing the NBO content nearby silicon ions, effectively
polymerizing the silicate part of the network.138,142-146 This could result in phosphaterich regions while the formation of P-O-Si bonds is thought to be unlikely.138
However, other studies do note the presence of P-O-Si bonds.147-149
MAS-NMR data show that as P2O5 is added to calcium silicate compositions,
it enters as independent PO4 groups in an orthophosphate (P0) environment (Figure
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3.11).142 Because it has a formula unit per cation of PO2.5, to become a PO4 group,
each tetrahedron must “extract” 1.5 oxygen ions from the structure, consequently
increasing the polymerization of silicon ions. This was confirmed by both Raman
and NMR studies.142,143 This implies a greater stability of P-O-M than of Si-O-M
bonds (where M is a modifier).
An increased polymerization of the silicate network has also been observed on
addition of P2O5 to sodium silicate144 and sodium aluminosilicate glasses150,151 where
phosphorus enters at low concentrations in the orthophosphate phase, and at higher
concentrations (above 2-3 mol%) in the pyrophosphate (P1) form.151,152 It has been
proposed that phosphorus (under 10 mol%) goes into a silicate structure as P0 or P1 as
in the following two reactions, respectively,
6Si - O - M + P2 O 5 → 3Si - O - Si + 2M 3 PO 4
4Si - O - M + P2 O 5 → 2Si - O - Si + M 4 P2 O 7
where M is a monovalent modifier cation.146

(3.1)

In fact, as phosphorus content is

increased, it is possible for six-coordinated Si to exist, though it has been concluded
that the presence of alkali is essential for this to occur.152

Figure 3.11.

Possible polymerizations of PO4 tetrahedra.138
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Table 3.VII shows the Pn and Sin distributions for the three simulated glasses.
For the 45S5 glass, most striking is that the majority of P ions are P0 species (PO4
groups not attached to the network) (Figure 3.12). This, along with the significant
shift of Sin species to lower n in 45S5 (Figure 3.13), provides evidence for a
significantly less connected structure for 45S5 as compared to 55S4.3 and 60S3.8 and
is consistent with the network connectivity snapshots above.
For the 60S3.8 simulation, there existed a small fraction (0.1%) of Si5 (Si ions
bonded to five oxygen ions). This is equivalent to slightly less than one Si in the
simulation, which is explained by the fact that the Qn fractions were obtained from
averages over 401 configurations; the final configuration did not happen to have a Si5.
The presence of Si5 has been shown for MD simulation of sodium silicate
glasses71,89,99, and has been observed experimentally for alkali.153 It is generally
found in concentrations on the order of parts-per-million, so the small amount found
in the current study is not surprising.
Table 3.VII.

Simulated Si and P Qn

Si

P

Q0

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5

Q0

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

45S5

3.7

19.1

46.0

26.9

4.3

0.0

53.8

38.5

7.7

0.0

0.0

55S4.3

0.9

7.4

31.1

42.8

17.7

0.0

30.8

55.8

9.6

3.8

0.0

60S3.8

0.2

6.3

22.8

43.1

27.6

0.1

19.2

51.9

21.2

7.7

0.0
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Figure 3.12.

Pn distribution.

Figure 3.13.

Sin distribution.

It has been proposed that glasses rich in Si0 are more easily leached of sodium
to form the silica-rich gel layer.154 The observed Sin distributions above agree with
this assessment, as Si0 content increases with the bioactivity of the glasses. The
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increased fragmentation that correlates with Q0 units (independent fragments) is
expected to lead to a greater bioactivity for reasons explained above; i.e., an increased
diffusion of Na and fewer network bonds to be broken during the hydrolysis stage
would lead to increased rate of procession through Hench’s reaction model. Thus, a
greater rate of sodium leaching due to the presence of Si0 would lead to a greater rate
of HCA layer formation, which would increase the bioactivity.154
Serra et al. showed FTIR spectra with peaks indicative of Si2 and Si3 in
bioactive glasses including MgO and K2O, but no quantitative information was
given.122 A similar FTIR study concluded that in mixed alkali bioactive glasses a
minimum ratio of unity for [NBO]/[BO] and the presence of Si2, particularly on the
glass surface, greatly contributed to observed bioactivity.155
Lockyer et al. presented the most comprehensive structural study of bioactive
glasses via MAS-NMR to its date of publication (1995).156 In that study, the BG5
(23.5Na2O·23.5CaO·47.0SiO2·6.0P2O5

wt%)

and

BG12

(18.8Na2O·18.8CaO·56.4SiO2·6.0P2O5) compositions were similar to the 45S5 and
55S4.3 compositions, respectively. The results were based on the assumption of a
binary distribution (which was based on their previous results for a soda-lime silicate
glass) of Si2 and Si3 over a range of compositions. They determined that the BG12
glass consisted of 100% Si3 units (quantitative Q-species breakdown was not given
for the BG5 glass).156 This assumption of a binary distribution is in conflict with the
results of the present work, which show a considerable presence of other Q-species.
Possible explanations are the difficulty, as noted in the above study, for distinguishing
some overlapping peaks, and the difficulty in registering Q0 and Q4 signals due to
their high symmetry.106
For compositions of xNa2O·(49.5-x)CaO·49.5SiO2·1.0P2O5, Elgayar et al.
reported an Si3/Si2 ratio of 4.3/95.7=0.045 for the range x=0 to 26 mol% (NC=2.04)
and P1/P0 ratio of 25/75 = 0.33 for 13.0Na2O·25.0CaO·61.0SiO2·1.0P2O5 (NC=2.74)
from MAS NMR data, assuming a binary distribution of Si2 and Si3.145 They note
that identification of Si1 based on 29Si NMR data alone is difficult and that distinction
between Si1 and Si2 is also problematic, so direct comparison with MD results might
not expect to show spectacular agreement.145 The first glass corresponds most closely
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with 45S5 (NC=1.93), but the simulated Si3/Si2 ratio is an order of magnitude greater
(26.9/46.0=0.58). This seems to point to the omission of Si0, Si1, and Si4 species in
their interpretation of NMR peaks. The second glass corresponds most closely with
60S3.8 (NC=2.78), but the simulated P1/P0 ratio is, again, greater by an order of
magnitude (51.9/19.2=2.70). This may be due to the slightly greater P2O5 content in
the simulated glasses as phosphorus tetrahedra take on a more polymerized form with
increased P2O5 content.144
Raman spectroscopy was used to estimate the Sin distribution in 45S5 and
55S4.3.114 However, the Si4 contribution was ignored because the characteristic
peaks were deemed too small, so only relative contributions of the other four species
were detailed, while it was noted that the presence of Si4 in 45S5 may be nil or at
least less than in 55S4.3.114 Also, the peak used to determine the Si1 contribution may
be affected by another stretching mode. To add further complication, two different
fits, which gave significantly different results in most cases, were applied to the raw
data to obtain relative abundances of Q-species (Table 3.VIII and Table 3.IX). The
Raman data show Si2 and Si3 species to be predominant for 45S5 and 55S4.3,
respectively.114 They suggest that an increased Si3 fraction may be associated with a
greater bioactivity if Si3 are associated with Na—this would lead to a greater ionexchange rate, which would decrease the time necessary to proceed through Hench’s
reaction sequence and result in a higher bioactivity.114
Table 3.VIII. Relative Abundance of Sin Calculated by Two Separate Fittings to
Raman Data (±5%)114
45S5

55S4.3
I*

II+

0.13

0.00

0.00

0.08

0.10

0.04

0.03

Si2

0.58

0.22

0.40

0.11

Si3

0.24

0.55

0.56

0.86

I*

II

Si0

0.10

Si1

Si4

+

not identified in

114

* - determined by peak area
+
- determined by peak area and normalized cross-sections
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Table 3.IX.

Comparison of Sin Ratios from Experimental Work
45S5

55S4.3

this work

Lin (I*)

Lin (II+)

this work

Lin (I*)

Lin (II+)

Si1/Si0

5.1

0.8

0.8

24.5

-

-

Si2/Si1

2.0

7.3

2.2

3.6

10.0

3.7

Si3/Si2

0.6

0.4

2.5

1.3

1.4

7.8

* - determined by peak area
+
- determined by peak area and normalized cross-sections

3.3.1.6 Qn Connectivity
Additional medium-range structural information can be understood by
considering how the Qn species are connected to one another. This can be probed
experimentally by double quantum magic angle spinning NMR.104 The connectivity
of a simulated structure can be calculated from the Qn distribution using
nij =

ijx j

(3.2)

4

∑ kx

k

k =1

where xj is the fraction of Qj.37,157 For example, n44 refers to the connectivity of a Q4
group to other Q4 groups. This can be compared to the simulated results to indicate
whether various Qn species are connected randomly to one another, or are somehow
preferentially clustered. This type of analysis can be used to discuss whether highly
connected regions exist in a glass. If there is evidence of clustering, this may suggest
a modified random network type structure where silica-rich regions are adjacent to
alkali-rich regions.157 However, some simulation size effects were noticed when a
similar analysis was done for a sodium silicate system, where the larger system had a
less-random distribution of Qn-connectivity values.97 This suggests that one of two
scenarios may be in effect: 1) larger simulations require a greater simulation time to
reach an equilibrium distribution or 2) the larger simulations are simply more
representative of the true structure, and thus the smaller simulations do not have the
proper equilibrium distribution. This is an issue that has not been properly addressed,
in general, by the MD community. While the current work gives evidence that
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simulation size can have a significant effect on simulation results, it is outside the
scope of this work to fully address this fundamental issue.
For simplicity, the Qn connectivity for the simulated bioactive glasses were
calculated without discrimination between the two network former ions (Si and P),
and thus the calculation gives an understanding of the overall network connectivity.
Table 3.X gives a comparison of calculated Qn connectivity with a random
distribution158 of the Q-species present in the simulations. Hence, a positive value
means that a random distribution underestimates the amount of a certain connectivity
type.
Analysis of the results in the left-hand column of Table 3.X indicates that
there are some major differences between the simulated structures and the random
model.

However, in going to the larger simulation, many of these differences

disappear, indicating that a simulation-size effect exists. Of those differences that
remain, for 45S5, there is an indication that there are more n44 and fewer n41 than
random, perhaps suggesting a clustering of high connectivity species in a silica-rich
region. However, the values for other high connectivity species are fairly small,
indicating a close to random distribution. For 55S4.3, the major remaining difference
is an overestimation by the random model of the low-connectivity n11, again
suggesting a more clustered network; when two Q1 groups are attached to each other,
there is no possible connection to the rest of the network (i.e., it is a small fragment).
However, this difference value for n11 is much different for the smaller simulation,
suggesting that there is a greater presence of n11 in the smaller simulations. For
60S3.8, there is an underestimation of n11, suggesting a more broken up network,
which is not consistent with the network fragmentation analysis above.
In sum, the Qn-connectivity calculation shows a tendency for clustering of
high connectivity units, suggesting silica-rich regions, and consequently modifier-rich
regions, which gives evidence for a modified random network structure. In general,
simulations that are three times larger show decreased evidence of a random
distribution of Qn-species. However, the reason behind this difference (i.e., which
structure is more representative of the true glass structure) is not fully known.
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Table 3.X.

Percent Difference in Qn Connectivity, Compared to a Random
Distribution

45S5

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

45S5-3x

Q1

Q2 Q3 Q4

Q1

-15

11

1

-43

Q1

-6

7

0

-20

-3

1

1

Q2

-4

2

0

-1

0

Q3

-3

2

55

Q4

Q2
Q3
Q4

55S4.3 Q1
Q1

24

Q2

Q2

Q3

Q4

55S4.3-3x

Q1

Q2 Q3 Q4

24

-17

5

Q1

-44

3

6

-7

-4

12

-24

Q2

-4

1

2

-5

0

Q3

1

-4

19

Q4

Q3
Q4

60S3.8 Q1
Q1
Q2
Q3

39

15

Q2

Q3

Q4

60S3.8-3x

-41

14

-3

Q1

5

-5

7

Q2

1

0

Q3

-4

Q4

Q4

6

Q1

Q2 Q3 Q4

115 -20
5

0

1

3

-4

0

-1
3

3.3.1.7 Bond Angle Distributions
Bond angle distribution (BAD) was investigated for Si-O-Si, O-Si-O, O-P-O,
O-Na-O, and O-Ca-O (there were very few instances of P-O-P and Si-O-P angles, so
that the results were not significant). The vertical axes of the BAD plots below have
units of “number of angles per degree.” Tables of peak positions (most probable
bond angle—MPBA), maximums, and full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) are also
compiled (Table 3.XI). A greater FWHM indicates a more broad distribution of bond
angles and can be interpreted to a certain degree as strain in the local structure. The
area under the BAD is the average number bond angles of a central ion (consider that
a central BO has one Si-O-Si bond angle, while a central Si has six O-Si-O bond
angles).
The O-Si-O BAD is a measure of the regularity of silicon oxygen tetrahedra,
while the Si-O-Si angle describes how adjacent tetrahedra are connected. Si-O-Si
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distributions can be obtained experimentally from XRD, NMR, and XPS.159-161
Previous studies have shown that for sodium silicates, an increase in modifier content
shifts the Si-O-Si distribution to lower angles and narrows the peak width.97,162 It has
also been shown that the Si-O-Si BAD can depend largely on the potential model
used.162
The Si-O-Si BAD is given in Figure 3.14 for the three simulated glasses. It is
immediately evident that there is some uncertainty in the peak value of the
distribution.

This is due to the limited number of Si-O-Si linkages, which is

determined in part by the simulation size. Nevertheless, MPBA and FWHM were
tabulated (Table 3.XI).
The 45S5 composition has its MPBA (147.1°) in the Si-O-Si BAD nearly
three degrees lower than those of the other two compositions (which are nearly
identical at 150°). Du found the Si-O-Si peak at 155.0° for pure silica (using the
same potential model as used in this study), and a decrease in both peak values and
FWHM with increased modifier content.99 X-ray diffraction experiments have put
the value for pure silica closer to the 144-147° range.159,160 However, for Du’s study,
even at the 50Na2O·50SiO2 composition, the peak was still as high as 149.0°. This
seems to indicate a systematic overestimation of the true BAD in MD simulations,
though comparing relative values among the compositions in this study should allow
sufficient analysis. However, a more recent MD study of a 30Na2O·70SiO2 glass
using a shell model gives a much lower MPBA of 141°.89 The study also shows the
decrease in FWHM as compared to pure silica, again indicating a smaller degree of
strain in the structure of the modified glass.
A broad Si-O-Si BAD indicates a strained structure, as exhibited in bulk
SiO2.162 It has been suggested that a broadening of simulated Si-O-Si BAD exists due
to high cooling rates163 (~1014 K/s), even though computing power is such that these
rates have decreased by orders of magnitude. However, as discussed in Chapter 2,
these cooling rates are not directly comparable to experimental rates, because of the
“mechanical” nature of cooling simulated structures that have no surfaces.

The

FWHM among the three bioactive glasses are comparable, though no composition
relation as noted by Du is evident here. Differences in the compositional trends of
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MPBA and FWHM between this study and Du’s may be attributed to the drastic
differences in overall structure in comparing a binary sodium silicate to a fourcomponent bioactive glass. The relative areas under the curves indicate a diminishing
presence of Si-O-Si angles with decreasing SiO2 content, which is in accord with the
Qn distribution data and the relative concentrations of BO in these glasses.
Gonzalez et al.’s Raman work suggests that there should be little change in
FWHM with composition for the Si-O-Si BAD in bioactive glasses in this system.121
They suggest a decrease in local symmetry with increasing modifier content.
The O-Si-O distributions are very similar among the three glasses (Figure
3.15). There exists only a small increase in MPBA from 108.5° to 109.1° in going
from the 60S3.8 to the 45S5 composition. As the ideal O-Si-O tetrahedral bond angle
is about 109.5°, this indicates that a decrease in silica content acts to decrease the
strain in the network, allowing a closer to ideal bond angle.135,162 This also correlates
with the ring size distribution, as smaller rings tend to have more strained angles and
the 45S5 composition has the least number of small rings. A more ideal tetrahedron
should also be expected for 45S5 by the fewer overall number of network linkages,
and in particular, the greater number of free SiO4 groups (as explained in Section
3.3.1.5 above).
Among the three glasses, there is really no difference in FWHM. However,
these peaks may be deconvoluted into three contributions (BO-Si-BO, NBO-Si-NBO,
and BO-Si-NBO) for which independent mean values exist (Table 3.XII). See, for
example, the deconvolution of the O-Si-O BAD for 45S5 (Figure 3.16). The largest
contribution is the BO-Si-NBO curve, which has the same MPBA as the overall
curve. Centered about a lower angle is the BO-Si-BO contribution, while at a higher
angle is the NBO-Si-NBO contribution. Similar relationships exist for the other two
compositions (Table 3.XII). The MPBA are nearly the same for each composition; it
seems that the increasing relative contribution of the BO-Si-BO (and decreasing
contribution of NBO-Si-NBO) with increasing silica content acts to decrease the
MPBA of the O-Si-O BAD.
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Figure 3.14.

Si-O-Si bond angle distributions for bulk glass.

Table 3.XI.

MPBA and FWHM for Network Linkages (in Degrees)
O-Si-O

MPBA

Max

Si-O-Si
FWHM MPBA

Max

O-P-O
FWHM MPBA Max FWHM

45S5 109.1 0.503

11.1

147.1

0.009

35.0

109.3 0.701

8.0

55S

108.7 0.493

11.2

150.9

0.014

32.6

109.5 0.672

8.4

60S

108.5 0.472

11.8

150.0

0.015

34.2

109.7 0.658

8.6

Table 3.XII.

MPBA: Deconvolution of O-Si-O and O-P-O Bond Angle
Distributions

O-Si-O BO-Si-BO NBO-Si-NBO BO-Si-NBO O-P-O BO-P-BO NBO-P-NBO BO-P-NBO
45S5 109.1

107.5

110.7

109.1

109.3

107.7*

109.3

108.1

55S 108.7

107.5

111.3

108.7

109.5

103.3*

109.5

108.3

60S 108.5

107.9

111.3

109.1

109.7

107.9*

109.9

108.9

* - very distorted peak shape
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a

b

Figure 3.15.

Bond angle distributions: a) O-Si-O and b) O-P-O.
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a

b

Figure 3.16. Bond angle distributions for 45S5, including NBO and BO
contributions: a) O-Si-O and b) O-P-O.
The O-P-O BAD (Figure 3.15) is also very similar among the three
compositions. Because of the even fewer number of P ions in the simulations, there
is a greater distortion of the peak shape, which is particularly evident near the MPBA.
One difference between the O-Si-O and O-P-O BAD is the smaller FWHM for O-PO, though there still seems to be an increase with increasing silica content.
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A deconvolution of the O-P-O peak shows that the major contribution comes
from the NBO-P-NBO angles, which is consistent with the overall lower connectivity
of P ions (compared to Si) in the glass. Only a very small contribution of BO-P-BO
is observed, which helps in making the FWHM smaller (keep in mind that for a BOP-BO bond to exist, the P ion must be at least a Q2 specie, and there is a very small
fraction of those in 45S5).

Thus, an increasing contribution of BO-P-BO with

increasing silica content, as evidenced by the Qn data, acts to increase the FWHM and
decrease the MPBA.
The O-Na-O BAD have similar characteristics for all three compositions; a
distinct peak around 60°, a broad peak around 90°, and a “shoulder” around 150°
(Figure 3.17). These characteristics are similar to those observed for other MD
simulations of sodium silicate glasses.71,89,99 The 60° peak can be attributed to the
angle between a sodium ion and two oxygen ions from the same tetrahedron as the OO and Na-O bond lengths are similar, leading to nearly an equilateral triangle
configuration.99
As can be seen from the deconvolution of the 45S5 O-Na-O BAD (Figure
3.18), all three components contribute to the 60° peak, while the NBO-Na-NBO
contribution is by far the greatest for the 90° peak, and there is virtually no
contribution by BO-Na-BO to this peak. A similar analysis for the O-Ca-O BAD
reveals similar characteristics, with one difference being the relatively greater
contribution of NBO (echoed in the CN data discussed below). Figure 3.19 gives an
overall comparison of the relative shapes of BAD curves for 45S5.
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a

b

Figure 3.17.

Bond angle distributions: a) O-Na-O and b) O-Ca-O.
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a

b

Figure 3.18. Bond angle distributions for 45S5, including NBO and BO
contributions: a) O-Na-O and b) O-Ca-O.

b

a

Figure 3.19. Bond angle distributions for 45S5: a) O-P-O, O-Si-O, Si-O-Si, and b)
O-Na-O and O-Ca-O.
3.3.1.8 Cation Coordination Number
While the concept of coordination number (CN) is easily defined as nearest
neighbors in crystals, for amorphous materials, no unique method exist for calculating
CN.71 This work follows the methods of Yuan and Cormack, who used the first
minimum in tij(r) as the cutoff distance for CN calculation.71 This is somewhat
complicated for modifier tij(r), as the peaks are asymmetric (because of the distinct
Na-NBO and Na-BO contributions) and the minima do not fall completely to zero as
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in the Si-O and P-O tij(r).71 This generally gives larger CN than other methods, such
as integrating a symmetrical fit to the first peak of rtij(r) or r2tij(r) curves.71,164
The results of this analysis are given in (Table 3.XIII). The cutoffs used were
2.0 Å for Si and P, and 3.1-3.2 Å for Na and Ca. An ideal CN of 4.00 is observed for
oxygen around both network formers for all compositions. The contribution of NBO
increases, as expected, with increasing modifier content.
The CN of oxygen around Na and Ca is around six for all compositions, and
slightly higher for Ca than Na in each case. This agrees with the result of an EXAFS
fitting where a constant coordination number of around six was found for Ca in a
range of bioactive calcium silicate sol-gel glasses.165 In MD simulations of (25x)Na2O·xCaO·75SiO2 (x=0 to 15) glass, near constant values were shown for the CN
of oxygen around Na and Ca of about 5.0 and 5.7, respectively.166 Values were
determined in an identical manner to the current study. However, these values are
lower than those found in this study. This difference is likely ascribed to the greater
NBO content of the bioactive glasses (Section 3.3.1.2 above), which allows a greater
coordination of nearby modifier ions.
Table 3.XIII. CN of Oxygen Around Cations
45S5

55S4.3

60S3.8

Na-O

5.98

5.71

5.96

Na-NBO

4.72

4.08

3.91

Na-BO

1.20

1.58

2.05

Ca-O

6.13

6.17

6.03

Ca-NBO

5.47

5.22

5.20

Ca-BO

0.58

0.88

0.83

Si-O

4.00

4.00

4.00

Si-NBO

1.91

1.31

1.08

Si-BO

2.09

2.69

2.93

P-O

4.00

4.00

4.00

P-NBO

3.46

3.14

2.92

P-BO

0.54

0.87

1.08
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There is a noticeable trend of increasing NBO contribution (with increasing
modifier content) for Na and Ca, as for Si and P. This may also be due to the overall
increase in NBO concentration, as a similar effect was found in an MD study of sodalime silicate glass.166 The effect is less pronounced for Ca than Na, which may be
explained by the greater nominal charge of Ca, which should make it a more efficient
charge-compensator.
3.3.1.9 Correlation Functions
Another technique used for discussing short and medium range orders of glass
structure is via the total correlation function, T(r) (see discussion in Chapter 2). The
first peak (~1.4-1.7 Å) is made up of P-O and Si-O contributions; the shoulder at
smaller separations is due to P-O and is smaller because of the relatively lower
phosphorus content in these glasses (Figure 3.20). The lower part of the second
“peak” (~2.1-2.5 Å) is made up of contributions from Na-O and Ca-O, while the
higher part (~2.6-2.8 Å) is the O-O contribution. The next hump at around 3.2 Å is
made up of Si-Si, P-Si, Na-Si, and Ca-Si contributions. The decreasing concentration
of Si (the 1.6 Å peak) and increasing modifier content (the 2.1-2.5 Å peak) is clear in
Figure 3.20.

a

Figure 3.20.
peaks.

b

Total correlation function, T(r), a) up to 8 Å, and b) showing first two
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Comparing RDFs for the first Si-O peak in the three glasses shows an
increasing contribution of BO with increasing Si content (Figure 3.21). The 45S5
glass has BO and NBO peaks of nearly equal height, while the ratio of BO to NBO
peak height increases for 55S4.3 and 60S3.8 glasses.
Similarly, for the first P-O peak, there is an increasing BO contribution with
increasing Si content, but there is an overall larger NBO contribution for each glass
(Figure 3.22). This correlates with the increase in Qn distribution at lower n for 45S5
as shown in Figure 3.12.

a

b

c

Figure 3.21. Si-O RDF first peak, with deconvolution by oxygen specie: a) 45S5, b)
55S4.3, and c) 60S3.8.
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a

b

c

Figure 3.22. P-O RDF first peak with deconvolution by oxygen specie: a) 45S5, b)
55S4.3, and c) 60S3.8.
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a

b

c

d

Figure 3.23. 45S5 RDF: a) Na-O, b) Ca-O, c) Na-O by oxygen specie and d) Ca-O
by oxygen specie.
Investigation of the Na-O and Ca-O RDF shows a larger contribution of NBO
to the first coordination shell in Ca-O compared to Na-O (Figure 3.23), which is
consistent with the CN calculated above.
Because of the amorphous nature of glass structure, there is a range of bond
lengths associated with each ion pair, as evidenced by the broad peaks of the RDF.
However, we can take the maximum in the first peak as a comparative value of bond
length (Table 3.XIV).67,167 These bond lengths are relatively constant among the
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three glasses, though it might be expected that higher valence cations have smaller
cation-oxygen separations.168,169
Previous simulation results have shown a dependence of Na-O bond length on
the potential model, with differences as high as 0.16 Å for a given composition.71
MD results over a range of sodium silicate compositions (xNa2O·(100-x)SiO2: x=0 to
50) using the same potential model as the current study show a small increase of NaO bond length from 2.36 (x=10) to 2.39 Å (x=50)99, and show good agreement with
experimental neutron diffraction data.170,171 Thus, the glasses in the current study
show similar Na-O bond lengths as those observed for high modifier content sodium
silicates.
Values for Ca-O bond length are slightly larger than those of an EXAFS
fitting for a range of bioactive calcium silicate sol-gel glasses (xCaO·(100-x)SiO2:
x=20 to 50), where a nearly constant Ca-O bond length of 2.32-2.33 Å was found.165
It has been shown for sodium silicates that neutron diffraction data170,171 yields
slightly greater Na-O bond lengths than EXAFS data172 (by about 0.06 Å)99, and that
the current model agrees better with the neutron data.99 Hence, it is expected that the
MD-derived Ca-O bond lengths will be a bit greater than EXAFS-derived values.
Table 3.XIV. Cation-Oxygen Bond Lengths
45S5

55S4.3

60S3.8

Na-O

2.39

2.41

2.41

Ca-O

2.40

2.40

2.39

Si-O

1.60

1.61

1.61

P-O

1.49

1.49

1.49

Modifier-modifier RDFs are shown in Figure 3.24. A previous interpretation
of similar relationships proposes that the distinct first and second peaks in the
modifier-modifier RDFs show their regular influence on the glass structure, and
perhaps suggest a modified random network exists, as defined by Greaves.36
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Figure 3.24.
three.

45S5 modifier-modifier RDF: a) Na-Na, b) Na-Ca, c) Ca-Ca, d) all

The study of the P-cation and Si-cation pair distributions show a higher
probability for P to be coordinated by both types of modifier, which agrees with the
Qn distribution results, as phosphorus is associated with a greater number of NBO
(Figure 3.25). Similar relationships exist for the other two compositions.
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a

Figure 3.25.
b) Ca.

b

45S5 RDF for network former correlations with modifiers: a) Na and

In an orthophosphate environment, P is in a Q0 configuration with the charges
of its NBO balanced by nearby modifier cations.138 The
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P NMR data indicate an

association of sodium with orthophosphate.145,156 Figure 3.26 addresses the issue of
what P-species are most closely associated with sodium. There is a considerable
amount of noise in the plot due to the small number of P ions in the simulated glass.
The highest peak is for the P1-Na correlation, indicating a preference of Na to
surround P1 groups. However, there may not be a significant difference between the
three curves. In any case, there does not seem to be overwhelming evidence for
sodium preferentially association with P0 groups. Similar relationships exist for the
other two compositions, with a slight contribution from P3.
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Figure 3.26.

45S5 RDF for P-species correlations with Na.

Multiple NMR studies suggest that calcium is preferentially associated with
Si2, while sodium is preferentially associated with Si3 for bioactive glasses, though it
should be noted that both studies assumed a binary distribution of Qn species, such
that the effect of Si0, Si1, and Si4 species were ignored.145,156 A similar preference of
calcium for Si2 rather than Si3 is also suggested from NMR data for soda-lime-silicate
glass that was shown to have a ternary distribution of Qn species for some
compositions.169 It has been suggested that these Ca-Si2 regions act to moderate
dissolution of sodium disilicate-like Na-Si3 regions.145,156

It was shown that

increasing the CaO content reduces the solubility of the glass and allows sufficient
time for the silica-rich surface layer to form, thus increasing bioactivity.156 However,
MD simulation of soda-lime silicate glasses suggest that Ca substitutes more or less
randomly for Na as [Na2O]/[CaO] is decreased.166 In the current study, [Na2O]/[CaO]
is held constant, but a direct comparison of the relationship between modifiers and
different Qn species can still be made.
Figure 3.27 shows a preference of both sodium and calcium for Si2 over Si3
via two curves from the deconvoluted Si-Na RDF for 45S5. Qualitatively similar
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curves (not shown) exist for the other two compositions. These relationships do not
support the NMR data fully, as Na is shown to exist preferentially near Si2 rather than
Si3, but is in agreement with the observed Na-Si relationship for MD simulation of
30Na2O·70SiO2 glass.173 Based on the results cited above, this observation implies
that highly soluble sodium-disilicate regions do not exist in these glasses. The results
for Ca are somewhat in agreement, as Ca is shown to prefer an Si2 environment, but
there is still a considerable presence of Ca near Si3 .

a

b

Figure 3.27.
3.4

45S5 RDF for Si2 and Si3 correlations with modifiers: a) Na and b) Ca.

BULK DYNAMICS

The mobility of ions in bioactive glasses is expected to be related to their
bioactivity, as multiple reaction stages in the creation of the HCA layer involve the
migration of ions to the glass surface. Due to the time constraints of MD, there may
not be sufficient simulated time to probe these effects directly. However, relative
degrees of migration among the three glasses should be sufficient for discussion.
Experimental EXAFS data36,117 and MD simulations45,74,97,118,174,175 of sodium
silicates have shown alkali clustering and the presence of alkali-rich channels,
presumed to be high diffusivity paths for alkali migration.

According to MD

simulation, alkali diffusion takes place via “microchannels”119 of alkali in alkali
silicate glasses. An activated ion-hopping mechanism exists, by which alkali ions
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move among distinct sites176 along these channels which are defined by the NBO on
their edges.77,78,120 Thus, a greater network fragmentation (i.e., more channels) should
lead to an increased degree of sodium diffusion177, which could then allow for an
increased ion-exchange rate. Also, the channels can also allow for a greater degree of
water infiltration into the glass surface, which should increase the rates of both Stages
1 and 2 in the Hench reaction model, leading to a greater bioactivity. In sum,
increasing network connectivity acts to close these paths for diffusion and decrease
bioactivity.
Now, knowing that increased ion motion should facilitate quicker generation
of the HCA layer (and thus the overall bioactivity) in these glasses, we would expect
to observe the greatest rate of ion migration in the 45S5 glass. Clearly, the atomic
structure, which is described in detail above, is expected to play a significant role in
ionic migration and some conclusions can be made regarding network fragmentation,
for example.

In this regard, 45S5, with the most disrupted and depolymerized

structure might be expected to show the greatest degree of ionic motion. To test this,
a study of ion dynamics was undertaken to shed some light on the issue of bioactivity
differences among the three compositions of glass in this study.
To study the ion dynamics in these glasses, the room-temperature structure
was “heated” instantaneously (by scaling the velocities) to a number of temperatures
in the range 500-2000 K and equilibrated for 20,000 timesteps.

However, it is

accepted that simulation temperature is generally higher than “real” temperature, and
also that the Tg is quench-rate dependent.68 Coordinates were recorded every 50
timesteps (2 fs/time step). In some cases, dynamics of larger simulations are also
compared.
Simulations were carried out in general for a total of 500,000 timesteps (1 ns:
9,600 configurations), but in some cases, longer simulations were undertaken. For
comparison, a very recent MD lithium aluminosilicate diffusion analysis was done for
a total of 100 ps at each temperature, but each timestep was only 0.25 fs, so a total of
400,000 timesteps were employed.178 Care should be taken in running simulations of
this sort, because if simulations are too short, then thermal vibrations can dominate
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the MSD instead of actual diffusive events. Below approximately 1 ps, MSD is
dominated by atomic vibrations and a higher slope is observed.179
It has been found that simulation size effects exist for dynamic properties of
SiO2, and it was concluded that simulations should be on the order of a few thousand
ions (no such effects were found for the static properties calculated in the study).180
Perhaps this lower limit should be raised in the case of multicomponent glasses.
3.4.1

Mean-Squared Displacement

Pioneering work on alkali diffusion in MD simulations was done by Huang
and Cormack, though due to computer resource constraints, they collected data after
artificially increasing the kinetic energy of the alkali while keeping the silicate
network at room temperature in order to calculate reasonable alkali diffusion
coefficients.45,74,174

A more recent MD diffusion study of the Na2O·2SiO2

composition using a Vessal potential model found that simulation temperatures had to
be increased to 1000 K to show significant diffusion of sodium ions.181 For the
glasses in this study, a simulation temperature of 1000 K is well below the estimated
simulation Tg (discussed below), and should be sufficient to detect alkali motion
without disruption of the network structure by the long-range migration of network
ions.
Figure 3.28 shows mean-squared displacement (MSD) plots for all ions in
each glass at 1000 K over the saved configurations of the simulation (timesteps
20,000—500,000). The P and Ca plots do not show long-range diffusive behavior,
but the Na plot shows that by the end of the 1 ns simulation, the average Na ion is
over 10 Å away from its original position (Section 3.4.4 below shows that there is a
considerable distribution of diffusive behavior for Na ions).
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a

b

c

Figure 3.28. MSD at 1000 K for 500,000 timestep (1 ns) simulations: a) P, b) Ca,
and c) Na. Ca and P do not show long range transport behavior.
From the structural data and the reaction kinetics of bioactive glasses in the
body, we would expect MSD plots to show greater ion motion in the 45S5 glass, but
in the Na and Ca plots we see greatest motion in the 55S4.3 glass. The lower
diffusion for 45S5 may not be necessary for rapid creation of the HCA layer, as the
fragmented structure may be the dominant factor. On the other hand, the greater Na
and Ca migration in the 55S4.3 glass may be a factor in determining its greater
bioactivity as compared to 60S3.8 glass, as their structures are similar based on the
structural analysis above.
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No long-range diffusion is observed for phosphorus, but only local
displacements. Little explanation for this observation is necessary for the phosphorus
ions that are bonded to the network (non-P0). The lack of movement for independent
PO4 groups is likely due to the constraints of the bulk simulation cell (however, see
Section 3.4.4 below).

The PO4 specie is relatively large, so diffusion is likely

prohibitive except when the glass surface has been reacted with water, as in the first
two steps of the reaction sequence for creation of the HCA layer. These act to open
up the glass structure, presumably opening avenues for ion migration. The hydrolysis
step would also act to create more PO4 groups which may also increase the diffusive
nature of this specie to the surface, where it can participate, as proposed8,23,25, in
Stage 4 of Hench’s reaction model.
Nonlinearity in the phosphorus MSD plot for phosphorus is likely due to poor
statistics; contributions include the low number of P ions in the simulation and the
certainty that we have not run the simulations long enough to get a proper look at
long-time migration. Both of these factors are due to the limitations of available
computing power. However, similar MSD behavior was observed for a silica surface
in which the MSD was found to decrease at longer times (as short as 50 ps),
presumably due to the averaging of only few ions (i.e., poor statistics).179 It may also
be due to the presence of multiple diffusion regimes182 or the observation that
individual ions of a given specie can move at drastically different rates.45,77,183 These
may help to explain the nonlinearity and/or multiple regions of linearity in the Na and
Ca plots.
It is understandable that phosphorus should exhibit no long-range diffusion, as
it would migrate as relatively large PO4 groups.8,23 However, there must be another
explanation for the low diffusivity of calcium, which is actually “smaller” (i.e., has a
smaller ionic radius) than sodium (even though they are both point charges in the
current simulations). The most likely explanation is that the greater ionic strength of
calcium serves to attach it to the relatively immobile network, even if some sort of
migratory path exists (i.e., due to nearby Ca sites).

This is born out in the

deconvolution of the Ca-O correlation plots from Section 3.3.1.9 above, as Ca has a
greater contribution of NBO than Na for its first peak. This implies a greater ability
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of Ca to compensate the negative charge of NBO (as expected due to its greater
cationic charge), and thus a lower probability that it would leave this type of
configuration (i.e., migrate to a different site). In sum, with twice the formal valence
charge of a sodium ion, a calcium ion is expected to better compensate the
negatively-charged NBO (for a given separation distance) by a factor of two.

a

b

c

Figure 3.29. MSD at 1000 K, including 1 and 5 million timestep simulation results:
a) P, b) Ca, and c) Na.
The length of simulations is a significant issue in MD diffusion studies.
While large simulation cells have been developed for structural studies, in many
cases, small cells are used for dynamical studies, ignoring possible simulation size
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effects on structure or dynamics, in order to increase simulation length.183 One
possible effect of small simulation size is the reduced number of sites available for
diffusion. Simulation length was tested by running a 45S5 1000 K simulation for 5
million steps (5 ns), which took approximately four weeks to complete, making it
prohibitive for a complete dynamical study, but useful for comparison with
simulations an order of magnitude shorter. Figure 3.29 shows the results of this
simulation on the MSD of P, Ca, and Na, with the first 2 ns of the 5 ns simulation
used as an intermediate comparison.
Clearly, the P MSD is drastically different in shape and slope among the three
simulation lengths.

The slope has actually decreased, showing that over the time

range investigated, little long-range diffusion is still present. It seems that the local
vibrational motions have been averaged out for the longest simulation. The calcium
plot also shows a decreasing slope of greater linearity with simulation length, but
there is less of an effect on the Na plot, likely due to the greater number of Na ion in
the simulation. This is similar to the results of a previous MD simulation of a sodium
trisilicate glass, where the Na diffusion coefficient was found to decrease by a factor
of 5-8 in going from a 30 ps simulation to 1 ns.184 In sum, it has been shown that
increasing the simulation length has a significant effect on MSD plots, confirming
that simulations were not run for sufficient time to observe long-range diffusion for
Ca, but that long-range diffusive motion is still only observed for Na in the time
regime of the current study.
3.4.2

Self-Diffusion Coefficient and Activation Energy

An Arrhenius relationship is usually assumed for a self-diffusion coefficient
D, according to:
 − ∆E sd 
D = D0 exp

 kT 

(3.3)

where Esd is an activation energy for self-diffusion, k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is
absolute temperature and D0 is a coefficient related to jump distance and frequency
(see Chapter 2). Values for D were calculated over the linear regime of the MSD data
for each specie for 1 ns simulations at 300, 500, 1000, 1500, and 2000 K. Based on
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the conclusions above, these values are greater than if the simulation had been run
longer. They are plotted on a logarithmic scale versus inverse temperature; a linear
relationship would indicate a truly Arrhenius behavior. The 45S5 2000 K simulation
shows deviation from linearity in the D plots for P, Ca, and Na, indicating that the
simulation did not reach steady-state dynamical behavior.
A lower activation energy for self-diffusion may correlate with a lower
activation energy for loss of ions to solution. If this were true, then a glass with a
lower activation energy for diffusion may be more bioactive, as surface sodium ions
(for example) could be more easily lost to solution, and the progression through the
stages of HCA layer formation would be hastened. Based on the structural study
above, it would then be tempting to say that a decrease in network connectivity would
lead to a lower activation energy for self-diffusion.
Elgayar et al. have used dielectric spectroscopy to investigate the activation
energy for ion hopping in bioactive glasses.185 Two ion hopping processes were
suggested, one in each of both a silica and orthophosphate rich environment. For
45S5, activation energies were determined to be 79 and 82 kJ/mol (0.82-0.85
eV/atom) (it was not determined which energy belonged to which environment).185
For comparison, these are about 20% higher than that determined experimentally for
a sodium trisilicate (Na2O·3SiO2) glass.186 A slight decrease in activation energy was
observed with increasing network connectivity in a series of bioactive glasses.185
However, they show that alkali ion diffusion is not correlated to dissolution behavior
and that alkali ion diffusion is not the rate-limiting step in dissolution of the glass.
This is supported by the ion-exchange reaction energies calculated in Chapter 4.
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Figure 3.30. Self-diffusion coefficients calculated from MSD; a) phosphorus, b)
calcium, c) sodium, d) silicon, e) oxygen.
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A close to Arrhenius relationship does exist over the range of temperatures
tested in this study. Using the slope of a best fit line to the data in Figure 3.30
(ignoring 45S5 2000 K results), E sd was calculated for the modifiers in each glass
(Table 3.XV). These values are smaller than those of Elgayar et al. by about a factor
of three for 45S5, but show the same trend; increasing network connectivity
corresponds to a decrease in ion-hopping activation energy. This agrees with the
assertion that ionic diffusion is not the rate-limiting step in the dissolution of these
glasses. This also agrees with a study of ionic diffusion in bioactive ceramics via
dielectric spectroscopy that suggests that both the ionic conductivity and macroscopic
structure greatly influence properties.187
Table 3.XV.

Self-Diffusion Energy for Na and Ca.
Na
45S5

Ca

0.29 0.35

55S4.3 0.26 0.25
60S3.8 0.21 0.23

As a final note, the reader is reminded that the diffusion results presented
here are for bulk diffusion, while the rate-limiting diffusion that is expected to play a
role in creation of the HCA layer occurs on a glass surface which has been through
the first two stages of Hench’s reaction model (i.e., ion exchange and bond
hydrolysis). Thus, while the results here can be related to bioactivity to a certain
degree, an investigation of ionic diffusion in simulated structures which have already
been subjected to these reactions (e.g., as outlined in Chapters 5 and 6) should lead to
a better direct comparison of ionic diffusion to bioactivity in these glasses.
3.4.3 Glass Transition Temperature
It has been shown that nominal temperatures in MD simulations correlate to
lower “real” temperatures.68 The glass transition temperature (Tg), an approximate
temperature ascribed to the point at which a supercooled liquid becomes a glass
(behavior which should actually be characterized by a range of temperatures), is a
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useful quantity because it gives reference to the system’s current state (i.e., liquid or
solid). In a general sense, above Tg, the system can be thought of as a supercooled
liquid, while below Tg, it can be thought of as a glass with a solid structure. This idea
is crucial to studying migration behavior in MD simulations, because by increasing
the simulation temperature, one can observe greater dynamic behavior on a smaller
(real-time) timescale. However, if the temperature is raised too high, then there is
really no solid structure, and dynamic data become meaningless. Tg is known to be
cooling-rate dependent; thus, the process by which the glass is created affects its
structure and other properties. For a simulated glass, Tg can deviate significantly
from an experimentally determined Tg.68
As a point of reference, Tg can be estimated from MD diffusion data by using
the self-diffusion coefficients of network species Si and O.66,178 If Tg is estimated as
the temperature at which the diffusion coefficients of network former ions are about
10-7-10-6 cm2/s,178 according to the diffusion coefficient data above, this would put the
Tg of glasses in this study in the range of 1800-2000 K (1500-1700 °C). Hence, by
investigating dynamic behavior at 1000 K, one can be sure that the behavior of a solid
(rather than a liquid) is being tested.
One experimental study gives Tg as a linear function of wt% Na2O for this
family of bioactive glasses as: Tg(°C) = 232.223 + 11.4451*[Na2O], which yields
values of 513, 455, and 427 °C for 45S5, 55S4.3, and 60S3.8, respectively.113 Lin et
al. report DSC Tg values of 540 and 580 °C for 45S5 and 55S4.3, respectively.114
Another study gives Tg of 560 °C for both 45S5 and 55S4.3 glasses.156 Thus, the
simulated Tg is about 1000 degrees above the experimentally-determined value.
Again, simulated temperatures are not directly comparable to experimental
temperatures, due to the “mechanical” cooling associated with cooling periodic
systems with no surfaces, as was done in the creation of the bulk glass in this study.
This comparison plays a role in selecting simulation temperatures for further
diffusion study, as in the next section.
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3.4.4 Maximum Displacement from Original Position
While MSD and D give overall averages of ionic motion in these glasses, not
all ions migrate at the same rate, as evidenced by previous MD simulation.45,77,183
MD simulations afford us an additional way to look at ion migration in these glasses:
via tracking individual ions. With this in mind, Figure 3.31 was created. It shows the
maximum displacement of each ion in the simulation relative to the simulation’s
original configuration.

Overall, the ions’ maximum displacements seem to

correspond with their species’ migration characteristics (according to MSD plots);
i.e., Na shows the greatest motion, with a smaller degree of migration activity evident
for Ca. A large majority of Na ions have at least sampled a nearby site (i.e., most
have moved at least 5 Å from their original position at some point during the
simulation) and it may be inferred that most do not reside in their original site at the
end of the 1 ns simulation. However, there is considerable spread of diffusive
behaviors within each ion type, verifying the findings of previous MD studies.183,188
A temperature effect, as expected, is seen in a) and b) with the comparison of
the 45S5 simulation at 300 and 1000 K, respectively. The increase in temperature
provides an increase in kinetic energy which manifests itself in the ions’ ability to
probe more simulation space, even for silicon and oxygen, but is still below Tg, as
calculated in Section 0 above. Overall, there seems to be little qualitative difference
in the range of diffusion behavior for ions among the three glasses at the same
temperature.
This type of plot can also allow further in-depth study of “interesting” ionic
migration events. For example, after having determined that phosphorus migration in
these glasses may be important to development of the HCA layer, we can focus on
particular P ions and see how they migrate individually. This plot indicates that P ion
2033 has the greatest maximum displacement among P ions, and we can examine its
motion over time.
Figure 3.32 shows snapshots of two configurations of P ion 2033 and its
bonded O neighbors. Originally, it is bonded to one BO and 3 NBO (a P1 specie) and
after moving 2.04 Å, all four bonded O are NBO (P0). It is bonded to the same four O
ions at both times, but the Si ion that it is connected to forms a BO with a neighboring
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Si ion’s NBO, completing a 5-membered ring, and releases the PO4 group. This gives
an indication of the tendency of PO4 tetrahedra to exist as Q0 groups.

b

a

d

c

Figure 3.31. Plot of maximum displacements from original configuration over 1 ns:
a) 45S5 at 300 K, b) 45S5 at 1000 K, c) 55S4.3 at 1000 K, d) 60S3.8 at 1000 K.
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Figure 3.32. Motion of P ion 2033 from 45S5 simulation: a) at beginning of
simulation and b) following spontaneous formation of 5-ring and PO4 group release.
A great deal of attention has been paid to alkali ion migration mechanisms in
silicate glasses.77,78,189-192 These can be uncovered through careful consideration of
ion trajectories from MD simulations. For example, investigation of the sodium ion
trajectories has given evidence of ions moving between distinct sites, a “hopping
process,”77,78,193,194 similar to that in crystalline materials.195

In some cases, the

hopping processes have been found to occur via correlated jumps183,188,196, similar to
defect transport in crystals.197
Figure 3.33 shows the trajectories of four different sodium ions over the 1 ns
1000 K simulation of 45S5 (10 ps between snapshots). These ions were selected
using Figure 3.31 to get an idea of how different ions may exhibit different long-term
diffusive motions. Ion 2187 remains in a localized environment while ion 2337
moves between two distinct sites, “sampling” a third site (on the right), but hopping
back. Long-range diffusive motion is observed for ions 2107 and 2256 which move
between a number of “continuous” sites (less defined than for the other two ions),
suggesting the presence of sodium channels in this glass. These channels may act as
pathways for sodium diffusion to the glass surface, which would allow an increase in
the ion exchange reaction rate (Stage 1 in Hench’s reaction model). Thus, the glass
would experience an increased bioactivity due to the presence of these channels.
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2187

2256
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Figure 3.33. The motion of four different Na ions over 1 ns in 1000 K 45S5
simulation. Ion 2337 momentarily samples a third site before returning to a previous
site.
Figure 3.34 shows trajectories of four calcium ions and the silicon ion with the
largest displacement according to Figure 3.31. The calcium ions show a similar range
in degree of diffusive motion as for sodium, but over a smaller length scale. They
also show motion between distinct sites separated by ~3 Å.
Ion 2755 shows the greatest displacement, moving among a number of sites.
Ion 2827 shows three distinct sites. Ion 2783 shows a localized behavior, while ion
2695 shows an intermediate amount of motion, though it is not between distinct sites,
but rather in a seemingly distorted site.
displacement has only localized motion.
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Even the silicon ion with the largest

2755
Si-1892

2827

2783

2695

Figure 3.34. The motion of four different Ca ions and one Si ion over 1 ns in
1000 K 45S5 simulation.
3.5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Structural and dynamic properties were investigated for bulk simulations of
three bioactive glasses and compared with experimental evidence, where possible.
Structurally, network fragmentation, crosslink density, ring size distribution, Qn
distribution, Qn connectivity, bond-angle distribution, cation coordination number,
oxygen speciation, and atomic correlation functions were considered, while dynamic
properties of MSD and diffusion coefficient were also considered. A new diffusion
characterization technique “maximum displacement from original position” was
employed to study the migration behavior of individual ions.
A striking difference in network fragmentation was observed between 45S5
and the other two compositions.

The 45S5 composition shows a much greater

network fragmentation, as evidenced by a greater number of network pieces
independent of the major network piece. It is suggested that this fragmentation can
play a role in at least the first two stages of Hench’s model for HCA formation on the
surfaces of bioactive glasses. For Stage 1 (ion-exchange), the open network can
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cause a greater number of channels connecting the surface to the bulk of the glass,
allowing a greater diffusion of sodium out of the bulk, and water into the bulk. The
increased presence of water in the bulk of the glass would also lead to an increase in
the rate of hydrolysis of network bonds (Stage 2). Further, by intrinsically having
fewer network bonds, the 45S5 composition would have a greater dissolution rate, as
compared to the other two compositions.
The property of crosslink density, borrowed from polymer chemistry, is also
instructive in showing the effect of glass composition on network connectivity. Good
agreement between theoretical and simulated values of CLD was shown.
Investigation of ring size distributions showed few small-membered rings and
an increased number of large rings (as compared to pure silica), consistent with
previous models of high-modifier content glass. Fewer overall rings were observed
for the 45S5 composition, as expected due to the decreased network connectivity.
However, based on calculation of the number of rings per node, there may not be a
difference between the other two compositions. No simulation size effect was found
when the simulation size was tripled. The visualization of large-membered rings was
done to confirm ideas about the nature of large rings in modified glasses and how
they are counted in a ring-statistics program.
Local structure was addressed with calculation of the Qn-species distributions
for P and Si. The observed distributions were not consistent with an ordered binary
model, but showed the presence of at least three species of P and Si for all
compositions. The predominant species are Si2 and P0 in 45S5, and Si3 and P1 for
55S4.3 and 60S3.8. Overall, the presence of smaller n species correlated with a
greater bioactivity. Some P-O-Si linkages were observed, though their presence in
these glasses have not been confirmed. Agreement with experimental evidence was
not good overall, as not all species were considered for each glass, due to peak
overlap, low signals of the symmetric Q0 and Q4 species, and different methods of
peak integration.
Qn-species connectivity was calculated to determine how the Q-units were
distributed throughout the glass. Results show clustering of high-connectivity units
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(particularly for larger simulations), suggesting silica-rich regions (and thus, alkalirich regions as well), rather than a random distribution.
Bond angle distributions show similar features to previous models of high
modifier content glass, e.g., a shift to lower angles and narrower peak width for the
Si-O-Si bond angle, as compared to pure silica.

These suggest a less-strained

network due to the presence of NBO introduced by the network modifier content.
Similar O-Si-O and Si-O-Si distributions existed among the three glasses.

The

distributions were deconvoluted into contributions from NBO and BO bonding,
which showed that NBO are associated with higher bond angles.

The O-P-O

distributions were had similar MPBA to the O-Si-O distributions, but smaller FWHM
by about 3°, indicating a more regular PO4 tetrahedron. BAD for O-Na-O and O-CaO also agreed qualitatively with previous studies of modified glasses, showing a
distinct peak around 60°, a broad peak around 90°, and a shoulder around 150°.
Coordination numbers were calculated for oxygen surrounding each cation.
Ideal values of 4.0 were found for Si and P. The CN of oxygen around Na and Ca is
around six for all compositions, and slightly higher for Ca than Na in each case, in
agreement with previous experimental and simulation studies. The concentration of
NBO and BO in the simulations followed theoretical values (based on the assumption
that each Na and P contributed one NBO and each Ca contributed two NBO to the
bulk structure).
Correlation functions were used for further discussion of the

short and

medium range orders of glass structure. Shorter average bond lengths are found for
P-O, as compared to Si-O. Bond lengths for Si-O were in the range 1.60-1.61 Å,
slightly lower than the 1.62 Å found for pure silica, due to the large concentration of
NBO in the bioactive glasses. Deconvolution of P-O and Si-O RDF shows shorter
bond lengths for NBO, and an increasing contribution from BO with increasing silica
content, as expected. RDF for Na-O and Ca-O were similar for all compositions,
again, with an increasing contribution from BO with increasing silica content. A
greater preference of Ca for NBO was noted, likely due to its greater ionic strength
(i.e., charge). Distinct peaks in modifier-modifier correlations indicate a regular
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influence on the glass structure, suggesting a modified random network, i.e., modifier
clustering separate from silica-rich regions.
The P-cation and Si-cation pair distributions show a higher probability for P to
be coordinated by both types of modifier for all compositions. Disagreement with
NMR studies exists with regard to the presence of sodium disilicate-like Na-Si3
regions; simulation results suggest a preference of Na for Si2.

However, some

agreement with experiment is noted, as Ca also prefers Si2 to Si3.
An extensive study of bulk dynamics was undertaken for these glasses. Longrange diffusive behavior was only observed for sodium. Calcium showed only local
movements (jumps between adjacent sites), while phosphorus showed only local
vibrations. It is presumed that calcium migration may be restricted by its greater
tendency for charge compensation of local NBO ions, but paths for phosphorus
migration do not exist because it would move as relatively large PO4 groups.
However, it is suggested that following the ion-exchange and hydrolysis reactions, a
more open network would be conducive to PO4 migration to the surface to participate
in HCA formation.
A 5 ns simulation was performed for 45S5 at 1000 K to test the effect of
simulation length on MSD plots. It was shown that increasing the simulation length
can have a significant effect on the shape and slope MSD plots, confirming that
simulations were not run for sufficient time to observe long-range diffusion for Ca,
but that long-range diffusive motion is still only observed for Na in the time regime
of the current study.
Self-diffusion coefficients were calculated from the MSD data, from which
activation energies were calculated for Na and Ca diffusion. The calculated values
show the same trend as dielectric spectroscopy results; an increasing network
connectivity corresponds to a decrease in ion-hopping activation energy. This agrees
with the assertion that ionic diffusion is not the rate-limiting step in the dissolution of
these glasses.
The maximum displacement of each ion from its original position was shown
to be a useful measure of diffusion differences among ions of a particular type. A
considerable spread of values was shown for Na for each composition. Interestingly,
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nearly every Na ion had moved from its original position (i.e., at least 3-4 Å) at some
point during the simulation, again underlining the diffusive nature of Na in these
glasses. Some evidence of Ca ions moving ~10 Å was also found, though most did
not move any more than the average oxygen ion. Evidence for long-range diffusion
of Na between a number of distinct sites was shown, as well as “sampling” of sites
that were only momentarily occupied before the ion jumped back to a previous site.
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4 SURFACE SIMULATION OF BIOACTIVE GLASSES
4.1

INTRODUCTION

While a number of surface-specific characterization methods exist for
determining properties of glass surfaces (EXAFS36, XANES198, SIMS199,200, etc.),
these techniques are largely not able to probe atomistic features (although recent work
with ultra-vacuum atomic-force microscopy has led to the visualization of some
surface structures of silica glass201). And while a number of studies have focused on
macroscale alkali-ion release (ion-exchange) and network dissolution185,202-205 in
bioactive glasses, uncovering atomistic mechanisms and energies may prove useful in
describing relative differences in bioactivity through correlation to the reaction
sequence for HCA layer creation.129 To this end, MD surface simulations of three
bioactive glasses were created according to the process outlined in Chapter 2. This
chapter describes the results of the surface creation process, including properties of
the glass surfaces; subsequent chapters address reaction energies of water species
with the surface.
A number of MD surface simulations of pure silica have been reported,206-208
though fewer exist for multicomponent glasses.46,209,210

This study of surface

simulations for four-component bioactive glasses is one of the most complex MD
surface simulations to date, though a six-oxide nuclear waste glass has been
investigated.111
Surfaces for each of the three compositions of bioactive glass were created
according to the process outlined in Chapter 2. On inserting the 20 Å vacuum gap,
network formers (Si and P) that were bonded to four oxygen atoms became undercoordinated. During the relaxation stages of the surface creation process, all undercoordinated network formers became fully four-coordinated through rearrangement
with other such species and NBO (Figure 4.1). However, some “free oxygen” ions
(oxygen ions bonded to no network former) were present near the surface. This
process also resulted in some “frozen” under-coordinated network formers and free
oxygen ions at the bottom of the simulation, but these played no role in any later
surface analysis.
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a

b

Figure 4.1. 45S5 surface: a) before and b) after surface creation procedure, including
side-views.
4.2

Z-DENSITY PROFILE

A typical method of describing the surface structure of MD-simulated glass is
via a z-density profile (ZDP) which counts the atomic density (in #atoms/nm3) of ions
perpendicular to the surface (x-y) plane.51,73,207,208 Z-density profiles in this study
were calculated as atomic densities in 2 Å slabs. Because the structure is allowed to
relax in the z-direction (due to the introduction of the vacuum gap), a density change
is expected as compared to the bulk structure. A “surface region” can be defined as
where average overall atomic densities change abruptly, and have proved to be on the
order of 5-10 Å thick for silica surfaces.50,72,73 Similar surface depths are observed
for the surfaces in this work.
Figure 4.2 shows plots of these density values for the 45S5 surface
simulations, both before and after creation of the surface. Because the “before”
structure is equivalent to the bulk structure, we see a fairly constant density profile;
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however, we see a sharp decrease in overall density at the surface of the new
simulation as well as a significant relaxation of the surface (~4-5Å beyond the
“surface” created immediately on insertion of the 20 Å gap). A decrease in the
density of each component as well as the overall density is noted as we approach the
surface (the far right of each plot). Plots of surface ZDP are given for 55S4.3 and
60S3.8 in Figure 4.3.

a

b

Figure 4.2. ZDP for 45S5: a) before and b) after surface creation procedure.
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a

b

Figure 4.3. ZDP after surface creation for a) 55S4.3 and b) 60S3.8.
While the overall density decreases at the surface, a small but noticeable
increase in sodium density is observed for each glass. By normalizing the density of
each component to the overall density in each 2 Å slab, we can get a better
understanding of this effect (Figure 4.4). Essentially, we see the fraction of each
component as compared to all components at a particular depth from the surface.
Most striking in Figure 4.4 is the large density of sodium compared to all other ion
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types at the surface. Plots of these normalized number densities for the 55S and 60S
simulations are given in Figure 4.5. The surfaces described by the plots in Figure 4.4
and Figure 4.5 are those used for the surface reactions in the following chapters.
A series of ten surfaces were created for each glass, with the 20 Å vacuum gap
inserted at intervals of 1/10th the original simulation box size. Plots of ZDP show
similar features in all cases (Figure 4.6). By taking the average over ten surfaces, we
can, in essence, describe the surface of a glass with ten times the original area. Thus,
as expected, we observed that many of the density fluctuations as a function of depth
are decreased (e.g., oxygen concentration at the immediate surface of the 55S4.3
composition) and that the transition from the bulk to surface structure is more
obvious. The surface and bulk densities begin to show differences at around 30 Å,
giving a surface of about 6 Å deep for each composition.

Figure 4.4. Normalized ZDP for 45S5 surface used later in surface reactions.
One difference among the plots in Figure 4.6 is that the normalized sodium
concentration is 100% at the immediate surface for only the 60S3.8 composition.
However, the overall atomic density at that depth is very small (i.e., few ions exist in
that 2 Å slice; in fact, Na ions exist in that slice for only two of the 60S3.8 surfaces),
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so that it appears as though the 60S3.8 surface is more enriched in sodium than the
other two surfaces, when there is only a small difference. Hence, if we disregard the
final data point at 38 Å, the normalized ZDP of all three compositions (averaged over
ten surfaces) are very similar. This is a drawback to using the normalized ZDP
exclusively, so it should be considered in tandem with the unnormalized ZDP.

a

b

Figure 4.5. Normalized ZDP for a) 55S4.3 and b) 60S3.8 surfaces used later in
surface reactions.
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The presence of sodium on the surface of glass following fracture has been
observed.211 Also, other MD studies have shown the presence of excess sodium at the
surface of simulated silicates created at 300 K (it was found for Na and K, but not
Li).46,173,212 The effect was enhanced for surfaces reheated to 1500 K and then
requenched to 300 K, as following the procedure to create the surfaces in this study.
The presence of sodium ions at the surface may be partly attributed to the
presence of negatively charged NBO, some of which existed in the bulk glass, and
some of which are created during the surface creation process. This presence of NBO
at the immediate surface is confirmed via Figure 4.7, which shows the ratio of NBO
to BO as a function of depth.

Again, around 30 Å, the surface becomes

characteristically different from the bulk as the proportion of NBO increases quickly
from the relatively constant bulk ratio. The curves do not continue completely to the
surface at around 36 Å because no BO exist there (i.e., there is an infinite
[NBO]/[BO]).
Figure 4.1 shows a side view snapshot graphic of a single simulated 45S5
surface, both before and after surface relaxation. Sodium ions have accumulated on
the immediate surface during the surface creation. This proves to be the case for all
three compositions.

Figure 4.8-Figure 4.16 show the surface structure of these

glasses to three depths (9, 6, and 3 Å), with and without modifier present. As
expected from the network fragmentation observations (Chapter 3), a more connected
network structure is observed for the compositions with higher silica content. Also,
the immediate surfaces show evidence of continuous “channels” for ease of water or
sodium diffusion, most evident in the 45S5 case. This is evident from “holes” in the
sections where no network formers exist. The channels of alkali observed for glasses
that can be described by Greaves’ MRN are likely routes for alkali diffusion, ion
exchange, and infiltration of molecular water.117,213,214 An increased sodium diffusion
to the surface may aid in the rate of HCA formation (i.e., in increasing bioactivity) via
an increased ion-exchange rate.
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a

b

c

Figure 4.6. Normalized ZDP for a) 45S5, b) 55S4.3, and c) 60S3.8, averaged over ten
surfaces.
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Figure 4.7. [NBO]/[BO] as a function of depth.
The accepted set of surface reactions that takes place when bioactive glasses
come in contact with body fluid begins with an ion exchange of H+ or H3O+ for Na+
in the surface of the glasses.23 Clearly, these simulations have shown a “natural”
enrichment of sodium ions at the glass surface. One explanation for this observation
is that after the bulk is “fractured,” some BO become NBO at the immediate surface
and sodium ions can easily compensate the negative charge created.

This

accumulation of sodium would leave the surface open to a quick leaching (i.e., ion
exchange) in vivo, which is indeed observed.
The results of these surface simulations are promising from the standpoint that
the sodium in the glasses, which is known to leach out, is preferentially on the
surface. This sets the stage for further simulations involving these surfaces in an
aqueous environment. However, it must be noted that the surfaces in this study were
created in vacuo and that this may have effects on the structure (including perhaps the
observation of Na on the surface) of the resulting surfaces.

Nonetheless, it is

tempting to say that we observe an increased density of sodium at the glass surface
that represents the true surface of these glasses, rather than solely ones created in
vacuo.
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a

b
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Figure 4.8. Side view of surface structure of 45S5: a) entire simulation, b) only pieces of network.
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Figure 4.9. Top and side view of 45S5 surface simulation at three depths (9, 6, and 3 Å).
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Figure 4.10.
network.

Top and side view of 45S5 surface simulation at three depths (9, 6, and 3 Å), including only pieces of the

a

b
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Figure 4.11.

Side view of surface structure of 55S4.3: a) entire simulation, b) only pieces of network.
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Figure 4.12.

Top and side view of 55S4.3 surface simulation at three depths (9, 6, and 3 Å).
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Figure 4.13.
network.

Top and side view of 55S4.3 surface simulation at three depths (9, 6, and 3 Å), including only pieces of the

a

b
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Figure 4.14.

Side view of surface structure of 60S3.8: a) entire simulation, b) only pieces of network.
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Figure 4.15.

Top and side view of 60S3.8 surface simulation at three depths (9, 6, and 3 Å).
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Figure 4.16.
network.

Top and side view of 60S3.8 surface simulation at three depths (9, 6, and 3 Å), including only pieces of the

4.3

RING SIZE DISTRIBUTION

The ring size distribution for the bulk simulations are discussed in Chapter 3.
Here, a comparison is made with the distribution following surface creation (Figure
4.17). Most notable in comparing the ring size distribution of the bulk and surface
simulations is the decrease in large-membered rings.

This is not completely

surprising, given that the surface is created by a separation of the bulk structure.
However, some of the larger rings that are broken, reform into rings of similar size.
The small rings (<10 members) don’t seem to change much in concentration on the
surface. The network ions must rearrange locally to create the smaller rings when the
larger ones are split during the surface creation process.
In Du’s MD study of silica surfaces, some of the surface defects originating
with the vacuum gap insertion became 2- and 3-membered rings or NBO.50 In this
study, an even lower number of small-membered rings exist at the surface,
presumably due to the greater ability of a bioactive glass surface to accommodate
under-coordination defects (e.g., three-coordinated Si) by preexisting NBO, which
exist due to the network modifier content. Thus, the highly reactive 2-membered
rings found on the surfaces of silica50,129,215 are not found in the simulated bioactive
glass surfaces. There is a small fraction of 3-membered rings, but their presence does
not increase with the creation of the surface, though there seems to be a small
increase in the number of 4-membered rings for 55S4.3 and 60S3.8 (Figure 4.18)
following surface creation. These must be created due to a rearrangement of network
ions following the breakage of large rings during the surface creation process.
Cao and Hench note the presence of three and four-membered siloxane rings
on the surface of gel-derived bioactive glasses and propose that the control of these
rings may make them useful for controlled drug release systems.22 In general, smaller
rings tend to be more reactive because of the strain induced by small Si-O-Si
angles.129,215 The reactivity of these surface rings is discussed in Chapter 6.
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b

c

Figure 4.17. Ring size distributions for bulk and surface structures: a) 45S5, b)
55S4.3, and c) 60S3.8.
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a

b

c

Figure 4.18. Ring size distributions comparing the bulk and surface simulated
structures, focused on small-membered rings: a) 45S5, b) 55S4.3, and c) 60S3.8.
4.4

DEEPER SURFACES

A series of surface simulations of twice the depth were created by “stacking”
two bulk simulation cells in the z-direction and proceeding through the entire bulk
and surface simulation schemes. Because the surface creation technique involves
immobilizing 50% of the ions, a mobile surface of about 34 Å was created, whereas
for the smaller simulations, only about 17 Å were simulated. This larger simulation
allows for a deeper study of the ion-exchange process (outlined in the next chapter)
by allowing for the possibility of sodium ions from further into the bulk migrating to
the surface following the ion exchange.
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a

b

c

Figure 4.19. ZDP after surface creation for a) 45S5, b) 55S4.3, and c) 60S3.8
deeper surfaces.
These deeper surfaces showed similar preference of sodium for the immediate
surface (Figure 4.19). As an example, a snapshot of the 45S5 surface final structure
is given in Figure 4.20. To the author’s knowledge, these simulations have the most
surface depth of any MD-created surface to-date.
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Figure 4.20.
4.5

45S5 “deep” surface.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Surface simulations were performed according to the fracture procedure
outlined by Garofalini, et al.208,216,217 Z-density profiles show surface relaxation, as
ions relax to positions above the original bulk positions. They also show the distinct
accumulation of sodium at the immediate surface for each composition, which is in
agreement with experiment and previous MD simulations of sodium-silicate glass.
This is presumed to aid in the first stage of Hench’s reaction model, ion exchange of
sodium for H+ or H3O+ from solution. Similar surface compositions were found for
multiple surfaces of a given composition, showing that the Na accumulation was not
influenced by the position of the “cut” to the bulk simulation for surface creation.
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By sectioning the surfaces into 2 Å slices and viewing from the “top,” surface
channels (i.e., regions of no network formers) are shown to exist.

These may

contribute to alkali diffusion, as proposed by previous experimental and simulation
results.36,177,218,219 It is suggested that these channels may aid in the diffusion of alkali
to the surface (and water to the bulk) to increase the rate of the ion-exchange stage of
Hench’s reaction model. The alkali channels are more evident in 45S5, the more
bioactive glass, which supports this claim. Additionally, with the ability of water
molecules to travel deeper into the surface, there should be an increased rate of
network bond hydrolysis (Stage 2), which also serves to increase the bioactivity.
The ring size distributions for the surface simulations are compared with the
bulk distributions, to show a decrease in large rings and a slight increase in smaller
rings. This is expected, as the surface creation process should act to break up large
rings through the introduction of the 20 Å gap. Later local rearrangement of network
ions then forms smaller rings, though the small rings (<10 members) don’t seem to
change much in concentration on the surface. Interestingly, some of the larger rings
that are broken, reform into rings of similar size.
A series of surfaces with twice the depth of the ones derived from the bulk
simulations were created to test (in Chapter 5) the ion-exchange process to greater
depths, as well as to examine any migration of Na from deep in the surface following
ion-exchange.
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5 ION EXCHANGE
5.1

INTRODUCTION

When a bioactive glass is placed in the body, a series of reactions occurs
which leads to the creation of a hydroxycarbonate apatite (HCA) layer (Table 5.I).
The bioactivity of the glass is directly related to rate at which they proceed through a
series of reactions which end in the formation of an HCA layer.8,25
The first stage in the reaction series is an ion exchange of H+ or H3O+ from the
surrounding body fluid for Na+ at the glass surface.8,25 Silanol (Si-OH) or P-OH
groups are formed and sodium is released from the glass. There is no breaking of
network bonds in the glass due to the ion exchange, but the presence of hydroxyl
groups plays a role in the next stage, hydrolysis of network Si-O-Si and Si-O-P
bonds, by increasing the local pH.220
Table 5.I.

Hench’s Bioactive Glass Surface Reaction Sequence23

1. Rapid ion exchange of Na+ with H+ or H3O+ from solution.
2. Breaking of network bonds (Si-O-Si or Si-O-P) and formation of Si-OH; loss of
soluble SiO2.
3. Condensation and repolymerization of SiO2-rich layer depleted in Na+ and Ca2+.
4. Migration of Ca2+ and PO43- groups to surface through SiO2-rich layer; formation of
amorphous CaO-P2O5 layer; growth of layer by incorporation of Ca and P from
solution.
5. Crystallization of amorphous CaO-P2O5 layer by incorporation of OH-, CO32-, or Ffrom solution to form HCA layer.
6. Adsorption of biological species in growing HCA layer.

The study of reaction kinetics and thermodynamics of the ion exchange
reaction can provide useful information for understanding the bioactivity of these
glasses through investigation of the reaction for a variety of surface environments.
By examining the relative change in energy (reaction energy) during an ion exchange
reaction, we may gain insight into which types of reaction sites are preferred, and
perhaps the relative favorability of the ion exchange reaction among different glass
compositions. A reaction energy less than zero indicates a favorable reaction; a
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greater decrease in energy from the original state to the final state indicates a greater
favorability of reaction.
While the surfaces of crystalline materials have a relatively small number of
unique surface reaction sites, for glasses, there can be essentially an infinite number
of such sites. This increases the number of possible sites for the ion exchange
reaction. A quick look at the surface structure of the glasses in this study confirms
this point. The surface is far from “regular” (as a crystalline surface might be) and is
made up of a number of different elements. Even for a given element (e.g., silicon), it
is possible that different Qn species will have significantly different ion exchange
reaction energies.
The ion exchange reaction can be studied experimentally via techniques such
as Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS), and secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) where the depth profile of
different ions with respect to the glass surface is analyzed over time.221-228 In these
cases, the reaction is studied on a relatively large scale and reaction energies can only
be calculated as averages over a large number of exchanges. Further complicating
matters is that, for the experimental glass, the hydrolysis reaction may be occurring
simultaneously, which could lead to the release of further ions into solution.220,221
Thus, multiple mechanisms may be responsible for the observed leaching behavior,
and any reaction rate or energy calculated from this data may not represent solely the
ion exchange reaction.203,229
By studying the ion exchange reaction via MD simulation, on the other hand,
we may be assured that the calculated reaction energy is solely controlled by the ion
exchange reaction because the different reaction types can be treated separately.
Also, the MD technique allows for the investigation of individual exchanges in a
variety of environments, whereas experimental techniques require large numbers of
exchanges to gain a measurable signal. Experimentally determined ion exchange
rates or energies are essentially calculated averages for a large number of exchanges.
The relative favorability of ion exchanges was studied among the three glass
compositions by simply placing an H+ ion on a surface NBO (creating a silanol or P-
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OH group), removing a nearby sodium ion, and calculating reaction energies.
Essentially, an NBO is hydrolyzed and a Na+ ion is released into solution.
It has been suggested that the highly fragmented nature of 45S5 glass may
allow for the passing over of Stage 2 (hydrolysis) in Hench’s HCA layer reaction
mechanism by providing sufficient Si-OH groups (due to a large number of NBO)
following the ion exchange process.230 This implies a greater significance of the ionexchange reaction, as compared to the subsequent hydrolysis reaction, for highly
fragmented atomic structures. We indeed observe a notably fragmented structure for
the 45S5 composition (Chapters 3 and 4). The effect of the ion exchange reaction on
the hydrolysis reactions is discussed in Chapter 6.
5.2

ION EXCHANGE

The leaching of alkali ions from glass surfaces is assumed to take the form of
an ion exchange reaction and has been studied for over 40 years.231-236 The ion
exchange process in glasses is a well-studied phenomenon, and has been used
commercially for strengthening glass.237-239 It is a diffusion-controlled process (rather
than reaction-controlled), and is thus dependent on time-0.5.8,129,234,240
The basic form of the reaction can be given as

≡ Si − O − M + H + →≡ Si − OH + M +

(5.1)

≡ Si − O − M + H 3O + →≡ Si − OH + M + + H 2 O

(5.2)

or

where, in either case, a silanol group is generated and the local pH is increased.220 It
is also possible that the network former specie in the above equations is
phosphorus.241-243
It is widely accepted that interdiffusion of H3 O+ and/or H2O is the ratedetermining step in the ion exchange reaction of hydrogen for sodium,211,244,245
though McGrail et al. showed that for a series of sodium aluminosilicate glasses, the
rate controlling step is the rupture of OH bonds in water or hydronium ion and not
diffusion of H2O or H3O+.220 While earlier work on a soda-lime-silicate glass showed
that H3O+ enters the glass for Na+ instead of H+ by showing H/Na ratio of
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approximately 3,246 more recent studies show a range of H/Na ratios from ~1 to 3,
which varied with depth.247 This range seems to be dependent on glass composition
and experimental conditions, and may be related to a condensation reaction of the
form

≡ Si − OH + HO − Si ≡→≡ Si − O − Si ≡ + H 2 O

(5.3)

of which molecular water is a product.248 Thus, there is some variability in the local
concentrations of hydrogen-species that take part in an ion exchange reaction. In this
study, only the H+ (and not H2O or H3O+) specie is considered in the ion exchange
reaction.
5.3

SIMULATION OF ION EXCHANGE

5.3.1 Background
Few MD studies of multicomponent glass surfaces exist46,48,173,212,249 and
previous studies of reactions at glass surfaces have focused on pure silica
surfaces,73,99,210,250,251 with the exception of one study of the physisorption of neutral
molecular water on sodium-silicate surfaces. Studies of the adsorption of alkali ions
on the surface of silica (binding energies) were done for some of the first MD models
of reactions at glass surfaces.249,250 Two MD studies exist for an Na-Ag “exchanged”
glass surface, but the reaction kinetics are ignored, as Ag ions are placed randomly on
the surface, and only assumed to be generated from the ion exchange reaction.184,214
An Na-Li ion exchange reaction has been studied via MD for a crystalline zeolite
structure; the technique involves examining the time evolution of ion concentrations
on either side of a simulated membrane due to concentration gradients.252 Thus, in the
current study, a novel technique is used in examining reactions at the surface of
multicomponent glasses by analyzing the reaction energy associated with addition
and removal of ions from the simulation.
Experimental data suggests a surface concentration of hydroxyl groups for
pure silica ranging from 2.6-4.6 OH/nm2.253 It has been shown in the simulations of
silica surfaces that these OH sites can be estimated by counting directly the number of
defects (i.e., NBO, 3-coordinated Si, 2-membered rings) present on the simulated
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surface.50,72,173,207,254 So, it follows that in the MD hydroxylation simulations of silica
surfaces, it has been sufficient to simply place a hydrogen ion on each NBO and an
OH group on each 3-coordinated silicon.48-50 However, a number of significant
differences

exist

between

(simulated)

surface

structures

for

silica

and

multicomponent glass.
The highly reactive species mentioned above are considered “defects” in the
structure of silica and thus to be primary reactions sites for hydroxylation. For the
bioactive glasses of this study, on the other hand, NBO are present due to chargecompensation of network modifiers as well as the presence of phosphorus, which
tends to form a maximum of three bridging bonds, and therefore has at least one NBO
associated with each PO4 tetrahedron. Thus, the NBO in these simulated structures
are not to be considered defects (and every NBO is not necessarily to be considered a
primary reaction site for hydroxylation), but rather part of the network structure.
Also, no 3-coordinated Si were present in these simulations as, presumably,
there exists sufficient mobility of each species (as compared to vitreous SiO2, e.g.) to
readily allow proper 4-fold coordination of all network formers. This mobility is
partly attributed to the large presence of NBO, but also to the fragmented nature of
each composition. (Few examples of 3-membered rings (and no presence of 2membered rings) were found in these simulations; their hydroxylation, as it involves
the breaking of network bonds, is treated in Chapter 6 regarding network dissolution.)
Further, it is understood from macroscopic experimental evidence23,25 that the
first step in the reaction of these glasses with body fluid is an ion exchange process
where Na+ from the glass is substituted by H+ or H3O+ from solution. So, a different
mechanism exists for hydroxylation of bioactive glasses as compared to silica. Thus,
taking into account all of these differences between simulated silica surfaces and the
multicomponent surfaces of bioactive glasses, a novel approach to hydroxylation of
simulated bioactive glass surfaces is necessary.
The relative favorability of ion exchanges was studied among the three glass
compositions through the general procedure of simply placing an H+ ion on a surface
NBO (creating a silanol or P-OH group), removing a nearby sodium ion, and
calculating reaction energies. Essentially, an NBO is hydrolyzed and a Na+ ion is
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released into solution according to Equation 5.1. The details of how Na+ ions were
chosen and how H+ ions were placed on NBO evolved over the course of the study
before a definitive procedure was established.
It has been shown experimentally that reconstruction of defects on glass
fracture surfaces occurs on a faster time scale than water adsorption.255 In other
words, water reacts with a relaxed glass surface. Thus, it seems proper from a
physical standpoint to first relax the glass surface before introducing water species, as
was done in this thesis work.
5.3.2 Procedure
The following is a description of how the ion-exchange reaction simulation
was first attempted, and the changes to that procedure that were deemed necessary.
Now, using the final surface structures (as shown in Chapter 4), the general
approach to simulating the ion exchange process was to place an H ion on an NBO
and remove the nearest Na ion. The surface was then subjected to a 300 K NPT MD
simulation for an additional 80,000 timesteps. Configurational energy of each ionexchanged simulation (made up of contributions from Coulombic, short-range
Buckingham, Coulomb-subtracted Morse, and screened-harmonic three-body terms,
discussed in Chapter 2) was compared to the non-exchanged surface energy to
calculate the ion exchange reaction energy, taking into account the enthalpy of
formation of an Na+ ion in solution. A number of slight variations to this approach
were used over the course of the work, as explained below.
As a first attempt to simulate an ion exchange reaction, an H ion was placed 1
Å directly above (in the z-direction) the NBO. This was done for the sake of ease in
deriving coordinates for the H+ ion for input into the MD program (i.e., simply
copying the coordinates of the NBO and increasing the z-coordinate by 1 Å). The
value of 1 Å was chosen as it is near the equilibrium separation distance of O and H
in an OH bond. However, an issue with this procedure (besides its being somewhat
arbitrary) is that the NBO in question is not necessarily directly above its bonded
network former, so that if the NBO were directly below a bonded silicon ion, for
example, placing an H ion directly above the NBO puts it in between the Si and NBO.
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This is not a likely configuration in the real reaction sequence, given the positive
charges of both the Si and H ions. A relatively large Coulombic force would exist
between the two ions, which would act to push them away from each other on
restarting the simulation.
These results of these simulations proved reasonable. Even for cases in which
the initial configuration was not ideal (as noted above), the OH group remained
attached to the network former. (Note: This was not the case for the initial hydrolysis
reactions discussed in Chapter 6.) However, once it was shown that this general
procedure could be used to calculate reaction energies, and problems with large-scale
exchange reactions occurred, a less arbitrary manner for H ion placement was
investigated.
Later attempts included placing the H ion in the same direction as the Si-NBO
bond and changing the initial OH bond length to 0.5 Å. Reduction of the bond length
was chosen based on the results of hydrolysis simulations (Chapter 6) where there
were problems with H ions leaving the NBO. This allowed the OH bond to “relax” to
a suitable separation based on the Morse potential without placing it too far away
from the NBO. It was finally decided that it made most sense physically to place the
H+ ion in the same direction as the replaced Na ion, at a separation of 0.5 Å from the
NBO (this was “learned” from the large-scale ion exchange investigation (Section 5.7
below)). The reaction energies presented in this thesis are from simulations using this
final procedure, though they did not differ significantly from those generated from the
other procedures noted above.
5.4

REACTION ENERGETICS

The H-Na ion exchange process observed for the reaction of bioactive glass in
water can be described by the following reaction
≡ Si − O − Na + H + aq →≡ Si − OH + Na + aq

(5.4)

where an H+ ion is taken from solution and incorporated into an OH group and a Na+
ion is released into solution. To calculate the reaction energy for a simulated ion
exchange described by Equation 5.4, we compare the configurational energy of the
entire simulation before and after the exchange. The configurational energy of an
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MD simulation can be defined as the potential energy of the system obtained by
summing the Coulombic energy, short-range potential energy, intramolecular bond
energies, and bond angle energies.50

According to Equation 5.4, we must also

consider the enthalpies of formation of H+ and Na+ in solution, such that the reaction
energy ∆Erxn can be calculated according to
∆E rxn = E surf ,ex + E f ( Na + aq ) − E surf , 0 − E f ( H + aq )

(5.5)

where Esurf,ex is the configurational energy of the exchanged surface, Esurf,0 is the
configurational energy of the non-exchanged surface, and Ef(Na+aq) and Ef(H+aq) are
the enthalpies of formation for Na+ and H+, respectively. The experimentally derived
value of Ef(Na+aq) is 2.49 eV, and Ef(H+aq) is defined as zero.
5.5

SINGLE ION EXCHANGE

A number of different exchanges were done for each surface because, due to
differences in local structure, there is an expected range of ion exchange reaction
energies. Also, distinction was made between NBO on Si (Figure 5.1) or P (Figure
5.2). Table 5.II shows the results of these reactions.
It is evident from the relatively large standard deviations that there is indeed a
range of ion exchange reaction energies for each glass. In each case, the average
reaction energy is less than zero, indicating an exothermic reaction. Without the
subtraction of the Na+ enthalpy of formation, all values would be greater than zero.
So while the configurational energy change between the exchanged and nonexchanged surface is positive, the overall reaction energy is negative, and the reaction
is predicted to occur. However, in the case of ion exchange on a P ion, even though
the average reaction energy is negative, some reaction energies for some
configurations are positive.
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Figure 5.1. Ion exchange of Na+ on NBO attached to an Si ion: a) before exchange b)
after exchange, c) after 80,000 timesteps.
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Figure 5.2. Ion exchange of Na+ on NBO attached to P ion: a) before exchange b)
after exchange, c) after 80,000 timesteps.
Table 5.II.

Ion Exchange Reaction Energies (in eV)

Si-OH

P-OH

Glass

# Reactions

Average Erxn

Std. Dev.

# Reactions

Average Erxn

Std. Dev.

45S5

10

-1.43

0.25

14

-0.27

0.42

55S4.3

13

-1.47

0.20

13

-0.38

0.38

60S3.8

9

-1.67

0.23

14

-0.13

0.43

Another implication of the relatively large standard deviations is that there is
no significant difference in the reaction energies among the glasses for either the SiOH or P-OH cases. However, it seems that the ion exchange reaction on an Si ion is
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more favorable than on a P ion. It was suspected that this may be due in part to the
lack of a P-OH three-body potential term, as there exists an Si-OH term of that form.
That may also be a reason for the greater standard deviation in the P-OH case, as the
use of a three-body term would serve to moderate the bond angle, and thus moderate
the overall energy, decreasing the standard deviation. This is investigated in Section
5.6.
That there is no significant difference in the ion exchange reaction energies
among the three glasses may be surprising as it implies to a certain degree that the
rates of ion exchange are the same across the composition range. However, the
overall network structure of these glasses (as described in Chapter 3) should also be
considered along with the reaction energies. For example, the 45S5 glass has a
disrupted structure with accompanying “channels” leading to the surface, which may
allow for the greater release of ions to solution. This would serve to increase the
number of ion exchange reactions occurring in a given time, and thus the rate of
reaction. So, it is not simply a matter of reaction energy that determines the reaction
rate, but also the number of ions available for exchange. And thus the increasingly
disrupted structures associated with decreasing silica content may allow for a greater
ion exchange rate even for similar reaction energies. Having said that, it is not
necessarily true that the ion exchange step is the rate-limiting step of the overall HCA
layer creation reactions, so it is not necessary that the ion exchange rates themselves
be directly related to the bioactivity of the glass.
5.6

P-O-H THREE-BODY POTENTIAL ENERGY TERM

In these simulations, a P-O-H three-body potential was not used, though a SiO-H potential was used. One reason for this is that there is no experimental data with
which to fit such a potential, whereas the Si-O-H potential was fit by Du to silicic
acid.50 The use of this potential results in a smaller bond angle and bond angle
distribution for Si-OH as compared to P-OH. Without the Si-OH three-body term,
the angle tends toward 150-170º due to repulsion between H and the network
formers.99
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To test the effect of a P-O-H potential, three of the 45S5 ion exchange
reactions were repeated, with the addition of a P-O-H three-body potential that was
identical to the Si-O-H potential. Also, for comparison, three Si-OH ion exchange
simulations were repeated without the use of the Si-O-H potential.
Table 5.III.
Type

Reaction Energy and Bond Angles for P-O-H Three-Body Potential
Testing
Rxn #

Erxn Average Std. Dev. Bond Angle (°) Average Std. Dev.

Si

1

-4.93

161.6

Si

2

-3.83

174.9

Si

3

-4.15

-4.30

0.56

159.4

Si (SiOH pot.) 1-SiOH -1.02

118.5

Si (SiOH pot.) 2-SiOH -0.81

115.7

Si (SiOH pot.) 3-SiOH -0.55

-0.79

0.24

96.8

P

15

-0.43

165.1

P

16

-0.04

152.1

P

17

0.69

0.07

0.57

142.4

P (POH pot.)

15-POH 0.28

110.4

P (POH pot.)

16-POH 0.17

117.7

P (POH pot.)

17-POH 0.89

0.45

0.39

112.4

165.3

8.4

110.3

11.8

153.2

11.4

113.5

3.8

The results in Table 5.III show that the reaction energy increased (and
standard deviation decreased) when the P-O-H potential was used.

The energy

increase was not necessarily expected, as the energy term due to the P-O-H potential
was not optimized for phosphorus. So, the results in Table 5.III do not speak directly
to the energies in Table 5.II. However, as expected, the bond angles decreased to be
closer to the equilibrium Si-O-H bond angle prescribed for the three-body term
(118°). Also as expected, the standard deviation of the reaction energies decreased
when the potential was used to regulate the P-O-H bond angle.
It is also noted that the original standard deviation (without a P-O-H potential)
is very close to that for the case where the Si-O-H three-body term is used, so perhaps
the potential is not necessary to keep the P-O-H bond angle in a range of comparable
size to that of Si-OH. Again, the use of this particular P-O-H potential has no
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physical meaning, as it is simply identical to the Si-OH potential and is not optimized
to the structure of the P-OH bond. However, it is shown that by using a three-body
potential, the P-O-H bond angle, and thus reaction energy, can be regulated. On the
other hand, while the standard deviation for the reaction energies of Si ion exchanges
is lower, there is still not a significant difference among their reaction energies. So,
in this case, employment of a P-O-H three-body potential may not add to the
qualitative understanding of the ion-exchange reaction.
5.7

LARGE-SCALE ION EXCHANGE

For a glass in solution, there exists a concentration difference with respect to
the sodium in the glass. This is in part what drives the ion exchange reaction to
release sodium into solution. In an experimental setup where a glass sample is put in
a static solution, the rate of ion exchange will decrease over time due to the “common
ion effect,” where the buildup of exchanged sodium (for example) in solution
decreases the concentration gradient and thus the diffusion coefficient (cf. Fick’s
Second Law of Diffusion).256

Because the ion exchange process is diffusion-

controlled, this leads to a decrease in exchange rate. As ions are depleted from the
immediate surface, it takes time for additional ions to diffuse to the surface and for
water species (such as H+) to diffuse further into the surface. Thus, one would expect
a slower rate of removal with increasing depth into the surface and hence a more
positive reaction energy with depth. If we consider the alternative option (i.e., that
the reaction energy becomes more negative with depth), then we must (erroneously)
conclude that the reaction would continue indefinitely at an increasing rate further
into the surface until the entire specimen was leached of sodium. This does not agree
with the experimental findings that only the surface is ion exchanged.8,23
For the ion exchange simulations described in this thesis, there is no
“solution” surrounding the glass. Despite the presence of a concentration gradient
after the sodium ions are completely removed from the simulation, the exchange in
this case is not diffusion-controlled and the concentration gradient is not expected to
have an effect on the reaction rate (and hence, energy). This is because all of the ions
are removed at once, instead of there being an exchange between diffusing species.
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One explanation for the decreased favorability of the ion exchange reaction
with depth is the “openness” of the surface structure. The immediate surface is less
dense than the bulk structure (as evidenced by the z-density profiles shown in Chapter
4), so it may be expected that the removal of sodium from deeper into the surface
should have less impact on the local structure. Clearly, the sodium ions on the
immediate surface serve no structural role in the glass, so these should be most easily
removed (i.e., have a lower reaction energy). For a simulated ion exchange, which
involves sodium ions deeper into the surface, we might expect it to be more difficult
to remove the sodium ions that have a greater structural role in a denser part of the
structure. Thus, even though the ion exchange in these simulation is not diffusiondriven, it is still expected that removing sodium ions from deeper in the surface
should be more difficult.
For the initial attempt at large-scale ion exchanges, all Na+ from the
immediate surface to a given depth were selected and removed from the simulation.
Then an equal number of NBO were selected (starting from the immediate surface
and progressing into the surface) to receive H+ ions to create OH groups. Hydrogen
ions were positioned 1 Å above the NBO in the z-direction. Simulations were then
run for an additional 80,000 timesteps at 300 K in an NPT ensemble.
Analysis of the final configurations showed a number of instances of OH
groups leaving their associated network formers and H+ ions leaving their associated
NBO. It was further noted that the offending OH groups were those that originated
further into the surface.

One explanation for this behavior is that local charge

imbalance may have existed when the ions were exchanged. This was suggested
because the immediate surface has a high Na+ concentration as compared to the NBO
concentration, so that after placing the hydrogen ions, the OH region extended
considerably below the region where Na ions had been removed. For example, where
a particular NBO deep in the surface was previously charge-balanced solely by a
nearby Na+ ion, there was now both the Na+ ion and an additional H+ ion attached,
because all of the Na+ ions were removed well above that NBO. This change in local
force environment could have been sufficient for rejection of the OH group or the H+
ion.

Essentially, the surface NBO were “depleted” faster than the Na+ layer in
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selecting ions to participate in the exchange. Thus, OH groups existed in the midst of
many Na+ ions; in many cases, a local exchange had not taken place, though the
overall reaction was charge-balanced.
To test this hypothesis, simulations were run in which the OH groups were
created without removal of Na+ ions (i.e., an overall charge balance did not exist).
This was an attempt at producing exaggerated local charge imbalances throughout the
surface. The results of these simulation showed an increased number of OH groups
leaving their associated network former ions. Also, a number of Na+ ions were
observed to escape the surface, some of which traveled across the entire 20 Å gap,
collecting at the “bottom” of the simulation (i.e., at the bottom of the immobilized ion
region) (Figure 5.3).

This experiment confirmed that by having local a charge

imbalance in an initial configuration, there would be troublesome results following
exchange. This behavior was not observed, however, for any of the “true” exchange
simulations for which the results are presented in this thesis.

However, it is

interesting to note that simply by introducing the H+ ions, a seemingly “natural” ion
exchange occurs as Na+ ions leave the surface, though not equal in number to the H+
introduced.
To address this issue, a second set of criteria was investigated for selecting
NBO and Na+ involved in the large-scale ion exchange simulations. First, NBO-Na+
pairs were formed with the criterion that only NBO that had Na+ (rather than Ca2+) as
a nearest network modifier were selected. In the cases where a particular Na+ was the
nearest network modifier to two NBO, a pair was created between the Na+ and the
closer NBO only. This set of criteria allowed explicit local charge balance, perhaps
at the expense of exchanging some Na+ ions on the immediate surface which “should
have” been removed from the simulation. Thus, there were some Na+ ions that
remained on the surface (those that did not have nearby NBO to participate in the
exchange) above others that participated in the exchange.
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a

b

Na

Figure 5.3. Effect of introducing H+ ions without removing Na+ (55S4.3 surface): a)
before H+ addition and b) after H+ addition. For clarity, immobile ions are shown as
“sticks,” rather than spheres.
From the selected pairs, the Na+ ions from the immediate surface were
removed from the simulation to a given depth. Then an H+ ion was positioned 1 Å
above the associated NBO in the z-direction.
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Still, on restarting the simulations, there were a considerable number of OH
groups that left the surface. Eventually, it was discovered that in many cases in
which OH groups left the surface, it was due to the placement of multiple OH groups
on a single network former. For example, it was determined that the two NBO on an
Si2 were to be involved in the exchange reaction. From the technique described
above, for an NBO involved in an exchange reaction, an H+ would be placed 1 Å
above the associated network former; in this case, two H+ would be placed on the
same network former, leading to a definite problem when the simulation was
restarted, as the two OH groups would quickly repulse each other, with the usual
effect of one OH group leaving the network former.

Interestingly, the local

environment would then accommodate the loss of the OH group, usually via a nearby
NBO becoming a BO, to preserve 4-coordination of the network former. To address
this problem, it was decided that the H+ ion should be placed in the direction of the
replaced Na+ ion, and that the O-H separation should be reduced to 0.5 Å. There was
no restriction to the number of OH ions per Si or P.
A certain “trick” developed for the bond-breaking simulations (Chapter 6) was
also utilized. The ‘zero’ function built into the DL_POLY MD code was employed
for 800 timesteps before each 80,000 timestep simulation. This served to reduce the
“shock” associated with starting a newly-exchanged simulation via minimization of
the local forces on the ions. This greatly improved the retention of OH groups, but in
some cases, however, OH groups still left their associated network former.
In these large-scale ion exchange simulations, up to hundreds of Na+ ions
were exchanged at a time, so as a final “solution” to the problem of lost OH groups, it
was determined that simply not including those NBO-Na+ pairs associated with the
OH groups that left their associated network former would be a viable solution that
would not have much effect on the overall exchange simulation. For example, a
simulation where a first attempt at large-scale simulation had 92 exchanges, 2 OH
groups left the surface.

A second attempt would then be made; this time the

simulation would have only 90 exchanges. In most cases, this was sufficient to get a
“workable” simulation where each OH group stayed rightly attached, but sometimes
multiple revisions were needed.
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Reaction energies were calculated according to Equation 5.5, with the
subtraction of the requisite number of enthalpies of Na+, according to the number of
Na+ ions exchanged. Table 5.IV shows the results of the large-scale ion exchange
simulations as a function of depth. Figure 5.6 shows side-view snapshots of the 45S5
surface structure for exchanges to different depths.
FO 432

P
Ca

Na

432
Si

NBO

BO

Figure 5.4. Si0 loses OH when free oxygen (ion #432: 4.2 Å away) becomes NBO.
Table 5.IV.

Ion Exchange Reaction Energies as a Function of Surface Depth

45S5

DEPTH
2Å
6Å
10 Å
16 Å

#EXCHANGED
17
55
92
172

TEMP. (K)
299
309
332
348

∆Erxn/OH (eV)
-1.37
-1.13
-1.03
-0.91

∆Erxn/OH (eV)*
-1.35
-1.19
-1.16
-1.01

55S4.3

DEPTH
2Å
6Å
10 Å
16 Å

#EXCHANGED
9
55
84
133

TEMP. (K)
301
307
315
331

∆Erxn/OH (eV)
-1.20
-1.12
-1.04
-0.95

∆Erxn/OH (eV)*
-1.24
-1.17
-1.11
-1.04

60S3.8

DEPTH
2Å
6Å
10 Å
16 Å

#EXCHANGED
11
53
73
130

TEMP. (K)
297
307
310
331

∆Erxn/OH (eV)
-1.55
-1.23
-1.10
-0.96

∆Erxn/OH (eV)*
-1.45
-1.28
-1.15
-1.05

* - value adjusted to compensate for increase in simulation temperature
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Figure 5.5. Problem with OH group leaving during ion exchange; numbers indicate timesteps after ion exchange. One OH
group leaves and an Si2 becomes an Si3. An intermediate 5-coordinated Si is observed at timestep 299,850

a

b

c

Figure 5.6. Side-view snapshots of 45S5 surface structure following ion exchange to
different depths: a) 2 Å, b) 6 Å, c) 10 Å, d) 16 Å.
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d

Figure 5.6
Side-view snapshots of 45S5 surface structure following ion exchange
to different depths: d) 16 Å.
Now, in general, as the ion exchange reaction proceeds and the glass surface
is depleted of sodium, a silica-rich layer is formed and additional diffusion becomes
more prohibitive.233 However, for a surface with a low network connectivity, there
exist a greater variety of pathways for diffusion of sodium to the surface. This may
help explain the higher bioactivity of 45S5 glass, as its less connected network may
allow faster surface diffusion of sodium, which would allow a greater rate of surface
ion exchange and an overall increase in the rate of HCA formation.
One distinct observation for these large-scale ion exchange simulations is that
the simulation temperatures show an increase with a greater number of exchanges.
This is apparently due to the decrease in potential energy following the exchange,
which then leads to an increase in kinetic energy, and, thus, simulation temperature.
A question then that must be answered is whether this temperature increase
significantly affects the calculated reaction energies. One way to address this issue is
to estimate the increase in internal energy associated with an increase in temperature.
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In a classical (i.e., non-quantum) consideration of a group of particles (such as
MD), the energy equipartition theorem states that the mean internal energy per degree
of freedom is given by 0.5*NkT, where N is the number of particles, k is Boltzmann’s
constant and T is absolute temperature. Thus, in a three-dimensional simulation, this
internal energy can be calculated as 1.5*NkT. Hence, an increase in temperature of 1
K in a simulation of 3,000 atoms is equivalent to an increase in energy of about 0.39
eV. So, a simulation for which the temperature increased 30 K would show an
increase in energy of about 11.7 eV, and once this was divided over the number of ion
exchanges (~130), would lead to an increase in energy on the order of 0.09 eV/OH.
Thus, the increased simulation temperature has increased the reaction energy per OH
by this value, so 0.09 eV/OH (in this case) is subtracted from the previously
calculated energy values. There is no change to the trends discussed above. The
adjusted values are given in Table 5.IV.
As an additional check, some of these simulations were run for an additional
300,000 timesteps, but the temperature was unchanged; the simulations appeared to
be fully equilibrated at the elevated temperature. Also, increasing the ‘zero’ step up
to 80,000 timesteps, as a means to reduce the tendency of the simulation temperature
to increase, had no effect on the simulation temperature. If one wanted to regulate the
temperature to a greater degree, one might implement a “heatsink,” as has been used
in some previous MD studies when the addition of ions to a simulated surface
increased the simulation temperature.257 No heatsink was implemented in this case,
as the effect was small, and was accounted for by the energy-temperature analysis
above.
5.8

LARGE-SCALE EXCHANGE ON DEEPER SURFACE

The technique used in this study to simulate the ion exchange reaction is not
diffusion-controlled, but rather more simply results in the explicit extraction of Na+
ions from the simulation. However, it is may be possible to observe some Na+ ion
diffusion following the ion exchange reaction due to the concentration gradient set up
by the surface ion extraction. This could then be related to the physical diffusion
process that is part of the accepted mechanism of ion exchange in experimental
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studies. In experimental studies, sodium ions diffuse to the surface and water diffuses
into the glass because of concentration gradients.
To test this idea, the “deeper” surfaces described in Chapter 4 were used to
simulate an even greater number of ion exchanges to a greater depth than for the
simulations described above. The same technique was used as above to determine the
Na-NBO pairs to be examined in the simulations.
However, as somewhat expected, many of the problems with OH groups
leaving their appropriate network formers were exacerbated by a greater number of
exchanges. And while the technique allows for disregarding some problematic NaNBO pairs, these revisions proved to be extremely costly in regard to computation
time, so a full study of reaction energies with respect to depth was not completed. On
the other hand, based on the assumption that the diffusion of Na+ ions would not be
greatly affected by the presence of OH groups that were not attached to network
formers, diffusion of Na+ ions in an ion-exchanged surface was further investigated.
Figure 5.7 shows z-density profiles for sodium and hydrogen in a 45S5 simulation of
325 ion exchange reactions (to a depth of about 35 Å). Again, not every OH group
remained attached to its associated network former, but in this case we were more
interested in the time-evolution of the Na+ ions that remained in the mobile part of the
simulation.
After the exchange, the simulation was continued for 1.5 million additional
timesteps (1.5 ns). The results seem to show that even after 1.5 ns, there is not much
change in the sodium density profile, even though it might have been expected that
some of the sodium ions would have migrated toward the surface.

Possible

explanations for this behavior include: 1) the time-scale is too small to observe this
phenomenon, 2) the concentration gradient is not sufficiently large, or 3) a
combination of 1) and 2). Surfaces with a greater surface area may be used to more
fully answer this question, as a greater concentration gradient could be achieved
following exchange.
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Figure 5.7. Z-density profile for Na and H at deeper surface before and immediately
after exchange, as well as 1.5 ns after exchange. Dotted line indicates original
transition from bulk to surface structures.
5.9

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The ion-exchange reaction (Stage 1 in Hench’s reaction model) was examined
for surface simulations of the three bioactive glass surfaces by removing an Na+ ion
and creating a hydroxyl group by placing an H+ ion on a nearby NBO. In studying
multiple ion exchanges concurrently, two problems arose: 1) detachment of an H+
ion, and 2) detachment of an entire OH group. A number of changes to the exchange
procedure were made. The final procedure includes making Na+-NBO pairs (defined
by the nearest Na+ ion to an NBO, which has an Na+ ion as its nearest modifier),
removing the Na+ ion from the simulation, and placing an H+ ion 0.5 Å from the
NBO, in the direction of the Na+ ion’s original position.
Calculation of the reaction energy was done by taking the difference between
the configurational energies and subtracting the standard enthalpy of an Na+ ion.
Exchanges were tested for NBO on Si and P. Results for a single ion exchange
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showed that the ion-exchange reaction is preferred (more exothermic) for Na+ ions
near Si, rather than P. A range of reaction energies were found, due to a range of
local environments, as expected for a glass surface. In fact, even though the average
reaction energy is negative, some reaction energies are positive for some ion
exchanges on P.
The average reaction energies are not significantly different among the three
glass compositions. This implies to a certain degree that the rates of ion exchange are
the same across the composition range. However, when considering the overall
network structure of these glasses, it is clear that the more fragmented nature of the
45S5 structure, with accompanying “channels” leading to the surface, may allow for
the greater release of ions to solution, increasing the number of ion exchange
reactions occurring in a given time, and thus the rate of reaction. Assuming that ionexchange step is the rate-limiting step, this should increase the rate of HCA
formation, and thus bioactivity.
It was shown that the application of a P-O-H three-body term would act to
decrease the variance in reaction energies, though considering the results for the
reaction on an Si, it may be moot, as there is still no significant difference among
those reaction energies.
Large-scale ion exchange reactions (up to 133 simultaneous exchanges) were
examined. A number of problems were encountered, but after they were addressed, it
was found that by exchanging deeper into the surface, the reaction energy increased
(i.e., the reaction was less favored), as expected. The effect of increased simulation
temperature for simulations with a large number of exchanges was accounted for by
estimating the increase in internal energy.
It has been proposed that Na+ migration to the immediate surface is a factor in
determining the ion exchange rate. A series of exchanges on surfaces with twice the
depth of the original surfaces were investigated in attempt to discover whether, in the
time-scale of MD simulation, the Na+ ion concentration gradient achieved by ion
exchange would be sufficient to show ion migration toward the surface. This was not
observed for 1.5 ns simulations, but it is suggested that by creating surfaces of greater
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surface area, a greater concentration gradient may be achieved which would make the
diffusion toward the surface more evident.
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6 HYDROLYSIS OF NETWORK BONDS
6.1

INTRODUCTION

As discussed in Chapter 1, bioactive glasses undergo a series of reactions on
contact with body fluid that results in the formation of an HCA layer. Now, the first
stage of this process (ion-exchange: Chapter 5) involves a reaction of the glass with
H+ or H3O+, but no network degradation is assumed to occur. The second stage also
includes an interaction with water, but involves breaking bonds between network
formers (in the present case, Si or P) and oxygen in the tetrahedral network. The
fundamental reaction in this stage is understood to involve the introduction of a water
molecule, which dissociates, transforming a Si–O–Si linkage into two Si-OH groups,
or a P–O–Si linkage into Si–OH and P–OH groups, and thus causing a disruption to
the network connectivity. In short, the dissolution process involves disruption of the
tetrahedral network structure through the formation of silanol groups on the take-up
of water by bioactive glasses.
Historically, an important physical property of glasses is its chemical
durability, the resistance of the glass to attack by chemical agents, principally, fluids
such as water, but also atmospheric species. Research in this field has been aimed at
improving the durability of glass; i.e., to make glasses that are less susceptible to
attack and hence have better mechanical strength.229,258-268 The network structure of
glasses means that, traditionally, dissolution studies of glass have focused on
preventing network degradation, but for bioactive glasses, this degradation is a major
part of its functionality. Bioactive glasses are designed to be absorbed by the body as
regenerated bone takes the place of the resorbed glass.
The second step in Hench’s reaction series, hydrolysis of network bonds via
introduction of a water molecule, was studied for Si-O-Si and Si-O-P linkages. This
did not necessitate simulating the entire process of water interaction (i.e., explicitly
including dissociation), but potential water attack sites were reacted by simply
replacing a BO with two OH groups on its previously bonded neighbors and allowing
the structure to relax in its new state.

Also, hydrolysis of network bonds on

previously ion-exchanged (Stage 1) surfaces was studied.

By comparing

configurational energies before and after a reaction, as well as accounting for the
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energy associated with dissociating a water molecule and the presence of an Na+ ion
(where appropriate), reaction energies were calculated to show the relative
favorability of these reactions.
6.2

PREVIOUS WATER-GLASS SIMULATIONS

A number of computer simulations, including MD and quantum mechanical,
of water interaction with materials have been done for crystalline surfaces.269-271
However, a major difference between simulating water interaction with a crystal
surface and a glass surface is that there are essentially an infinite number of structural
arrangements that are possible on a glass surface, whereas a known, limited number
of possible reaction sites (and hence reaction energies) exist on a crystal surface.48
This makes an atomic-scale simulation study of water interaction with a glass surface
challenging, as a range of reaction energies are expected. This also increases the
difficulty of correlating reaction energies to structural features such as the presence of
local Qn units, ring-size, local alkali environment, and distance from surface, in
addition to overall composition.
Two distinct approaches to the simulation of water interaction with materials
exist: water physisorption, and chemisorption. Physisorption involves the adsorption
of water in its molecular form (with the possibility of later water dissociation), while
chemisorption involves the dissociation of water into ionic species that can react with
the material, e.g., creating OH groups. To date, a suitable molecular water potential
does not exist which is compatible with the partial-charge model used in this study, so
only chemisorption is investigated here. And because molecular water does not exist
in these simulations, we cannot allow the splitting of a molecule into ionic species to
occur spontaneously, but rather the water interaction with the glass surface must be
done somewhat “manually,” and the energy associated with dissociation of water
molecules must be taken into account explicitly.
A number of MD studies exist for the interaction of water with a glass
surface.48-50,73,210,270,272,273 However, only a few consider hydroxyl groups, while most
focus on physisorption of water molecules.48,210,272 A number of models that contain
hydroxyl groups have them in the context of surface hydroxylation following
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fracture.48,49

A recent study explicitly considers the chemisorption of water via

hydrolysis of Si-O-Si linkages on a silica surface, in a manner similar to this study,
and studied only the effect of hydroxylation of 2- and 3-membered rings on a pure
silica surface.50
It should be noted that chemisorption of water involves the reaction of water
with the surface via a redistribution of charge and is thus perhaps best simulated using
quantum calculations which take into account electronic structure.274 However, this
is still a computationally expensive undertaking, especially for the number and
variety of reaction sites tested for this thesis, and has a distinct drawback that it still
only approximately accounts for long-range potential energy effects because of the
necessity of small clusters. The importance of including long-range effects may be
particularly important for multicomponent glasses where local environments can be
rather complicated and heterogeneous due to the presence of a number of elements.
Also, due to the fragmented nature of bioactive glass structure (see Chapter 3), a
proper representation of the structure in an approximately 100-atom simulation may
be difficult (see Chapter 7). Also, it is worth noting that calculating an extremely
precise reaction energy may not be critical to understanding the behavior of the
reaction of these glasses with water, but rather the relative reaction energies among
the different compositions should be equally useful.
Previous surface MD simulations performed with H2O molecules (i.e., a vapor
phase) above the surface at the time of surface creation (i.e., a simulation of explicit
chemisorption) resulted in the elimination of all of the most reactive defects and the
presence of many silanols, some of which had unreacted H2O molecules hydrogenbonded to them.210 All 2-membered rings and 3-coordinated Si were eliminated and
all other defects were reduced in concentration. It was also shown that the two silanol
groups created during reaction of the H2O molecule with the siloxane bond were not
necessarily adjacent, but could be separated by up to 10-12 Å.210 That report gave the
first evidence for the use of water molecules on an MD-created glass surface; i.e., one
large enough to account for surface relaxation. Previous calculations were quantummechanical in nature, and thus limited to a small number of atoms, which can only be
described at molecules, rather than portions of a glass surface.275,276 However, the
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model did have trouble properly describing pure water, as hydrogen bonding in 1.4%
of the water molecules is marked by symmetric hydrogen bonds, where a hydrogen
atom is approximately equidistant from oxygen atoms in two different molecules.277
According to an early investigation of bioactive glass surface modeling, a
reasonable representation of a bioactive glass surface contains a distribution of three
types of bonds (BO, NBO, silanols) and water sensitive trisiloxane rings.278
However, the small structure used in this molecular orbital model, when minimized,
consists of a very ordered surface structure, much different from the one presented in
this work (see Chapter 4). This was an attempt at calculating reaction energy of
condensing two surface silanol groups into a released water molecule (Stage 3 in
Hench’s model), essentially the opposite of the hydrolysis reaction. However, the
ion-exchange process was not addressed and no modifier or phosphorus was present
in the mode; it was a silica model interpreted to represent a portion of a bioactive
glass surface. Because the model was small and energy-minimized, the tetrahedral
bond angles were very stable, unlike the surface bond angles in this work.
It should also be noted that molecular orbital calculations are semiempirical
quantum mechanics methods, assuming bonding occurs only by interaction of valence
electrons and that the degree to which these models are accurate is related to the
valence electron wavefunction overlap.278 Therefore, different potential sets will give
different reaction energies, as was shown in that study.

Another issue with

semiempirical quantum mechanical models is that reaction energies can change by
orders of magnitude with increased cluster size.278 This points to the unreliability of
the results of these types of simulations, even though they are based on electronic
structure calculations.
6.3

PROCEDURE

For a typical network breaking dissolution reaction, a single water molecule
was introduced by removing the bridging oxygen between two silicon ions (or an Si
and P), and placing an OH group on each of the two network formers. The simulation
was then run for 80,000 timesteps ( t = 2 fs) with temperature scaling for the first
60,000 timesteps. Configurational energies were then calculated as averages over the
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final 20,000 timesteps.

Similar to Chapter 5, a discussion of the evolution of

procedural parameters for the network hydrolysis reactions follows.
At first, six bond-breaking experiments were performed for each of the three
compositions (three involving a P-O-Si linkage and three involving a Si-O-Si
linkage). In each case, this was attempted by first removing the oxygen ion in the
linkage and then placing an oxygen ion 1.62 Å above (in the z-direction) each
network former, and a hydrogen ion 1.00 Å above each of those two oxygen ions.
These distances are approximately the equilibrium separations expected for their
respective bonds. Placing all OH groups directly above the network formers was
chosen for simplicity and led to some problems, which are addressed later.
This approach led to OH groups becoming detached from their network
former in over half of the cases. This detachment of OH groups during simulation
was a recurring problem throughout this research and demanded attention particularly
for the hydrolysis reactions, but also for some multiple ion-exchange experiments
(see Chapter 5).
The first attempt in solving this problem was to look more closely at the
starting configuration in each case, primarily through the SGI visualization program
CERIUS2. It was noticed that by “blindly” placing an OH group directly in the zdirection could easily cause some interference with another oxygen ion on the same
network former. For example, the original Si-O-Si linkage may be nearly in the xyplane of the simulation with another oxygen ion not involved in the linkage pointing
nearly directly in the z-direction. Once the bond is broken and the OH group is
placed, there now exists an oxygen and OH group very close to one another, such
that, on restarting the simulation, the two species repulse each other with a force such
that the OH group is released from the network former. In most cases, an NBO from
a nearby network former would attach itself to the (now) three-coordinated network
former, creating a BO.
In the cases of these troublesome simulations, the starting configurations of
the OH groups were manually manipulated to fill the empty space between the
network formers involved in the reaction without interfering with one another. In a
few cases, this worked, but many of the simulations still had the problem of detaching
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OH groups. A number of additional reactions for other linkages were attempted to
see if the problem was related to local structure, and thus perhaps less of a problem
elsewhere on the surfaces. However, it was still found that about half of all attempts
failed to result in two OH groups fully attached to network former ions.
The next attempt to solve this problem was based on the observation that it
appeared that OH groups were preferentially released from Si ions, rather than P ions.
One of the differences between the simulated P-OH and Si-OH linkages is that there
exists a three-body term for Si-OH linkages, which imposes an extra “constraint” on
the interaction of OH groups with the network former. So, the Si-O-H three-body
term was eliminated for a number of simulations. This was also based on some initial
results of using the same potential on an SiO2 surface, where it was found that for
some bond-breaking simulations, an improvement of retaining a hydrogen ion with its
associated oxygen by eliminating the Si-O-H three-body potential. This lead to
values of Si-O-H angles that were much higher as compared to quantum mechanical
calculations.279 However, no improvement in the ability of Si ions to retain an OH
group resulted for the bioactive glass surface.
The next attempt at solving the problem addressed the issue of timestep
length. It was noticed that when the OH groups detached, it was almost exclusively
within the first 1000 timesteps of the simulation.

It was hypothesized that the

timestep was too large, such that the forces (which no doubt changed quite
significantly due to the introduction of the OH groups) caused the ions to move “too
much” during the initial timesteps as the local environment accommodated them. To
“slow down” the dynamics of the reaction and allow a more moderate initial response
by the local environment, the timestep was decreased from 2 fs to 1 fs. This resulted
in some improvement in the number of simulations that “worked,” though there were
still some problems, even for those simulations in which the updated timestep as well
as manual manipulation solutions were employed. This smaller timestep was used for
all subsequent surface simulations cited in this work. Attempts at 0.5 fs timesteps
showed no improvement, so the timestep was kept at 1 fs.
These two fixes had greatly improved the efficiency of “good” bond-breaking
simulations, but an additional approach proved to be even more helpful. Built into
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the DL_POLY code is a simulation control directive named ‘zero,’ a 0 K MD
simulation (essentially, an energy minimization). This feature acts to minimize the
local forces on ions, which was essentially the problem these simulations seemed to
face. Simulations using the ‘zero’ directive were tested, and it was found that the
300 K simulations reached approximately 0 K (below 1 K) within a few hundred
timesteps.

It was determined that an 800-timestep ‘zero’ simulation run was

sufficient to remove the problematic forces in most cases (except for some of those
for which “overlapping” oxygen ions existed in the original configuration, as
mentioned above) as there was an increased efficiency of “good” bond-breaking
simulations when the 800-timestep ‘zero’ run was performed prior to the nominal
80,000 timestep 300 K run. The “shock” of returning to 300 K from 0 K did not seem
to disrupt the simulation. The 800-timestep ‘zero’ run was tested on simulations
which were previously “good” (without implementation of any of these additional
solutions), and similar results followed with differences in reaction energies on the
order of 0.2-0.3 eV, within the root-mean-squared (r.m.s.) fluctuations of
configurational energy observed in the simulations over the last 20,000 timesteps.
Another attempt to increase the number of “good” simulations included
placing the oxygen of each OH group 1 Å above the cation, and the hydrogen 0.5 Å
above the oxygen. The bond distances were shortened to keep the OH group initially
closer to the network former and hopefully reduce the tendency for it to be pulled
away from the network former (a similar technique was implemented for the ionexchange reactions discussed in Chapter 5). Little improvement was found.
Finally, to reduce some of the inconsistency and problems associated with
placing the OH groups in the z-direction relative to the network former ions, it was
decided that the OH groups should be placed in the direction of the original BO. To
do this without overlapping H ions, the two bond distances were reduced to 0.5 Å.
An example of a problematic initial configuration is given in Figure 6.1. An example
of the optimized initial configuration used in the simulations is shown in Figure 6.2.
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H

Si

a
OH

P

b

c

Figure 6.1. Example of “bad” OH group placement for a hydrolysis reaction on ionexchanged surface; a) original configuration, b) BO removed and 2 OH groups
placed, and c) one OH group leaves while nearby NBO become BO to preserve 4coordination of P ion.

a

b
H

H

Figure 6.2. Example of “good” OH group placement for a hydrolysis reaction; a)
before hydroxylation and b) after OH-placement.
6.4

REACTION ENERGETICS

The energy of dissolution is the energy of the reaction:

surface + H 2 O → surface + 2OH
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(6.1)

This is the energy to create two OH groups on the glass surface by introducing a
water molecule. To calculate this reaction energy, the energy to dissociate the water
molecule into OH- and H+ is needed, along with the intra OH molecular energy.
The H2O dissociation energy can be obtained from the following gas phase
sub-reactions, whose energies are tabulated in the CRC Handbook280:

H 2 O → H + OH

∆E = 5.161eV

(6.2)

OH → O + H

∆E = 4.432eV

(6.3)

H →H+ +e

∆E = 13.598eV

(6.4)

OH + e → OH −

∆E = −1.828eV

(6.5)

Combined they give the following reaction and energy:
H 2O → H + + OH −

∆E = 16.931eV

(6.6)

Thus it takes 16.931 eV to dissociate a water molecule into H+ and OH- ions,
in the gas phase. In our system, however, the glasses are in contact with liquid water
(as a substitute for body fluid) and so we also need to include the energy of
condensation for water (44 kJ.mol-1, or 0.456 eV), since this energy must be added,
formally, to release a water molecule from the liquid to the gas phase.
In addition, when the H+ reacts with the O2- (already in the glass), an energy
of 7.0525 eV is released (this is the bonding energy of O and H in an OH group and is
taken from the Morse potential used in these simulations):

O 2− + H + → OH −

∆E = −7.0525eV

(6.7)

So, in calculating the energy of reaction for the hydrolysis reaction, we must add
16.931 – 7.0525 + 0.456 = 10.335 eV to the difference in configurational energies
obtained from the MD simulations.
To be clear, the bonding energy between O and H in an OH group (Equation
6.7) needs to be considered explicitly for only one of the two OH groups in a given
reaction. Essentially, if we create an OH group from O2- (already in the glass) and H+
(which we have introduced), we get 7.0525 eV “back.” This energy is simply the
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negative of the energy of a single OH group at infinity (i.e., the energy of an OH
group at its equilibrium distance of 0.9485 Å).
6.5

HYDROLYSIS OF BONDS ON AS-CREATED SURFACES

Average reaction energies for the hydrolysis reactions are presented in Table
6.I; the results are averages over at least ten reactions in each category.

Now, the

results do not show an increased likelihood of either reaction in a given composition.
That is to say that there are really no significant differences between these energies.
However, it must be recalled that the 45S5 glass is inherently (without hydroxylation)
more fragmented than the other two compositions, and thus with an equal (or so)
likelihood of breaking network bonds among them (from reaction energies), the 45S5
glass should still be expected to dissolve more readily than the others.

This

correlates with the observed bioactivity, as the 45S5 glass is able to move through the
reaction steps more readily and achieve an HCA layer faster than the other
compositions.

Furthermore, we note that the breaking of these bonds is not

necessarily the rate-limiting step in the formation of the HCA layer, as outlined in
Chapter 1. Thus, a direct correlation between observed bioactivity and the reaction
energies presented in Table 6.I may not be expected.
Table 6.I.

Average Reaction Energies, in eV, (with Standard Deviation) for Si-OSi and P-O-Si Linkages
45S5

55S4.3

60S3.8

Si-O-Si 1.59 (0.67) 1.67 (0.89) 1.64 (0.73)
P-O-Si 2.31 (0.72) 1.50 (0.77) 1.73 (0.54)

A quantum mechanical investigation of Si-O-Si hydrolysis on a pure silica
surface found a reaction energy of 29 kcal/mol (~1.3 eV), which is in agreement with
the present study (within one standard deviation).281

However, smaller energy

barriers for dissolution were found if the reaction was instead catalyzed by OH(18.91 kcal/mol) or H3O+ (24 kcal/mol), so it may be that hydroxylation actually
occurs through a different mechanism for that type of glass.282
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A study by Leed et al. investigated physisorption sites and probable
chemisorption sites (based on surface charge densities) on the surface of silica glass
using quantum mechanical calculations.274 Their result is a map of chemisorption
probabilities (chemical reactivities) for neutral molecular water in a vapor phase over
a 240-atom MD-created surface. Si-O-Si linkages with no defects were shown to
have a chemisorption energy barrier of about 118 kJ/mol (1.22 eV), which seems to
be in agreement with the results in Table 6.I.274
It is generally accepted that P and Si tend to segregate themselves in
glasses.142,148,149,283,284

We do note that P-O-Si linkages, though rare, have been

observed experimentally in a number of phosphosilicate glasses.148,149 However, it
has been suggested that P-O-Si bonds are weaker than Si-O-Si bonds in alkalialumino-phosphosilicate melts.284 An additional study suggests that P-O-Si bonds are
less stable than Si-O-Si and P-O-P bonds.242 The results of the current study do not
seem to validate these claims, as the ranges of reaction energies (as evidenced by the
relatively large standard deviation values in Table 6.I) overlap for breaking Si-O-Si
and Si-O-P bonds.
6.5.1 Hydrolysis as a Function of Qn-Species
Whereas experimental results are usually the averages over millions of bond
dissolution events, the atomic-scale nature of MD simulation allows for
distinguishing between individual Qn-species. The presence of NBO should allow for
more rapid network hydrolysis, such that the reactivity follows the trend
Q1>Q2>Q3>Q4, as a more open structure allows for more rearrangement for exposure
of reactive sites.129
One interesting case is for a P1 attached to an Si on the end of a chain (Figure
6.3).

There is only one BO attaching the P ion to the network, such that on

hydroxylation, the P1 becomes P0 and is thus released from the glass network and,
presumably, into solution. The HPO42- ion has been shown to be a product of
phosphate glass dissolution.285 It is interesting to note the rotation of the nowindependent group as it is released from the network.
shown for an Si1 (Figure 6.4).
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A similar behavior is also

BO

P in Q1
P in Q0
Figure 6.3. Breaking of Si-O-P linkage for P1 in 45S5 glass.

Si in Q0

Si in Q1

BO

Figure 6.4. Breaking of Si-O-Si linkage for Si1 in 60S3.8 glass.
Now, the network hydrolysis reaction, on a large-scale in vivo, results in loss
of silica to solution, presumably in the form of Si(OH)4.129 However, the mechanism
by which bonds are broken to form Si(OH)4 is not clear. By successively breaking
bonds of a Q4 unit (hence, one that is fully attached to the network), we can get some
information about how this reaction may proceed (of course, Si(OH)4 molecules can
be formed from other Qn species; that is perhaps something that should be further
investigated using this technique). The MD technique affords the opportunity to test
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the relative probability for a Q4 Si to be depolymerized from the network by allowing
for the breaking of individual bonds at will and then calculating the reaction energy
for a given reaction.
A Q4 Si was chosen in the 60S3.8 for this analysis, particularly because it was
difficult to find Q4 Si near the surface of the other two compositions. Based on the
results above, similar reaction energies are expected among the three compositions.
Multiple avenues of successively breaking these bonds to the network were
investigated. Three complete series were completed (Routes I-III), though others
were tried and eventually failed due to the loss of OH groups (as discussed above).
The results of this investigation are summarized in Figure 6.5-Figure 6.7 and Table
6.II-Table 6.IV. In all cases, the resulting Si(OH)4 group leaves its original location,
migration toward the right side of the figures below. Also, the cumulative reaction
energy in going from a Q4 to a Q0 unit is fairly consistent among the three Routes.
However, the reaction energy for breaking some individual linkages are shown to be
quite varied.
For example, Route I shows a significant drop in reaction energy for the Q3Q2 transition as compared to all other reactions in that series. This implies that there
is a significant “gain” for the structure to be a Q2 configuration following the
breaking of the bond to create the Q3 group. This also seems to be borne out in the
drastic rearrangement and relaxation in the transition from Q3 to Q2 in Figure 6.5.
The following reactions, which bring the Si to a Q0 configuration, have positive
reaction energies, though they are in decreasing magnitude, implying that they are
more preferred than the Q4-Q3 reaction, for example. Thus, it seems that the first
reaction is the least preferred, but once that has taken place, the structure is in a
somewhat strained configuration, such that breaking the second bond is very
preferred. Then the next broken bond is less preferred than the previous, but more
than the first one. And the final bond breaking is more preferred than the previous
one, completing the series.
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60S3.8:
Q4

Q3

Q2

Q0

ROUTE I

Q1

Q4
Si
BO

Q0

Figure 6.5. Si(OH)4 release by breaking all four bonds of an Si4 sequentially (60S3.8:
Route I).
Table 6.II.

Reaction Energies and Cumulative Reaction Energy for Sequential
Breaking of Four Bonds of an Si4 (Route I)
Reaction Erxn (eV)

Cum. Erxn (eV)

Q4->Q3

3.46

3.46

Q3->Q2

-2.14

1.33

Q2->Q1

2.60

3.92

Q1->Q0

1.18

5.10

A second avenue of depolymerization (Route II) was tested to determine if the
choice of reaction sequence in Route I gave unique reaction energy characteristics.
The results of the second series are given in Figure 6.6 and Table 6.III. The first
reaction was kept the same, but a second (of three possible) bond was broken instead
for the Q3-Q2 reaction. Again, a negative reaction energy was calculated for the Q3Q2 reaction, though it was a bit smaller in magnitude. However, it remained the only
negative reaction energy for the series in a similar manner to the results of Route I.
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The reaction energies for the final two reactions were similar in magnitude and
smaller than the Q4-Q3 reaction, again similar to Route I. The cumulative reaction
energy for the Route II series was 0.72 eV lower than that of Route I.
In sum, while the Q4-Q3 reaction was identical to that in Route I, the Q3-Q2
reaction was less favorable by about 1 eV, and the Q1-Q0 reaction energy was nearly
the same, the biggest difference was that the Q2-Q1 reaction was more favorable by
over 1.5 eV. The overall characteristics of the sequential hydroxylation of bonds for
a Q4 Si seem to be similar for Routes I and II; i.e., 1) greatest positive reaction energy
for the Q4-Q3 reaction, 2) most negative reaction energy for Q3-Q2 reaction, and 3)
positive reaction energies for Q2-Q1 and Q1-Q0 reactions, which are smaller than Q4Q3. A similar series, which started with the identical Q4-Q3 reaction, but had the Q3Q2 reaction take place on the third possible Si-O-Si linkage failed due to loss of OH.

Q3

60S3.8:
Q4

Q2

Q1

ROUTE II

Q1

Q4
NBO

BO
Si

Q0

Figure 6.6. Si(OH)4 release by breaking all four bonds of an Si4 sequentially (60S3.8:
Route II).
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Table 6.III.

Reaction Energies and Cumulative Reaction Energy for Sequential
Breaking of Four Bonds of an Si4 (Route II)
Reaction Erxn (eV)

Cum. Erxn (eV)

Q4->Q3

3.46

3.46

Q3->Q2

-1.17

2.29

Q2->Q1

0.97

3.27

Q1->Q0

1.12

4.38

A number of other reaction series were attempted for the same Q4 Si, but most
ended in loss of at least one OH group. One series (Route III) that successfully
resulted in a free Si(OH)4 group is presented below (Figure 6.7, Table 6.IV). Now,
the reaction energies from this series do not follow the same pattern as in Routes I
and II. Rather, the energies seem to be fairly consistent among the four reactions and
none are less than zero. Interestingly, the overall cumulative reaction energy for the
series is nearly identical to that of Route I. So, the results of the three reaction series
point to the conclusion that different routes can have very different reaction energies
for different stages, but that the overall energy to release an Si(OH)4 group is fairly
constant.

This overall energy is also rather large, indicating that the reaction

sequence is not very thermodynamically favorable.
To test this hypothesis further, a simulation was set up in which all four bonds
linking the central Si ion to the network (the same as in Routes I-III) were broken at
once (Figure 6.8). Unfortunately, this simulation ended like many others, with loss of
an OH group. In this case, one of the OH groups from the Si(OH)4 molecule reforms
a bond with the network and one of the OH groups attached to the network leaves.
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Q3

60S3.8:
Q4

Q2

Q0

ROUTE III

Q1

Q4
NBO
BO
Si

Q0

Figure 6.7. Si(OH)4 release by breaking all four bonds of an Si4 sequentially (60S3.8:
Route III).
Table 6.IV.

Reaction Energies and Cumulative Reaction Energy for Sequential
Breaking of Four Bonds of an Si4 (Route III)
Reaction Erxn (eV)

Cum. Erxn (eV)

Q4->Q3

1.20

1.20

Q3->Q2

1.48

2.68

Q2->Q1

1.19

3.87

Q1->Q0

1.53

5.40
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NBO

a

b

BO

Si

H

c
BO

OH
Figure 6.8. Attempt at breaking all four bonds linking central Si ion to network at
once; a) original configuration, b) hydroxylation setup, and c) final structure in which
one OH group reattaches to network, and one leaves network.
A similar technique was used for breaking bonds in smaller Qn-species. Table
6.V shows the average reaction energies from the sequential breaking of bonds for
three Q3-species. As in the case of hydrolyzing Q4-species, the overall energies are
positive, indicating reactions that are not favorable. In these cases, each reaction has
a positive reaction energy. In fact, these results show that the complete breaking of a
Q3-species is overall less favorable than for a Q4-species. However, the reaction
energies for the complete breaking of Q2 and Q1-species are not much different from
those noted above for the respective steps in hydrolysis of a Q4-species (Table
6.VITable 6.VII).
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Overall, there is no preference for hydrolysis of smaller Qn-species over
Q4-species. There is also no observable trend in reaction energies among the four
Qn-species investigated here.

This suggests that on a local scale, there is no

preference for the hydrolysis of different Qn-species, so that differences in hydrolysis
energies can not be directly correlated to the Q n-distributions of the three
compositions investigated in this thesis. That is, while it might be expected that the
smaller Qn-species, which are most prevalent in the 45S5 glass, are more easily
hydrolyzed (and leading to the greater observed bioactivity), this is not the observed
behavior, suggesting that some other factor, such as the effect of ion-exchange on the
hydrolysis reaction (Section 6.6), may give a greater correlation of bioactivity with
composition.
Table 6.V.

Reaction Energies and Cumulative Reaction Energy for Sequential
Breaking of Three Bonds of an Si3
Reaction Erxn (eV)

Table 6.VI.

Cum. Erxn (eV)

Q3->Q2

1.70

1.70

Q2->Q1

4.38

2.68

Q1->Q0

5.95

1.57

Reaction Energies and Cumulative Reaction Energy for Sequential
Breaking of Two Bonds of an Si2
Reaction Erxn (eV)

Cum. Erxn (eV)

Q2->Q1

1.06

1.06

Q1->Q0

2.34

1.28

Table 6.VII.

Average Reaction Energy for Breaking of Si1
Reaction Erxn (eV)
Q1->Q0

1.50
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6.5.2 Hydrolysis as a Function of Ring Size
The structures of the glasses considered here contain rings of different sizes;
in this work, Si–O–Si (or P–O–Si) bonds were disrupted in a number of rings, of
different sizes, and to parts of chains in each of the compositions. Previous studies
have considered the breaking of 2- and 3-membered rings as defects on as-fractured
silica surfaces.50,274
With the present hydroxylation simulation technique, for a particular ring in
the structure, we can investigate the breaking of each bond in the ring and compare
reaction energies to determine which bond will be more likely broken.

Some

examples are given below in Table 6.VIII, which reports reaction energies (along
with their standard deviations) among bonds in a number of different rings. There is
considerable variation in reaction energies within each ring, which is interesting
because it shows that some bonds (within a given ring) are more readily broken than
others. This may be due to differences in local environment, such as the distribution
in Ca and Na modifiers, since even for rings of the same size, there is a range of
reaction energies.
Table 6.VIII.

Average Reaction Energies or Different Ring Sizes

Ring #

Ring-Size

Glass

1

3*

60S3.8

Average Reaction
Energy, in eV (Std.
Dev.)
0.87 (0.28)

2

3

45S5

1.56 (0.96)

3

4

45S5

1.36 (0.73)

4

4

55S4.3

1.56 (0.32)

5

4*

55S4.3

1.20 (0.70)

6

5

45S5

1.32 (0.55)

7

5*

60S3.8

1.94 (0.42)

8

6

55S4.3

2.13 (1.03)

9

6*

60S3.8

2.71 (0.67)

* - one P ion is involved in a given ring
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The opening of a three-membered ring in the 60S3.8 composition is shown to
be rather dramatic (Figure 6.9), especially compared to the opening of the fourmembered ring (Figure 6.11). Figure 6.10 shows the opening of a 3-ring on the 45S5
surface. Depending upon which of the three linkages is broken, the reaction energy
can be rather varied (as evidenced by the standard deviation values in Table 6.VIII),
and quite a different structure can result.

This points to the importance of reaction

energies as they relate to structure, and thus bioactivity, because the relative reaction
energies will determine which of the bonds is broken.

1.12 eV

0.57 eV

NBO

H
0.93 eV

BO

Si
P

Figure 6.9. Opening of three-membered ring in 60S3.8 glass, showing two Si-O-P
linkages and one Si-O-Si linkage.
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2.67 eV

1.03 eV

H

NBO

0.97 eV

BO

Si

Figure 6.10.

Opening of three-membered ring in 45S5 glass.

A great deal of difficulty was encountered in obtaining successful complete
hydrolysis series for a given ring, as a number of problems were encountered
(discussed above) with OH groups leaving network former ions. A great number of
ring series were begun, only to have a single failure ruin the entire series.
Quantum mechanical DFT calculations based on MD models of silica give
hydrolysis (between a Si3 and Si4) energy barriers for 3-rings of 103.8-116.0 kJ/mol
(1.073-1.199 eV), depending on the orientation of the water molecule, while 100.5118.7 kJ/mol (1.039-1.227 eV) for a free gas-phase molecule.286 These values seem
to agree in general with the values in Table 6.VIII, though, again, the values
calculated here show a significant range, even for bonds broken in a given ring.
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One investigation of the breaking of a 4-ring on a 55S4.3 surface is shown in
Figure 6.11 where a P-O-Si linkage is hydrolyzed. It is shown that the ring opens up
significantly and there is distinct twisting of the P-tetrahedron.

BO
P

H

NBO

Si

Figure 6.11.
6.6

Opening of a four-membered ring in 55S4.3 glass.

HYDROLYSIS OF BONDS ON PREVIOUSLY ION-EXCHANGED
SURFACES

Now, the hydrolysis reactions discussed to this point have been done on ascreated surfaces, which have a significant amount of sodium that has migrated to the
immediate surface. However, once again we note that the hydrolysis reaction follows
an ion exchange reaction, according to Hench’s reaction model for the creation of an
HCA layer on the surface of bioactive glasses.

Also, it has been shown

experimentally that the rate of hydrolysis on silicate surfaces increases with increased
local pH (i.e., OH presence).129,202,287-289 This can in part explain why the hydrolysis
reaction occurs after the ion-exchange reaction for bioactive glasses.8,23 Further, the
voids created by ion-exchange (which is most favorable for 45S5) facilitate
penetration of molecular water, which can then aid in the network hydrolysis.129,290
While this latter effect cannot be studied by the current model because no there is no
molecular water, the effect of OH-content on the hydrolysis reactions examined
above can be studied.
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In Chapter 5, a number of large-scale ion-exchange reactions were examined
for each of the three glass compositions. By using these as the baseline surfaces for
which to examine the hydrolysis reactions, we may more realistically simulate the
true hydrolysis reaction as it occurs in vivo. The simulations that had ion-exchange
reactions to a depth of 10 Å were used as the starting configurations for a series of
hydrolysis reactions. This ion-exchange depth was chosen for two reasons. First, it
was sufficiently large to accommodate a number of hydrolysis reactions within the
ion-exchanged region. Second, the simulations which had been ion-exchanged to an
even greater depth were not chosen because it was found that the greater number of
OH groups in a simulation, the greater number of possible problems with OH groups.
Table 6.IX. Reaction Energies for 45S5 Si-O-Si Hydrolysis Reactions on AsCreated Surface and Surface Ion-Exchanged to a Depth of 10 Å
Reaction #

NO EXCHANGE (eV) EXCHANGE (eV) DIFFERENCE (eV)
1

1.09

-2.43

-3.52

2

1.42

-1.12

-2.54

3

1.28

-3.15

-4.43

4

1.23

-2.50

-3.74

5

0.68

-3.66

-4.34

6

0.77

-3.13

-3.90

7

2.07

-0.89

-2.96

8

1.56

-3.44

-5.00

AVERAGE

1.26

-2.54

-3.80

STD. DEV.

0.44

1.04

0.81

For comparison, the reactions in this series were examined by removing the
same BO as in the reactions described in Section 6.5. Hydroxyl groups were placed
on the same network formers (which are, of course, in a slightly different
configuration following the ion-exchange) in an identical manner as described above,
and the reaction energies for hydrolysis were compared. At least six Si-O-Si and four
Si-O-P hydrolysis reactions were examined for each composition, the total depending
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upon the number of “good” reactions (i.e., those that did not result in the loss of an
OH group). Again, all of the bonds that were broken were within the top 10 Å of the
surface, i.e., within the ion-exchanged portion of the surface. The results are shown
in Table 6.IX-Table 6.XII.
Table 6.X.
Reaction Energies for 45S5 P-O-Si Hydrolysis Reactions on AsCreated Surface and Surface Ion-Exchanged to a Depth of 10 Å
Reaction #

NO EXCHANGE (eV) EXCHANGE (eV) DIFFERENCE (eV)
1

1.51

1.11

-0.40

2

1.93

0.80

-1.13

3

2.25

-0.46

-2.71

4

2.55

1.27

-1.28

AVERAGE

2.06

0.68

-1.38

STD. DEV.

0.45

0.78

0.97

Table 6.XI. Average Reaction Energies for Si-O-Si Hydrolysis Reactions on AsCreated Surface and Surface Ion-Exchanged to a Depth of 10 Å
Glass

NO EXCHANGE (eV)
(Std. Dev.)
1.26 (0.44)

EXCHANGE (eV)
(Std. Dev.)
-2.54 (1.04)

DIFFERENCE (eV)
(Std. Dev.)
-3.80 (0.81)

55S4.3

1.63 (0.54)

1.62 (0.93)

-0.01 (0.47)

60S3.8

2.23 (0.52)

3.15 (0.88)

0.92 (0.55)

45S5

Table 6.XII. Average Reaction Energies for P-O-Si Hydrolysis Reactions on AsCreated Surface and Surface Ion-Exchanged to a Depth of 10 Å
Glass

NO EXCHANGE EXCHANGE

DIFFERENCE

45S5

2.06 (0.45)

0.68 (0.78)

-1.38 (0.97)

55S4.3

1.33 (0.72)

0.90 (0.63)

-0.43 (0.85)

60S3.8

2.49 (0.70)

3.06 (0.75)

0.57 (0.82)

Table 6.IX shows the results for a number of Si-O-Si hydrolysis simulations
for the 45S5 composition. Clearly, the hydrolysis reactions that take place on the ion160

exchanged surface are more favored than those on the as-created surface, as the
reaction energies are much smaller (i.e., more negative). The standard deviations for
the “difference” values still indicate that there is a range of relative favorabilities for
hydrolysis on an ion-exchanged surface. But even considering the standard deviation,
the reaction energies are remarkably different between the two types of 45S5
surfaces. A similar relationship is shown in Table 6.X for hydrolysis of Si-O-P
linkages, though the difference is less pronounced. Thus, it would seem that, in
general, the breaking of Si-O-Si linkages for the 45S5 composition is preferred to the
breaking of Si-O-P linkages, and that the breaking of Si-O-Si linkages is preferred on
the ion-exchanged surface.
Table 6.XI shows the results of Si-O-Si hydrolysis reactions compiled for
each composition. Now, while the hydrolysis of this type seems to be compositionindependent on an as-created surface (Section 6.5), here it appears that a composition
relationship exists for reactions on an ion-exchanged surface, in particular, that an
increasing silica content decreases the preference of a given hydrolysis reaction. A
lower reaction barrier for hydrolysis would serve to increase the rate of HCA creation
according to Hench’s reaction model, and thus increase bioactivity. Thus, the results
of this section support the experimental results, which show that bioactivity decreases
with increased silica content.
From the energies compiled in Table 6.XI, it can be seen that the average
difference in reaction energy for 45S5 is particularly large in magnitude compared to
the other two compositions.

Hence, it appears that the relative favorability of

hydrolysis on a “real” 45S5 surface is significantly greater than for the other two
compositions, as the ion-exchanged surface in this study is closer to reality than the
un-exchanged surface. In fact, the reaction energy actually increases for hydrolysis
reaction on an ion-exchanged surface 60S3.8.

For 55S4.3, the average reaction

energies are about the same for both types of surface. Again, this overall behavior
agrees with the relatively greater bioactivity of 45S5, as compared to the other two
compositions.
Table 6.XII appears to show a similar composition relationship for hydrolysis
of the Si-O-P linkage. In this case, the average difference values correspond to
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macroscopic bioactivity in a similar manner to the Si-O-Si hydrolysis data, but in this
case, the standard deviations are greater, such that there is some overlap of the
reaction energy ranges among the three compositions. This may be in part related to
the lack of a P-O-H potential energy term (discussed in Chapter 5), as it would serve
to moderate the configurational energy by moderating the P-O-H bond angle. For
45S5 and 55S4.3, the differences are negative, while for 60S3.8, the reaction energy
actually increases for hydrolysis reactions on an ion-exchanged surface.
The reason for the observed compositional relationship is still unclear. It is
possible that there is somehow a greater strain imparted on the 45S5 structure by the
ion-exchange process, such that network bonds are therefore more easily broken.
This could be explained by the greater sodium content for the 45S5 composition; a
greater sodium content implies a greater number of exchanges for a given depth,
which may serve to induce a structure with a greater “need” for structural relaxation.
This relaxation can take place more readily if the bonds are broken via a hydrolysis
reaction, for example. Also, it has been shown previously that silica extraction rate
due to the reaction of a silicate glass with water is strongly related to the alkali
concentration in the glass.129,233,240 However, while this explanation establishes an
order of preference among the three compositions, it does not explain why the there
should be an decrease in reaction energy for Si-O-Si and Si-O-P hydroxylation on an
ion-exchanged surface, particularly when the results of the ion-exchange reactions
(Chapter 5) imply an indistinguishable difference in ion-exchange reaction energy.
The results of this section are particularly remarkable because, to this point,
the ion exchange and hydrolysis reaction energies have proved to be independent of
composition. Without the results from this section of work, we would be forced to
conclude that these reactions occurred with equal favorability across the composition
range, and that only the number of reactions for a given composition (based on the
number of network linkages, for example) could be used as evidence supporting the
relative bioactivity among the three compositions. But clearly there is a distinct
effect by the overall structure (following ion-exchange) on the hydrolysis stage. This
underlines the importance of considering the hydrolysis reaction with an ionexchanged surface as a precursor. But perhaps more importantly, it gives evidence
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that the overall approach to simulating reactions with water on multicomponent glass
surfaces used in this thesis (i.e., using MD and not explicitly including a neutral water
molecule) can be used to help predict macroscopic compositional effects that are
observed for experimental studies.
6.6.1 P-P Hydrolysis
Among the three compositions, only one P-O-P bond was found within the
mobile surface region; it was found in the 55S4.3 surface.

This linkage was

hydroxylated on both the un-exchanged and ion-exchanged surfaces. The results of
those reactions are reported in Table 6.XIII. The results are very different than for
any of the other reactions studied thus far. The reaction energy for the un-exchanged
surface is far higher than any of the average hydrolysis reaction energies. And when
the same bond is broken on the ion-exchanged surface, the reaction is less favorable
by 7.73 eV. Because this was the only P-O-P linkage tested, there is a possibility that
this is an anomalous case, but it seems clear that the P-O-P linkage is not preferred to
be hydrolyzed. What remains puzzling is the exact nature of the large difference in
reaction energies; the starting configurations seem similar (Figure 6.12), and there are
actually no local exchanges nearby the P-O-P linkage. Perhaps there is a long-range
interaction that has a significant effect in this case.
Table 6.XIII. Reaction Energies for Hydrolysis of P-O-P Linkage on 55S4.3 Surface
NO EXCHANGE (eV) EXCHANGE(eV) DIFFERENCE (eV)
3.34

11.07
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7.73

a

b
Na
NBO

Si
H

P
BO

c

d

Figure 6.12. Breaking of P-O-P linkage in as-created surface (a à b) and ionexchanged surface (c à d).
6.7

UNSUCCESSFUL HYDROLYSIS REACTIONS

Unfortunately, as discussed earlier, a common problem faced in these
simulations was the loss of OH groups from their associated Si or P network former
ion during the course of the simulation. After attempting to rid all simulations of this
problem (with a number of procedural changes, as explained above and in Chapter 5),
there were still a number of cases where there seemed to be no obvious correlation
between successful and unsuccessful hydroxylations. As a general rule, it seemed
that the 60S3.8 simulations were more conducive to keeping both OH groups than the
45S5 or 55S5.3 simulations (which might not be expected considering that 45S5 and
55S4.3 are considered to have more “broken” or “open” structures).
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NBO

a

b

P
BO

Si

H

c

Figure 6.13. Example of when even the most successful OH-placement procedure
fails: a) placement of OH groups in direction of original BO, b) structural relaxation,
and c) OH leaves and NBO becomes BO to preserve 4-coordination and reform the 4ring.
Figure 6.13 shows a case for the breaking of a 4-membered ring using the
most successful (“optimized”) OH placement technique, placing the two OH groups
in the direction of the removed BO, with the associated bond distances set to 0.5 Å.
Initially, the ring opens and internal bonds relax.

However, as the simulation

proceeds, the bond is reformed (with the H ion intact!) and the other OH group leaves
the network structure, but remains in the local area. It was not uncommon to find this
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type of configuration upon discovering (through the programs outlined in Chapter 5)
that a simulation had failed.
Figure 6.14 shows a situation in which a bond is attempted to be broken for a
Q2 Si and a Q3 Si linkage, which would result in a Q1 and a Q2 Si.

However, on

simulation, instead the bond reforms (again, the OH becomes bridging) and a nearby
Q3 Si becomes Q2.

So, it appears that the glass structure preserves a Q2 Si at the

expense of a Q3 and in preference to the creation of a Q1; this is not, with hindsight,
completely unexpected, since the latter species are usually associated with
compositions containing much larger amounts of modifier cations.

BO
Q2

Q2

Q3

Q2

Q3
H
2

Q

Figure 6.14. Attempted breaking of Si-O-Si linkage in 60S3.8 glass; Q2 Si should
become Q1, but instead a nearby Q3 Si becomes Q2 and the OH group becomes
bridging.
6.8

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The hydrolysis of network bonds (Stage 2 in Hench’s reaction model) was
examined for surface simulations of the three bioactive glass surfaces by removing a
BO and placing two hydroxyl groups on the two associated network formers. A
series of revisions to the original procedure took place. The final procedure includes
removing the BO and placing the two hydroxyl group in the direction of the removed
BO, with a bond length of 0.5 Å for each new Si-O (or P-O) and O-H bond. An
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“energy minimization” MD simulation of 800 timesteps was implemented to decrease
the “shock” of the new configuration on the system.
Hydrolysis reaction energies were calculated from the difference in
configurational energy and implicitly considering the dissociation energy and energy
of condensation for a water molecule, as well as the O-H bonding energy in an OH
group.
The results for bond hydrolysis on as-created surfaces show no significant
difference among the three compositions for simulations involving Si-O-Si or Si-O-P.
All average values are greater than zero, indicating endothermic reactions that are not
favorable by themselves.

However, it was shown that the hydrolysis reactions

became more favorable (in fact, exothermic for 45S5 and 55S4.3) when simulated on
surfaces that had already been through the ion-exchange reaction outline in Chapter 5.
This is significant because it gives evidence supporting Hench’s proposed reaction
sequence.

Perhaps even more significantly, the reaction energies for hydrolysis

following ion exchange directly relate to the glass composition; the 45S5 composition
is most favorable and 60S3.8 is least favorable. This correlates directly with the
observed macroscopic in vivo bioactivity of these glasses.
The influence of Qn-species on the hydrolysis reaction was investigated by
considering the successive breaking of bonds for a Q4 Si. Three different “routes” for
breaking the bonds were investigated. The results of the three reaction series point to
the conclusion that different routes can have very different reaction energies for
different stages, but that the overall energy to release an Si(OH)4 group is fairly
constant. In all cases, once the final bond was broken, the independent Si(OH)4
group left its original position in the network.

Additionally, the release upon

hydroxylation of independent Si and P groups from the end of chains was observed in
some situations, along with interesting rotational behavior.
The effect of ring-size on hydrolysis reaction energy was tested. There is
considerable variation in reaction energies within each ring, which is interesting
because it shows that some bonds (within a given ring) are more readily broken than
others. It is suggested that this may be due to differences in local environment, such
as the distribution in Ca and Na modifiers, since even for rings of the same size, there
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is a range of reaction energies. Dramatic structural opening is shown to occur on
opening of 3-membered rings.
A number of unsuccessful hydrolysis reactions were discussed, including
cases where bonds re-form after the bond had been broken, even when the most
successful procedure was used. In one case, a 4-ring reforms on the 55S4.3 surface.
In another case on the 60S3.8 surface, when a Q3-Q2 linkage is broken near another
Q3 specie, a local rearrangement takes place such that one of the OH groups bridges
two network formers, and three Q2 result instead of a Q1, Q2, and Q3. This may be
expected, as Q1 species are usually associated with compositions containing much
greater amounts of modifier cations.
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7 DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY SIMULATION
7.1

INTRODUCTION

While the classical MD simulations described to this point can give
information about the relative reaction energies for a variety of situations, a better
understanding of the ion exchange and dissolution processes in bioactive glasses may
be gained by using quantum mechanical (QM) density functional theory (DFT)
calculations because these calculations can yield information on reaction
pathways.40,291 At the heart of the processes governing the interactions of bioactive
glasses with the body are the dissociation of water and migration of H, OH, and H2O,
which QM calculations can describe more accurately than classical MD simulations
because they are largely electronic processes, involving charged species. Greater
precision in energy calculations and the resulting structure will be possible as DFT
takes into account all electrons in the system.

However, one drawback to this

technique is that it is currently limited to on the order of 100 atoms, which limits the
consideration of long-range potential energy effects. In any case, the results should
be a nice complement to the results of classical simulations of the same glasses.
7.2

PREVIOUS WORK

7.2.1 Ion exchange
The initial ion exchange reaction of water with glass (H for Na) is particularly
interesting because of its fundamental importance on bioactivity. In our MD study, a
simple ion exchange process was investigated where H was substituted on nonbridging oxygen for nearby Na.

The exchange was found to be energetically

favorable at the surface of all three bioactive glasses.
The use of quantum mechanical calculations will yield more precise results of
the energetics, reaction path, and the resulting structure of the ion exchange reaction.
A previous DFT study considered the effects of alkali addition on the strength of an
Si-O-Si bond and determined that at low pH, the presence of the alkali ion increased
the barrier to hydrolysis (this was also shown in the current study, using MD (Chapter
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5)). These calculations were done using small clusters with only two Si and with OH
terminations—pH was simulated by (de)protonation of an OH.292
7.2.2 Hydrolysis
The results of our MD calculations show that the breaking of the Si-O-Si and
Si-O-P linkages are not energetically favorable by themselves, but, depending on the
overall composition, may be energetically favorable if the surface is first ionexchanged. This seems to coincide with the observed order of reactions of the glass
with the body (ion exchange followed by hydrolysis).
Some work has been done using DFT where the hydrolysis of the Si-O bond
was investigated for a number of different sized clusters (up to 8 Si) with varying
terminal groups on the Si (OH or H).293-296 In one study, ring sizes from 3 to 6 were
investigated, but it was determined that the composition of terminal groups has just as
great an impact on reaction barriers as ring size.293 A transitional five-coordinated Si
state was formed via proton transfer during the reaction with a water molecule. A
lower energy barrier to hydrolysis was found on introduction of a second water
molecule. No consideration of preexisting OH was taken. Another fairly involved
study focuses on the hydrolysis of Si-O-Si and P-O-P linkages, but the clusters are
relatively small, ranging in size from 6-14 atoms.297
Also, Si-O hydrolysis has been investigated using DFT on crystalline silicate
structures where it was found that the greater the number of Si-O-Si bridges for a
given Si, the greater the resistance for a single Si-O hydrolysis, indicating a lower
dissolution barrier for low-linked Si, and that dissolution of each bridge yields a
structure with a lower barrier to dissolution.298 Other calculations of reactions of
water with fused silica glasses have been carried out by Corrales and co-workers at
PNNL.40,41 A review of the use of MD and QM calculations for studying glass
dissolution is available.299
7.3

INITIALLY PROPOSED WORK

The proposed work involves creating surface clusters on the order of 80-100
atoms. The initial configurations are based on the earlier calculations (classical MD
results) and subsequently optimized by DFT. This technique has been used with
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success for multicomponent silicates.57 Multiple samples should be examined in light
of the range of possible structures in an amorphous material. These models are
designed to consider the relative effects of Na and Ca as modifiers and P as a network
former (where others have only considered Si). Exchanges of Na for H or Ca on the
surfaces can be made. The barrier to surface ring breakage can be examined for
different sized rings. The nudged-elastic band method can be used as a means of
determining the minimum energy path for the exchange reactions.
Transition structures, reaction products and energies are analyzed to determine
the mechanism of the dissolution of the glass network. The effects of optimized bond
lengths and angles are tested by calculating reaction barriers for strained bonds.
Optimized O-H bond parameters are compared with MD results. The effect of
multiple water molecules on the reaction barrier can also be studied with these
models. This study allows, in general, a comparison of the previous ‘model’ silica
system calculations to calculations on this ‘real’ bioactive glass system.
The mapping of the reaction paths of water with silica has typically taken
between 4000 and 8000 CPU hours for each path using the NEB method coupled to
DFT codes. The exchange paths are expected to take half the time. The calculations
require at least 10 unique reaction paths and 24 or more exchange paths for each of
the bioactive glass compositions. Hence, this project is expected to require 120,000
node hours per year.
Thus, the objective of the work done at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
(PNNL) during the summer of 2004 was to augment the atomic-scale classical MD
study of the reactions of water with the surface of a bioactive glass with density
functional theory (DFT), making use of the expertise, software (e.g., NWCHEM), and
computing power (e.g., MPP2) available at PNNL. In particular, the plan was to
study the energetics of an exchange of a proton (H+) for Na+ (which is native to the
glass), creating an OH group on the glass surface; this is the initial reaction when this
type of glass comes in contact with water or body fluid.8,23 An ensuing reaction,
whereby an Si-O-Si or Si-O-P bridge is broken by the introduction of water, causes
dissolution of the glass structure, and can also be studied using this technique. These
interactions with water are described more accurately using the quantum mechanical
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calculations of DFT.

Using NWCHEM will result in more precise energy

calculations and structures.
Because it takes into account all the electrons for each atom in the simulation,
and to avoid huge computational costs, a DFT calculation requires the treatment of
significantly fewer atoms than an MD calculation. To generate a suitable structure
for a DFT calculation, a smaller MD simulation is run. The original MD simulation
consisted of 2835 atoms while the one for the DFT calculation has 94 atoms.
Additional MD simulations with 376 and 8505 atoms were also created for
comparison. This study focused on the 45S5 glass composition (actual compositions
given in Table 7.I). Simulation box sizes were calculated to give a density of about
2.66 g/cm3. This glass is extremely bioactive—it reacts very quickly with the body to
generate the HCA layer that aides in quick bone growth.
7.4

PROCEDURE

Initially, two approaches were taken to get a suitable structure for the DFT
calculation: 1) generation of a random configuration of 94 atoms which is put through
the standard bulk and surface creation procedures (Chapter 2) and 2) extraction of a
piece of the surface previously studied by MD (2835 atoms) that is ‘frozen’ through
the melt and cooling processes.
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Table 7.I.

Composition of 8505, 2835, 376, and 94-Atom Simulations
(mol%)

SiO2 P2O5 Na2O CaO box size (Å)

8505-atom 46.10 2.60

24.40 26.90

48.68

2835-atom 46.10 2.60

24.40 26.90

33.75

376-atom 45.45 3.03

24.24 27.27

17.13

94-atom

45.45

3.03

24.24 27.27

10.85

(# atoms)

O

Si

P

Na

Ca

8505-atom 4695 1383

156

1464

807

2835-atom 1565

461

52

488

269

376-atom

208

60

8

64

36

94-atom

52

15

2

16

9

In the second approach, a phosphorus ion with an NBO that had been
hydroxylated in a previous 2835-atom simulation was selected, as well as all of the
atoms within a 3 Å radius of the NBO. These ions were then extracted from the
larger simulation and placed at the center of the smaller bulk simulation box, and the
remaining atoms were randomly put around the “cluster.”

The cluster was

immobilized during the melt and quench portions of the bulk creation process, and
later allowed to relax. When the bulk was ‘cut’ to make a surface, the cut was made
so that the phosphorus (and its bonded oxygen) was in a similar orientation as the
final configuration studied in the 2835-atom MD study.
The 2835-atom simulation has been thoroughly studied with respect to the
surface reaction with water (Chapters 5 and 6). The 8505-atom simulation (three
times the size) was later added as a check for the effect of simulation size on network
fragment sizes (discussed later) and was conducted in an identical manner to the
2835-atom simulation.

The 376-atom simulation was added as an intermediate

simulation between the 2835- and 94-atom simulations and was conducted in an
identical manner to the 94-atom simulation.
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From comparing the bulk RDFs of the 94-atom and 2835-atom simulations,
this approach looked promising; however, it was later noticed that upon surface
creation, the 94-atom simulation became very ‘hot’ (i.e., in excess of 2000 K). In an
attempt to stabilize the system, the NPT ensemble was used during the bulk creation
process; however, this resulted in the severe and continued shrinking of the
simulation box, leading to extremely high bulk densities.

A number of other

simulation routes (i.e., combinations of NVE, NVT, NPT at different temperatures)
were tested for their ability to produce stable bulk and surface structures.

For

simplicity’s sake, this “cluster approach” was then abandoned for the random initial
configuration approach.
The simulation sequence that finally produced a reasonable structure is given
in Table 7.III and is compared to that of the 2835-atom MD simulation (Table 7.II).
The change in procedure that seemed to make the most difference was reducing the
number of timesteps between updates to the Verlet neighbor list from 5 to 1. All
simulations were done with identical Buckingham potential parameters and using
DL_POLY software on a 32-processor IBM cluster in the EMSL department of
PNNL.
Table 7.II.

MD Simulation Sequence for 2835-Atom and 8505-Atom Bulk and
Surface Creation
2835-atom and 8505-atom MD
Ensemble
NVT
NVT

NVT
surface creation;
addition of 20 Å vacuum
25% of atoms immobilized
NPT
NPT
50% of atoms immobilized
NPT

#Timesteps
Temp. (K) (equilibrated) Other notes
6,000
20,000
6,000-300
285,000
linear cool
25,000
300
(5,000)
RDF; BAD

1,500
300

80,000
80,000

anneal

300

80,000

ZDP
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Table 7.III.

Simulation Sequence for 94-Atom Surface Creation
94-atom and 376-atom MD

#Timesteps
Other notes
Ensemble
Temp. (K) (equilibrated)
NVT
6,000
20,000
NVT
6,000-300
285,000
linear cool
NVT
300
25,000 (5,000)
NVE
300
100,000 (10,000)
NPT
300
500,000 (250,000) RDF; BAD
NVT
300-0
15,000 (15,000) linear cool
NPT
'zero'
50,000
surface creation;
addition of 20Å vacuum
25% of atoms immobilized
NVE
'zero'
80,000
NPT
10
80,000
NPT
300
80,000
NVT
500
500,000
anneal
NPT
300
80,000
ZDP

7.5

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Snapshots of the final bulk and surface structures are shown in Figure 7.1Figure 7.4.

Selected RDF (radial distribution function), BAD (bond angle

distribution) and ZDP (z-density profile) were calculated (Figure 7.5-Figure 7.10).
RDF and BAD were calculated for the bulk structures and ZDP for the surface
structures; all were calculated over the final 20,000 timesteps (i.e., 400
configurations, 50 timesteps apart) of the simulations indicated in Table 7.II and
Table 7.III.
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Figure 7.1. Bulk structure of 45S5 glass (94 atoms).

Figure 7.2. Surface structure of 45S5 glass (94 atoms).
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Figure 7.3. Bulk structure of 45S5 glass (376 atoms).

Figure 7.4. Bulk structure of 45S5 glass (8505 atoms).
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7.5.1 Qn Distribution
Table 7.IV shows the Qn distributions for Si and P in the four simulations.
The Sin distribution seems relatively consistent among the simulations, except for the
lack of Si0 groups in the two smallest simulations. Also, in the 376-atom simulation,
there seems to be an increased fraction of Si2 and decreased fraction of Si3.
With only two and eight P ions in the 94- and 376-atom simulations,
respectively, there is understandably not much resolution in their Pn distributions.
However, there seems to be fairly good agreement between the two largest
simulations and the two smaller simulations are not very different. It is possible that
with multiple starting configurations, the Pn distributions for the smaller simulations
could average out to fractions closer to those for the larger simulations.
Table 7.IV.

Qn Distributions for Si and P for Four Simulation Sizes

n 8505-Si 2835-Si 376-Si 94-Si

n 8505-P 2835-P 376-P 94-P

0

4.3

3.7

0.0

0.0

0

57.1

53.8

37.5

50.0

1

21.3

19.1

20.0

26.7

1

33.3

38.5

50.0

50.0

2

42.3

46.0

60.0

46.7

2

9.6

7.7

12.5

0.0

3

26.5

26.9

16.7

20.0

3

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

4

5.6

4.3

3.3

6.7

4

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

7.5.2 Oxygen Speciation
The relative amount of each state of oxygen is fairly consistent among the
simulations (Table 7.V). One noticeable, but small, difference is the presence of free
oxygen in the two largest simulations. Free oxygen, however, is present in the
surface simulation of the 94-atom glass (Figure 7.2).
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Table 7.V.

Oxygen States for Four Simulation Sizes

#atoms

BO

NBO

FO

8505

31.5

68.1

0.4

2835

31.7

67.7

0.6

376

30.8

69.2

0.0

94

30.8

69.2

0.0

7.5.3 Correlation Functions
Overall, the Si-O RDF agree fairly well, including the peak around 4 Å, for all
simulation sizes up to about 6 Å where the 94-atom simulation deviates due to the
simulation box size (Figure 7.5). A close-up of the first peak shows that there is some
deviation, likely due to the small sample size in the 94-atom simulation.
The P-O RDF shows quite a bit more scatter among the three smallest
simulations, even in the first peak, though the two largest simulations lay nearly on
top of each other even at large separations (Figure 7.6). This is at least in part
attributed to the smaller number of P atoms as compared to Si atoms.
Another noteworthy RDF is the P-P RDF (Figure 7.7).

There is major

discrepancy among all four simulations, even the two largest. This may be attributed
also in part to the small number of P atoms, but the difference between the 2835- and
8505-atom simulations is still quite striking. It appears that even at 2835 atoms, the
P-P RDF may not be a good representation of an actual bulk sample. Only a single
peak exists for the 94-atom simulation because it contains only 2 P atoms. It is
unclear why there is a large peak in the 376-atom simulation at around 4 Å that is not
present in any of the other simulations. This may show some effect of the particular
configuration and may be averaged out by using multiple starting configurations.
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a

b

Figure 7.5. RDF for a) Si-O and b) Si-O (first peak only) for 4 simulation sizes.
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a

b

Figure 7.6. RDF for a) P-O and b) P-O (first peak only) for 4 simulation sizes.
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Figure 7.7. P-P RDF for 4 simulation sizes.
7.5.4 Bond Angle Distributions
The O-Si-O and O-P-O BAD seem to be centered at about the same values,
but with a greater degree of scatter for the two smallest simulations (Figure 7.8). The
O-P-O BAD shows more overall scatter, again due to the fewer number of P atoms
present. There is a small difference in the O-P-O peak of even the two largest
simulations.
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a

b

Figure 7.8. BAD for a) O-Si-O and b) O-P-O for 4 simulation sizes.
7.5.5 Z-Density Profile
The z-density profiles (ZDP: atomic density profile perpendicular to the
surface) for the 2835- and 94-atom simulations are shown in Figure 7.9. It should be
noted that the 94-atom simulation had only the lower 25% of its box frozen while the
2835-atom simulation had 50% frozen. One of the obvious differences between the
two ZDP is the seemingly erratic nature of the overall density in the 94-atom
simulation. The major contributor to this seems to be the influence of the BO
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component to the overall density. It is not clear that there is a natural explanation for
this, and it may be another case of the sample-size effect, though there is a small
increase in the BO density near the surface in the 2835-atom simulation.
Figure 7.10 shows the same data, this time normalized to the total density at
each point. While the 2835-atom simulation shows that an increased proportion of
the Na+ ions are at the surface, the 94-atom simulation shows an increase in Ca2+ ions.
Again, it is suspected that this scatter may be averaged out over multiple simulations
to look more like the 2835-atom case, such that the average surface will show a
preference of Na at the surface. This underlines one of the risks of considering small
electronic-scale simulations as representative of an experimental glass.

a

b

Figure 7.9. ZDP for a) 94-atom and b) 2835-atom (averaged over 10 surfaces)
simulations (#atoms/nm3).
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a

b

Figure 7.10. ZDP for a) 94-atom and b) 2835-atom (averaged over 10 surfaces)
simulations (normalized to total density).
7.5.6 Network Fragmentation
One issue with regard to small simulation size that is particular to this
multicomponent glass is that of the size of bulk network fragments (continuous pieces
of the network composed of O, P, and Si in the bulk simulation). In the 2835-atom
simulation, it was noted that the network structure is greatly fragmented, as compared
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to that of a pure silica glass, which is continuous throughout the entire simulation
(Chapter 3). This fragmentation is expected to aide in disintegration of the glass in
vivo; indeed, of three compositions studied (at around 3,000 atoms each), the more
fragmented structures corresponded to a greater bioactivity of the glass in vivo.8,32
For the 2835-atom 45S5 simulation, network fragments on the order of 25-60
atoms were seen, though 80% of the network atoms were contained in one large
fragment (Table 7.VI). This 80% figure is fairly consistent among the three smallest
simulations, though the largest simulation has only about 70% of network atoms in
the largest fragment. This is a little troubling as it may indicate a fundamental
influence of simulation size on the overall bulk structure of the glass. It is also worth
noting that the largest “fragment” in the 94-atom simulation is on the order of a
smaller fragment in the 2835-atom simulation and that the second and third largest
fragments of the 8505-atom simulation are larger than the entire 94-atom simulation.
This is important when considering the effect of simulation size on what is actually
simulated; is the smaller simulation representative of the bulk structure or rather
simply a simulation of a smaller fragment of the larger simulation?
Table 7.VI shows the sizes of network fragments (left) in each of the
simulations and the fraction (right) of network atoms (Si, P, O) that fragment
contains. For simplicity, the 21-, 17-, 13-, and 9-atom fragments for the 8505-atom
simulation are consolidated into one entry each. For all simulations, the 5-atom PO4
(purple boxes) and SiO4 (yellow boxes) groups are also consolidated in Table 7.VI.
The second largest fragment in the 94-atom simulation is a much larger fraction than
that of any other simulation. The proportion of PO4 groups seems fairly consistent
among all simulations. The proportion of SiO4 groups in the two largest simulations
is consistent though there are no SiO4 groups present in the two smallest simulations.
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Table 7.VI. Network Fragments by Number of Atoms (left) and Each Fragment’s
Fraction of the Total Network Atoms in Bulk Simulation (right)
8505

2835

376

94

8505

2835

376

94

4455

1668

226

52

71.4

80.6

81.9

75.4

109

57

17

13

1.7

2.8

6.2

18.8

104

40

9

1*5=5

1.7

1.9

3.3

7.2

72

25

9

0

1.2

1.2

3.3

0.0

65

25

3*5=15

1.0

1.2

5.4

57

9

0

0.9

0.4

0.0

41

9

0.7

0.4

41

9

0.7

0.4

29

9

0.5

0.4

25

9

0.4

0.4

24

28*5=140

0.4

6.8

5*21=105

17*5=85

1.7

4.1

5*17=85

1.4

10*13=130

2.1

18*9=162

2.6

89*5=445

7.1

60*5=300

4.8

* - 5-atom PO4 groups and SiO4 groups are consolidated in the bottom two boxes,
respectively, in each column. The four boxes preceding the purple box for the 8505
simulation indicated the number of 21-, 17-, 13-, and 9-atom fragments.
7.6

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This portion of the thesis work began as a study to get a better description of
the energetics associated with the interaction of water with the surface of a bioactive
glass by using a QM method to complement the classical MD simulations. A few
unanticipated roadblocks presented themselves with the use of a 94-atom simulation
box in creating both bulk and surface multicomponent glasses.

While the final

structures seem stable, they were created using a rather different technique, so the
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resulting structures demanded further scrutiny.

By comparing them with larger

simulations, many differences have become evident.
While these final 94-atom structures can now be used with NWCHEM to do
some DFT calculations, the results must be put in the perspective of the structural
differences noticed in both the bulk and surface structures. Clearly, a simulation-size
effect has shown itself in a glass in which network fragmentation has been related to
the glass’ function, so these issues should be properly addressed when considering the
results of the DFT calculations and, in general, the suitability of small MD
simulations as precursors to DFT calculations for multicomponent glasses.
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8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Three bioactive glasses (45S5, 55S4.3, and 60S3.8) have been investigated
using atomic-scale molecular dynamics simulations in an attempt to explain
differences in observed macroscopic bioactivity. Bulk and surface structures and
bulk dynamics have been characterized. Ion exchange and hydrolysis reactions, the
first two stages in Hench’s reaction model describing the creation of an HCA layer on
bioactive glass surfaces, have been investigated in detail.
8.1

BULK STRUCTURE

A distinct difference was noticed between the network fragmentation of the
45S5 glass and the other two glasses. The 45S5 composition shows a much greater
network fragmentation, as evidenced by a greater number of network pieces
independent of the major network piece. It is suggested that this fragmentation can
play a role in at least the first two stages of Hench’s model for HCA formation on the
surfaces of bioactive glasses. For Stage 1 (ion-exchange), the open network creates a
greater number of channels, which act to connect the surface to the bulk of the glass,
and allow a greater diffusion of sodium out of the bulk, and water into the bulk of the
glass. This increased presence of water in the bulk of the glass would also lead to an
increase in the rate of hydrolysis of network bonds (Stage 2). Additionally, since the
45S5 composition has fewer overall network bonds before reaction with water, it
would have a greater dissolution rate, as compared to the other two compositions.
Qn-distributions of Si and P were not consistent with a binary model, as has
been previously assumed. The predominant species are Si2 and P0 in 45S5, and Si3
and P1 for 55S4.3 and 60S3.8, which again points to the decreased connectivity in the
45S5 glass. Qn-species connectivity was calculated to determine how the Q-units
were distributed throughout the glass. Results for all compositions show clustering of
high-connectivity units (particularly for larger simulations), suggesting silica-rich
regions (and thus, alkali-rich regions as well), rather than a random distribution. This
again points to a modified random network.
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8.2

BULK DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR

In terms of dynamic behavior, long-range diffusion was only observed for
sodium. Calcium showed only local movements (jumps between adjacent sites),
while phosphorus showed only local vibrations.

It is presumed that calcium

migration may be restricted by its greater tendency for charge compensation of local
NBO ions, but paths for phosphorus migration do not exist because it would move as
relatively large PO4 groups. However, it is suggested that following the ion exchange
and hydrolysis reactions, a more open network would be conducive to PO4 migration
to the surface to participate in HCA formation.
The maximum displacement of each ion from its original position was shown
to be a useful measure of diffusion differences among ions of a particular type. A
considerable spread of values was shown for Na for each composition. Interestingly,
nearly every Na ion had moved from its original position (i.e., at least 3-4 Å) at some
point during the simulation, again underlining the diffusive nature of Na in these
glasses. Some evidence of Ca ions moving ~10 Å was also found, though most did
not move any more than the average oxygen ion. Evidence for long-range diffusion
of Na between a number of distinct sites was shown, as well as “sampling” of sites
that were only momentarily occupied before the ion jumped back to a previous site.
8.3

SURFACE STRUCTURE

Surface simulations show the distinct accumulation of sodium at the
immediate surface for each composition. This is presumed to aid in the first stage of
Hench’s reaction model, ion exchange of sodium for H+ or H3O+ from solution.
Surface channels are also shown to exist. These may contribute to alkali diffusion, as
proposed by previous experimental and simulation results.36,177,218,219 It is suggested
that these channels may aid in the diffusion of alkali to the surface (and water to the
bulk) to increase the rate of the ion-exchange stage of Hench’s reaction model. The
alkali channels are more evident in 45S5, the more bioactive glass, which supports
this claim. Additionally, with the ability of water molecules to travel deeper into the
surface, there should be an increased rate of network bond hydrolysis (Stage 2),
which also serves to increase the bioactivity.
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8.4

ION EXCHANGE

The ion-exchange reaction (Stage 1 in Hench’s reaction model) was examined
for surface simulations of the three bioactive glass surfaces by removing an Na+ ion
and creating a hydroxyl group by placing an H+ ion on a nearby NBO. Ion exchange
reaction energy was calculated by taking the difference between the configurational
energies and subtracting the standard enthalpy of an Na+ ion. Considerable work was
necessary to achieve a procedure in which the problem of OH groups leaving their
associated network former ion was decreased to a suitable extent. Results for a single
ion exchange on a pristine surface showed that the ion-exchange reaction is preferred
(more exothermic) for Na+ ions near Si, rather than P. A range of reaction energies
were found, which is due to a range of local environments, and is expected for
reactions that take place on a glass surface.
Average reaction energies calculated for the three glass compositions were not
found to be significantly different. This gives evidence that the rates of ion exchange
are the same across the composition range. However, differences in bioactivity may
be explained by considering the overall network structure of these glasses. For
instance, it is clear that the more fragmented nature of the 45S5 structure, which has
been shown to have an increased number of ion channels leading to the surface,
allows for the greater release of Na ions to solution, which therefore increases the
number of ion exchange reactions occurring in a given time, and thus the rate of
reaction. This should increase the rate of HCA formation, and thus bioactivity.
Large-scale ion exchange reactions were also examined; it was found that the ion
exchange reaction is less favored deeper into the surface, as expected.
Based on the reaction energies presented here, the differences in ion exchange
reaction energy may be attributed to local differences, rather than overall composition
differences. Such factors may be: the attached Qn-specie, depth into surface, initial
distance of Na+ ion from NBO, as well as network ion-type.

These may be

investigated by collecting data for a number of different cases and analyzing
statistically for correlations. By establishing the most influential factors on reaction
energy, perhaps a better understanding of the reaction process in these glasses
(including the effect of overall composition) will be gained.
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The antibacterial activity of silver ions has been noted elsewhere.300 Some
work has been done to study the impact of incorporating silver ions into bioactive
glasses via ion exchange as a means of decreasing instances of infection following
implantation. Because high concentrations of silver ions can be toxic, traditional
melt-quench techniques for creating these glasses has been abandoned for sol-gel or
ion-exchange processes.301,302 These serve to keep the silver content at the direct
surface. Thus, the ion-exchange procedure outlined in this thesis could be used to
study the reaction kinetics of silver ions in bioactive glasses. One MD study has
considered the effect of Ag on the surface of a silicate glass, but the actual ionexchange reaction was not considered.214 It is also known that for bioactive glasses
with certain sodium content, the ion-exchange reaction can lead to cytotoxic behavior
in vivo.116 This effect could be examined using the current surface models. It is also
known that the oxidation of silver ions can have a drastic effect on their activity,300 so
using the proper oxidation state of silver in MD simulations would be a challenge.
8.5

HYDROLYSIS

The hydrolysis of network bonds (Stage 2 in Hench’s reaction model) was
examined by removing a BO and placing two hydroxyl groups on the two associated
network formers. A series of revisions to the original procedure took place. The final
procedure includes removing the BO and placing the two hydroxyl group in the
direction of the removed BO, with a bond length of 0.5 Å for each new Si-O (or P-O)
and O-H bond. Reaction energies for hydrolysis were calculated in a similar manner
to the ion exchange energies, i.e., from the difference in configurational energy and
implicitly considering the dissociation energy and energy of condensation for a water
molecule, as well as the O-H bonding energy in an OH group.
The results for bond hydrolysis on pristine surfaces show no significant
difference among the three compositions for simulations involving Si-O-Si or Si-O-P.
Also, the average reaction energies for all compositions are greater than zero,
indicating endothermic reactions that are not favorable by themselves. However, it
was shown that the hydrolysis reactions became more favorable (in fact, exothermic
for 45S5 and 55S4.3) when simulated on surfaces that had already been through the
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ion-exchange reaction outline in Chapter 5. This gives evidence supporting Hench’s
proposed reaction sequence. Also, the reaction energies for hydrolysis following ion
exchange directly relate to the glass composition; the 45S5 composition is most
favorable and 60S3.8 is least favorable. Thus, there is a direct correlation between
the simulation results and the observed macroscopic in vivo bioactivity of these
glasses.
The influence of Qn-species on the hydrolysis reaction was investigated by
considering the successive breaking of bonds for a Q4 Si. The results of the three
reaction series point to the conclusion that different routes can have very different
reaction energies for different stages, but that the overall energy to release an Si(OH)4
group is fairly constant. There was no indication of preference for the hydrolysis of
different Qn-species; that is, smaller Qn-species are no more likely to be hydrolyzed
than larger species.
Hydrolysis reaction energies showed a considerable range of values, even
within a single ring, which is interesting because it shows that some bonds are more
readily broken than others. This is due to differences in local environment, such as
the distribution in Ca and Na modifiers, since even for rings of the same size, there is
a range of reaction energies. The dramatic structural effects of opening three and
four-membered rings were observed.
A deeper investigation of the influential factors on hydrolysis reaction energy
would be beneficial, as the current study shows relatively large ranges for reaction
energy (for a single composition). Statistical correlations could be made with the
following (for example) as factors: initial Si-O-Si (or Si-O-P) bond angle, initial Si-O
or P-O bond lengths, Qn-specie (and ion type) of both associated network formers,
depth into surface, ring size, and local “pH” (i.e., OH presence following ion
exchange).

It is suggested that all further hydrolysis reactions be done on ion

exchanged surfaces, as this seems to have an extremely significant effect on reaction
energy, and clearly shows the effect of composition.
The effect of physisorbed water was not considered in the present study to
unavailability of a suitable (i.e., compatible) molecular water potential.

This is

largely due to the use of a partial-charge model that was developed to better
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reproduce structural aspects of the glasses without attention to the possibility of
including molecular water in the model.
A partial-charge core-shell H2O model was used in the thesis work of Leed in
conjunction with full-charge potentials of the Born-Mayer-Huggins form for the glass
surface for water physisorption and chemisorption studies on silicate glasses.49
Corrales has proposed a dissociative model which allows dissociation into either ionic
or covalent species by allowing the calculation of variable partial charges in going
from bound to dissociative states.40 So, while a number of molecular water potential
models exist48,73,210,272,303,304, significant work is still necessary in order to make one
compatible with this glass model. This would allow a more “natural” evolution of the
system and perhaps lead to a better understanding of the mechanism of network
hydrolysis as well as the effect of molecular water diffusion into the glass
surface.129,305
Introduction of a P-O-H three-body potential would prove useful in modeling
water reactions with surfaces in the present model, particularly in modeling the
proper bond-angle. This is evident in the experiment considered in this work where
the Si-O-H Morse potential was used for the P-O-H interaction. This showed some
effect on the P-O-H bond angle as well as the resulting structure. This potential could
be developed via a similar treatment as was given to Si-O-H by Du where the Morse
potential was fit to the silicic acid structure. Experimental data of a structure with PO-H bond angles is needed to complete this work.
8.6

DFT CALCULATION

Finally, creation of surface structures for DFT calculations of reaction
energies was investigated as a means to using a QM method to complement the
classical MD simulations. A few unanticipated roadblocks presented themselves with
the use of a 94-atom simulation box in creating both bulk and surface
multicomponent glasses. While the final structures seem stable, they were created
using a rather different technique, so the resulting structures demanded further
scrutiny. By comparing them with larger simulations, many differences have become
evident. Clearly, a simulation-size effect has shown itself in a glass in which network
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fragmentation has been related to the glass’ function, so these issues should be
properly addressed when considering the results of the DFT calculations and, in
general, the suitability of small MD simulations as precursors to DFT calculations for
multicomponent glasses.
8.7

PROTEIN INTERACTION

Considering protein interaction with the glass surfaces and reaction products
may be an important step in addressing the reaction of these glasses with the human
body and their overall effectiveness. It has been found that the dissolution products
can significantly influence the expression of certain genes which can lead to increased
healing.204 The surfaces in this study could be used to study this phenomenon
provided that suitable (i.e., compatible) potentials exist for proteins of interest. While
the surface sizes may be on the order of a single protein molecule, larger (i.e., more
surface area) surfaces should be utilized to avoid the periodicity effects due to the
limited size of the simulations. This can be somewhat easily addressed by enlarging
the glass surface area periodically (e.g., in a 2x2 or 3x3 grid).

Then, energy-

minimization techniques can be used to determine likely protein-surface interactions.
It may also be possible to include the effect of molecular water on the overall
interaction as in previous protein-surface studies.306
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